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Abstract
Nonlinear programming (NLP) solvers are extremely sensitive to their starting location.
NLP solvers find optima quickly when launched from certain locations, yet they fail or
progress very slowly when launched from other locations in the same model. Furthermore, it
is unknown if the optima returned by NLP solvers are local or global. Constraint Consensus
(CC) is an algorithm that is used to quickly improve potential solver launch points. This
thesis explores two avenues of research that use CC to explore the variable space in order
to find promising NLP solver launch points for global optimization.
First, advances to the CC method are explored. New techniques for the feasibility and
consensus vector calculations are proposed and the concept of augmentation is introduced.
An investigation of successful launch points reveals other modifications that enhance the
performance of the CC method.
Second, a heuristic multistart framework for global optimization is proposed. It uses CC
to quickly search the variable space. Randomly sampled start points are concentrated near
promising areas of the variable space with CC before a clustering algorithm is applied to
select a set of solver launch points. The key to the process is a novel method for analyzing
the inter-point distance distribution of the concentrated points in order to extract a critical
distance for the clustering routine.
Numerical results are presented to show that the proposed methods are effective compared to the state of the art when applied to a variety of large-scale nonlinear models.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over time engineers have learned to describe physical plants and industrial processes mathematically in terms of algebraic and/or differential equations known as models. Recent
developments in computer technology and numerical methods have led to a variety of tools
that allow engineers to solve models in order to simulate designs in a safe, fast, and relatively inexpensive manner without any physical construction. Computer simulation also
allows engineers to try various sets of parameters in order to increase the effectiveness and
efficiency of their products.
A natural extension to the simulation work is to determine how to change a model's
parameters in order to optimize some objective. For instance, an aerospace engineer may
be interested in adjusting a rocket's design in order to find the smallest vehicle that can
fulfill a mission's requirements [92]. The results from optimization may offer new insight
into the underlying plants or processes being studied.
Advancing technology allows engineers to consider increasingly larger applications in
greater detail. Engineering models are often highly nonlinear, especially in their constraint
sets, and it is extremely difficult to identify where a feasible region or point is. Consequently,
optimization algorithms must continue to advance to keep up with industrial needs. This
thesis investigates new methods for seeking feasibility, finding disjoint feasible regions, and
solving global optimization models, specifically, large-scale highly-constrained continuous
nonlinear programs.
Global optimization solvers try to determine the absolute minimum or maximum feasible
solution to a given problem. This is an important distinction from nonlinear programming
(NLP) solvers that calculate local optima. Global optimization algorithms are often divided into two categories: deterministic methods and probabilistic methods. Deterministic
methods attempt to prove that a particular solution vector is the global optimum. They
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do this more or less by ruling out all areas in the problem until only the global optima
are left. For many problems this is a very time consuming process and often an exact
global optimum is not actually required. In practice, a solution that is close to optimal is
often all that is needed. For these models, probabilistic methods are used to quickly find
a solution. Probabilistic methods often use heuristics to decrease the search time and do
not guarantee that the solution found is the global optimum. The research presented in
this thesis deals with probabilistic methods, specifically variations of multistart. Multistart
algorithms launch a local solver from various locations throughout the search space.
Naive multistart is a basic probabilistic global optimization algorithm. Naive multistart
simply launches a local solver repeatedly from randomly selected start points for a prespecified number of iterations or until a time limit is reached. There are many reasons why
this method is often ineffective in practice. Firstly, the random start points may be far
enough from the feasible region to cause problems for the solver. Furthermore, the solver
may be repeatedly launched within the same basin of attraction, hence, returning the same
solution multiple times. Finally, due to the random assignment of the initial points there is
no guarantee that the variable space will be adequately explored. Improved versions of the
multistart method exist, for instance, MSNLP [56] and GLOBALm [85]. These algorithms
employ techniques including advanced sampling, acceptance and rejection, and clustering
methods in order increase the effectiveness of the multistart method.
The techniques proposed in this thesis increase the efficiency of the multistart method
by providing a promising set of points from which a local solver is launched. The main
difference between the proposed techniques and previous related research is how gradientbased repair methods are used to aid the search.
Constraint Consensus (CC) is a gradient-based repair method that is used to quickly find
a point close to a feasible region. Ibrahim and Chinneck [42] show that a combined method
(CC and a local solver) finds feasible solutions more often than launching local NLP solvers
alone. More recently, MacLeod [58] combined CC and multistart with a voting routine into
a feasibility seeking algorithm known as multistart CC. MacLeod's algorithm effectively
increases the frequency at which local solvers find feasible solutions.
This thesis investigates a probabilistic optimization algorithm that combines a new
variant of CC with a clustering method in order to conduct an efficient search for a global
optimum solution. The method keeps track of a population of points, each of which is
improved with CC. CC concentrates the points in areas of the variable space that minimize
the constraint violations. These are promising locations because they are close to feasibility.
A hierarchical clustering technique is applied to the concentrated set of points to identify
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subsets of points likely to be in the same basins of attraction, which ultimately reduces the
number of redundant NLP solver launches.
The techniques proposed herein are heuristics whose purpose is to speed up the process
of finding high quality solutions to large-scale optimization problems where an exhaustive
search is frequently impractical. These probabilistic algorithms are intended to work well
in general and to be useful for a wide range of optimization models. Mathematical convergence proofs are of little practical value because it is the algorithms' performances on actual
problems which matters. For this reason, the effectiveness of heuristic methods, including
such popular metaheuristic optimizers as genetic algorithms [63] and particle swarm optimization [52], is normally proved by empirical testing on realistic problems. In the tradition
of other major heuristics, this thesis uses extensive numerical experimentation to show that
the new methods are often faster and more robust at finding solutions to large-scale global
optimization problems than current state of the art algorithms.

1.1

Overview

Chapter 2 reviews nonlinear programming, its challenges, and the basic strategies commonly used to solve global optimization problems. The state of the art is presented in
Chapter 3. Specifically, details about selecting an initial sample, seeking feasibility, clustering, and various multistart algorithms are addressed. The thesis statement is provided
in Chapter 4. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 provide a detailed description of the improved CC
algorithm used to quickly and effectively seek feasibility, a gradient-based concentration
scheme for locating promising solver launch points, and a complete method for global optimization, respectively. Experimental results and an evaluation of the performances are also
presented in these chapters. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the conclusions and academic
contributions of this dissertation and proposes avenues for future research.

Chapter 2
A Brief Review of Global
Optimization
This chapter introduces the basic ideas and definitions related to NLP and global optimization. The optimization problem is formally introduced along with many of its associated
challenges. Common global optimization techniques are discussed, including complete and
probabilistic methods. The final section covers various ways to deal with constraints.

2.1

Nonlinear Programming and Notation

The goal of mathematical programming is to find an optimal solution to a problem. In practice there is usually an objective function that must be minimized while a set of constraints
is satisfied. More formally, the general NLP problem is

min

/(x)

(2.1)

0,(x){<,=}O, V i G / = {l,2,...,m}

(2.2)

ij<Xj<u3,

(2.3)

X

s.t.

\/j E J= {1,2, ...,n}

where x G lZn is an n dimensional solution vector. The objective function f : Hn —>• 1Z
is a continuously differentiate function. It is called the objective function because the
objective of the problem is to minimize / ( x ) with respect to x. Minimizing an objective
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function, / ( x ) , is equivalent to maximizing the negative of the objective function, i.e.,
min/(x) = —max —/(x).

(2.4)

The terms maximize and minimize are sometimes used interchangeably in general discussions of optimization. When possible, discussions herein will refer to finding the optimum
instead of maximum or minimum points. Also note that all the variables are continuous. Models with this characteristic are considered continuous models and should not be
confused with binary, mixed-integer, or any other kind of model where some or all of the
variables are restricted to a set of integer values.
The m continuously differentiable functions ^ ( x ) : lZn -» TZ are the constraints. They
are either equality or inequality constraints. For a model to be considered nonlinear, at
least one of its constraints and/or the objective must be a nonlinear function. The bound
constraints are listed in Eqn 2.3 where £3 and u3 are the lower and upper bounds on x3,
respectively. If I = 0 and all the variables are unbounded the model is unconstrained, if
7 = 0 and at least one variable is bounded the model is bound constrained, and if I ^ 0
the model is considered constrained, regardless of the variable bounds. The work presented
in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 deals only with constrained models. Additionally, at least one
constraint is nonlinear in each of the considered models.
The gradient of a constraint is represented by the vector V^(x) e 7Zlxn and the Hessian
of a constraint is represented by the matrix V 2 ^(x) e Hnxn. The violation of an equality
constraint is defined as the absolute value of the constraint
v* = |&(x)|.

(2.5)

The violation of an inequality constraint is the greater of the constraint function value and
zero
vt = max{0,&(x)}.
(2.6)
The search space S is defined as
S = {x G Kn | Vj e J : £j<x3<u3},

(2.7)

and the feasible region T is defined as
7 = {x e S | Vz G / : &(x){<, =}0} .

(2.8)
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Global Maximum

Figure 2.1: An example illustrating local and global optima. The figure was generated by
the peaks function of Matlab.
Note that JF C S and that all optimal solution vectors x* are in the feasible region, x* e T.
There are two types of optimal solutions: local and global. A local solution is the best
solution in a sub-region of T. Global solutions are the best solutions that exist in T. Local
solvers (also known as NLP solvers) are algorithms that attempt to find a locally optimal
solution. The solution a local solver finds may or may not be the global optimum, however,
a local solver cannot determine if a local solution is also a global solution. Feasibility seeking
algorithms or repair methods ignore the objective function and attempt to find any solution
vector in the feasible region. Global solvers attempt to find the global optimum. Complete
global solvers try to identify with certainty the global optimum, while probabilistic global
solvers cannot guarantee the solution is more than a local optimum. See Figure 2.1 for an
illustration of various types of optimum points.
A basin of attraction is a region in which the launch of a particular local solver will
lead to the same feasible region. The basins of attraction for a particular model may vary
based on the solver. A point of attraction is a location in the variable space where a local
minimum of the sum of the constraint violations exists. Care should be taken to distinguish
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between these two related ideas. Furthermore, a solver launch is considered redundant if it
returns the same solution that has already been found by an earlier launch.
Sometimes nonlinear programs are classified by their relative difficulty. A commonly
used term to indicate tough problems is large-scale. There is no quantitative definition of
what large-scale means in terms of NLP. It does imply, however, that the problem consists
of many variables and/or constraints. Some large-scale problems are easy to solve so it
is not necessarily a good measure of difficulty. For this thesis, the term difficult will be
used to describe problems for which contemporary solvers cannot find optimum solutions
in a relatively short period of time. This is not a very rigorous definition, nonetheless, it
does not discriminate against lower dimensional problems or problems with few constraints.
It is meant to include complex problems, large or small, that would be of interest to an
industrial audience.

2.2

Challenges

Finding global optima of NLP models is a topic of great interest for both practitioners and
academics. The value of global optimization to a plethora of industries covering a wide
variety of topics continues to keep it relevant to practitioners. The difficulties intrinsically
ingrained into the optimization problems due to their nonlinear elements provide academics
with interesting research. Some specific challenges are listed below.
• Disconnected Feasible Set: Due to the nonlinear nature of the functions, the
feasible region is not necessarily a connected set, hence, multiple feasible regions may
exist adding to the difficulty in finding the global optimum. Refer to Figure 2.2 for
illustrated examples.
• Multiple Optima: Another great challenge of NLP is that the problems can exhibit local optima. It is difficult to distinguish between local and global optima and
computationally intensive to verify that a local optimum is a global optimum. Furthermore, local optimum points can lead solvers away from global optimum points.
Issues pertaining to multiple and local optima are also present in the search for feasibility. For instance, algorithms that attempt to minimize constraint violations may
be misled by local minima and become trapped in infeasible areas. An illustration of
local and global optima is found in Figure 2.1.
• Complicated Functions: The set of nonlinear functions includes many that are
computationally expensive to evaluate. For instance, simply taking the square root of
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(a) Two feasible regions.

(b) Multiple feasible regions.

Figure 2.2: Sets of constraints leading to multiple feasible regions (shaded areas).
a number is often avoided in many computer codes as it is computationally expensive.
In graphics intensive games where the square root function is frequently needed in
order to find distances between objects, approximation schemes such as Newton's
method are often utilized. The cost associated with many complicated functions may
limit the number of evaluations a solver can make in a particular problem. Also, it
may be expensive to find other commonly used information such as derivatives.
• Misleading Constraints: In certain circumstances nonlinear constraints are very
misleading. Consider the case where two constraints bend towards each other but
never quite overlap. Feasibility seeking algorithms may get trapped since moving
away from the current infeasible point may increase the total constraint violation. It
is difficult for algorithms operating in regions like these to determine that there are
no feasible points close by. Due to the variety of nonlinear functions, no solver is
expected to work well for all models.
Due to the difficulties listed above there is no optimization or feasibility seeking method
that outperforms all others over all problems (this is known as the No Free Lunch Theorem
[101]). Instead there are many techniques that are designed for specific problem types.
In fact, solvers designed for the general case often use various methods in hopes that at
least one will perform well. For instance, Knitro [13, 99] is a general purpose commercial
NLP solver that makes use of three different algorithms, namely: the interior-point direct,
interior-point conjugate gradient, and active set algorithms.

2.3 Common Global Optimization Techniques

2.3
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Common Global Optimization Techniques

Many classes of algorithms exist to solve NLP models. The first major distinction is
local versus global methods. Local solvers are commonly referred to as NLP solvers. Two
examples are the commercial solver Knitro [13, 99], and the open source solver Ipopt [97, 98].
The goal of local solvers is to find local optima in NLP models. This is a huge distinction
from global solvers, which attempt to find the absolute best solution. This thesis targets
global optimization.
One way to classify global optimization algorithms is by the rigour with which they
approach the goal. Two main categories are deterministic and probabilistic. Deterministic
methods, also known as complete algorithms, guarantee to find an approximate global
optimum, within prescribed tolerances, given an indefinitely long run time. This differs from
probabilistic methods, which never verify if the solution found is the global optimum. Some
problems require complete solutions; for instance, in safety verification problems, treating
non-global extrema as worst cases may severely underestimate the true risk [69]. However,
there are many practical applications where finding the global optimum is desirable but not
essential. In fact, often a good feasible point is satisfactory since it is an improvement over
what is available without optimization. For these problems, probabilistic search methods
are employed. Probabilistic methods use heuristic search techniques to explore the variable
space. They cannot recognize when they have found the global optimum and there is no
guarantee that they will find the global optimum given an indefinite run time. Probabilistic
algorithms are often used for large-scale problems where complete searches may not be
feasible [69].

2.3.1

Deterministic Algorithms

As mentioned above, deterministic methods guarantee to find approximate global optimum
points within some prescribed tolerances given an indefinitely long run time. This section
covers some of the common techniques used for complete search. More thorough reviews
are found in [40, 69].
Two basic deterministic global optimization strategies for unconstrained models are covering and zooming. Covering methods sequentially evaluate the objective function throughout the variable space. For instance, grid search evaluates the objective function at points
on finer and finer grids [69]. Covering methods require that the rate of change of the objective function is bounded. Alternatively, the zooming strategy cycles through a two-stage
process. A target value is set for the objective function and the model is updated to reflect
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(b) Underestimation.

Figure 2.3: An example of underestimation using a convex function.
that the solution must be better than the target value. Once the target objective function
value is achieved, a new target is set. Updating the target value makes the algorithm zoom
in on the global optimum. These techniques are impractical for large-scale optimization.
For instance, setting stopping conditions for the zooming method is a challenge [28] and the
covering method requires a number of samples that grows exponentially with the dimension
of the problem.
A concept used often by deterministic global optimization algorithms is relaxation. To
relax a model means to modify it such that the new model has a tractable solution and so
that it gives some information about the location of the original model's global optima [69].
An example is underestimation: a new objective function is introduced that is less than
or equal to the original objective function at each point. Underestimation is illustrated
in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.3a shows an arbitrary function of x. Figure 2.3b depicts a convex
function that is an underestimation of the initial function. The minimum of the relaxed
function is found relatively easily because it is convex. Furthermore, the minimum of the
underestimated function is a lower bound on the original function.
Usually relaxation is done such that the modified function is convex [69]. There are a
couple of good reasons for this: a local optimum of a convex function is a global optimum,
and if the relaxed model is infeasible (it does not contain any feasible solutions) then the
original model must also be infeasible. If the relaxed model is feasible then its solution is
a lower bound on the original model. For examples and further discussion of relaxation,
refer to [30, 59, 60].
Another key concept for complete search methods is branching. Branching is the princi-
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pie of recursively splitting the original problem into subproblems that are easier to solve (see
Figure 2.4 for an example). There are two methods commonly used to increase the speed
of the branching process: (i) Promising branches are split more frequently in hopes that
they yield the best results; and (ii) Subproblem objective function bounds are compared
in order to remove fruitless branches early in the search procedure.
Two global optimization software packages that use the concepts of branching and
relaxation are The Branch and Reduce Optimization Navigator (BARON) [82, 89] and
GlobSol [50]. BARON is a global optimization software based on the branch and bound
method. Alternatively, the GlobSol software package is built upon an interval analysis
routine. Both methods perform a complete search and can guarantee global optima to
prescribed tolerances given an indefinitely long run time, nonetheless, both of these methods
have weaknesses. Knowledge of the functions is necessary in order to get a good relaxation.
Any solver that is based on relaxation will perform poorly when analytical information is
limited, i.e., for black-box functions. Furthermore, the deterministic nature of the BARON
and GlobSol solvers may lead to extremely long run times for certain models. For instance,
some models may require BARON to search through a large number of branches in order to
attain a solution. Large-scale models with many constraints and unbounded variables will
emphasize this weakness. Comparing the two, GlobSol is less efficient than BARON with
respect to time and solving capacity due to the level of mathematical rigour with which
GlobSol attempts to solve the problems [70].

2.3.2

Probabilistic Algorithms

Probabilistic global search algorithms do not satisfy the complete search criteria. There
is no guarantee that a probabilistic algorithm will find a global optimum. The goal of
probabilistic methods is instead to find global optima as frequently as possible with the
fewest computations possible. Many of the well known probabilistic algorithms are inspired
by other fields of study such as metallurgy, genetics, and ornithology (the study of birds).
A connection between statistical mechanics and combinatorial optimization was first
presented in 1983 by Kirkpatrick et al. in the seminal paper Optimization by Simulated
Annealing [54]. The next year, Vanderbilt and Louie applied the simulated annealing (SA)
method to continuous optimization problems [95]. The idea behind SA came from the
process of annealing which refers to the controlled heating and cooling of materials to
remove crystal defects and, in effect, change the strength and hardness of the material.
This is done with the help of two processes. First, heating the material allows the atoms
to move freely; then a cooling process gradually settles the atoms down into new, lower
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(a) Lower bounding.

(b) Upper bounding.

(c) Domain subdivision.

(d) Search tree.

Figure 2.4: Using relaxation and branching for minimization: (a) Use the first convex
relaxation, R, to find a lower bound, L, on the objective function, O. Start a local search
from this value of x. (b) Use the result of the local search as an upper bound, U, on the
objective function, (c) Divide into two subproblems each with its own convex relaxation,
(d) Subdomain R2 is removed from further search because its underestimated lower bound
is greater than the objective function's upper bound. (Figure inspired by [89])
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energy states.
SA improves upon an initial starting point by using a filtered random walk. Given a
starting point, a second point is randomly generated from a transition distribution. If the
objective function of the new point is lower than that of the current point, then the new
point replaces the current point. If the new point has a higher objective function value than
the current point, then it may or may not be accepted to replace the current point. The
algorithm slowly decreases the probability that an inferior new point is accepted. Hence the
method is allowed to search freely in the beginning but slowly becomes more constrained as
it progresses, much like the annealing process. The change in the acceptance rate is known
as a cooling schedule.
There are many variants of the SA algorithm. The differences often arise in how the
methods choose the next candidate point and/or how the methods implement the cooling
schedule. For example, Vanderbilt and Louie [95] proposed a method whereby a candidate
point is generated as a random vector sampled from a hypercube distribution centered at
the current point. This differs slightly from the method of Bohachevsky et al. [8] who
proposed to generate a candidate point by sampling from a sphere centered at the current
point. A popular implementation of adaptive simulated annealing is ASA [43].
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are population-based metaheuristic optimization methods.
They use biologically inspired operators to manipulate a candidate solution population.
Each member of the population is a candidate solution with a corresponding cost function
value representing its relative fitness level as compared to other solutions or individuals in
the population. The solution set is said to evolve as the operators are continually applied.
GAs are iterative algorithms that evolve a pool of candidate solutions of an optimization
problem (or individuals) toward better solutions. Initially, the candidate solutions are
generated either randomly or semi-randomly. At each iteration or generation a new subset
of the candidate solutions is stochastically selected based on their fitness levels. The subset
is modified by a set of biologically inspired operators such as mutations and/or crossovers
to form a new population [24, 25, 63, 102]. The new population is then used in the next
iteration of the algorithm. There are various stopping conditions for the algorithm. Some
examples are capping the number of generations or termination when a satisfactory fitness
level is reached.
Genocop (GEnetic algorithm for Numerical Optimization of COnstrained Problems)
was first introduced and now maintained by Michalewicz et al. [64, 65, 66]. Originally,
Genocop was designed to work with linear constraints only. The Genocop III release is an
extension of the original system that is designed to work for both convex and nonconvex
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Figure 2.5: Spatio-temporal dynamics of corpse clustering by ants. The black dots are live
ants and ant corpses. When left alone with the corpses, the live ants pile the corpses into
groups. Time elapses from left (Oh) to right (24h) (image from [32]).

sets of nonlinear constraints. Unlike the previous versions, Genocop III keeps track of
two separate populations. The first population is feasible in the linear sense, that is,
the individuals in the population satisfy all linear constraints. The individuals in this
population are referred to as search points. The second population consists of fully feasible
points that are called reference points. The algorithm attempts to repair the search points
so that they are fully feasible by combining them with randomly selected reference points.
The major problem with this algorithm is that it requires feasible points. For large-scale
and/or difficult models feasible points may be hard to find.
Another popular population-based search algorithm for global optimization is particle
swarm optimization (PSO) [21, 52, 57, 71, 75, 83]. PSO is inspired by swarm intelligence the emergent collective intelligence of groups of simple agents. Swarm-based techniques are
built upon the metaphor of social insects such as bees, ants, or termites, who as individuals
perform rather simple tasks, yet as a whole complete large and complex tasks. For example,
live ants are known to cluster the corpses of dead ants as shown in Figure 2.5. Strengths of
swarm-based methods include: distribution, simplicity, flexibility, and robustness [9]. For
instance, Schutte et al. present a parallel implementation of the PSO algorithm that can
be run on a computer cluster [84].
PSO was first introduced as a method to optimize continuous nonlinear functions by
Kennedy and Eberhart. Their seminal PSO paper Particle Swarm Optimization proposes
a simple algorithm based on the social sharing of information that they claim is effective
for optimizing a 'wide range' of functions [52]. The work is based on a flock of computersimulated birds trying to find a cornfield. After initial experimentation, Kennedy and
Eberhart found that a swarming behavior is more appropriate. They selected the term
particle to describe the members of the populations instead of point because of the velocity
parameter that is assigned to each member. This is similar to other research fields such
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as computer graphics where the term particle systems is used to describe a method for
modeling fuzzy objects such as fire, clouds, and water [78].
The basic idea behind the PSO algorithm is to use a set of particles to search the
variable space with movements based on both cognitive and social aspects. The cognitive
information is collected by the particle about its own path, while the social information is
passed among the particles within the swarm. Only information from the most fit particle
(the particle deemed by heuristic methods to be closest to the optimum location) is used
as social information. The particles change their velocities based on both the cognitive and
social information, hence the direction of search for each particle is biased in a promising
direction [62].
There are two main ways to determine the social information and how it is shared. The
first is a global best method in which all the particles communicate together in order to
establish the most fit particle. The second method is a local routine in which the particles
can only communicate with a subset of the population in order to determine the most
fit particle locally. The second method emphasizes exploration of the variable space and
reduces the chance of the algorithm getting stuck in a local minimum [51]. More details on
various neighbourhood topologies are found in [44, 53, 62].
One of the unresolved issues with PSO is how to pick the parameter values. For instance,
it is not clear how many particles a swarm should be composed of. The Tribes program [20]
is a PSO method for unconstrained optimization in which the swarm adapts to the problem.
Tribes are groups of individuals of variable size moving in an unknown environment in search
of a good site [20]. In terms of PSO, the tribes are simply neighbourhoods of particles in
which each particle has a direct connection to every other particle. The difference between
the Tribes program and other PSO algorithms is that in Tribes the neighbourhoods are
generated and modified automatically via creation, evolution, and removal operators.
The basic rule of the operators is that tribes that are composed of improving particles
can decrease their populations while tribes that do not have improving members increase
their populations. This heuristic diverts computation time from tribes that are progressing
well to tribes that are having difficulty.
The PSwarm software also uses PSO. PSwarm is a hybrid method that uses both PSO
and pattern search for bound constrained global optimization [96]. Pattern search is a
derivative-free optimization routine that guarantees convergence to a stationary point [39].
PSwarm is a two-stage process. Initially PSO is used to explore the variable space. The
best candidate solution found by the particles is then used to launch a pattern search.
One of the major issues with population-based algorithms such as GA or PSO is that
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they require a large number of function evaluations. For problems that have computationally expensive objective or constraint functions these methods may not be practical.
A methodology for efficient global optimization of models with expensive functions was
introduced by Jones et al. [47]. Their Efficient Global Optimization (EGO) algorithm is
designed specifically for engineering problems that tend to have nonlinear and multimodal
functions. They address the challenge by fitting response surfaces to data that is collected
by evaluating the objective and constraint functions at a few points (they suggest using
approximately lOn, where n is the number of dimensions). Once the response surface is
fit, the algorithm applies an iterative branch and bound process. More samples are taken
in areas where expected improvement in the objective function is maximized. Every time
additional samples are taken the response surface is re-estimated. The process is repeated
until the expected improvement is less than 1% of the current best solution. Results for
EGO on 4 small models including the 2D Branin model (see Chapter 6) are presented
in [47]. The authors conclude that the method is viable for low-dimensional unconstrained
problems.

2.3.3

Dealing with Constraints

A large part of the literature on global optimization to date is for unconstrained models.
Therefore, a substantial effort in the field of constrained optimization is geared towards
techniques to manage constraints and effectively convert constrained models into unconstrained models so that existing methods for solving unconstrained models can be used
to solve constrained models. For instance, Particle Swarm Optimization solutions have
included the penalty method [22, 73, 72], feasibility point superiority methods [37, 41, 77],
and multiple swarm methods [103]. This section describes various constraint management
techniques.
Penalty methods are used for NLP problems with equality and/or inequality constraints.
The main idea is to convert the constrained problem into a sequence of equivalent unconstrained problems, then to use the algorithms developed for unconstrained optimization.
The conversion is done by adding a term to the objective function that penalizes any violation of the constraints (see Figure 2.6 for an illustration). For instance, using a penalty
method for minimization, constraint violations would result in a positive number being
added to the objective function. The penalty function method is referred to as an exterior
point method because it may generate a sequence of infeasible points (with respect to the
original constrained problem). The penalty method is used extensively, particularly with
population-based global search methods such as genetic algorithms where penalty functions
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(a) Constrained model.

(b) Unconstrained model.

Figure 2.6: Using a penalty function for minimization: (a) The initial constrained model is
min f(x) s. t . a < x < /3. (b) The constrained model is converted to be an unconstrained
model that penalizes the objective function to account for the infeasible region. The new
unconstrained model is simply min pix).
are convenient measures for the fitness levels of the individuals.
In terms of seeking feasibility, the penalty function method can be used to improve an
initial point before passing it along to another solver. In this case the penalty function
method is commonly referred to as a Phase 1 method [18, 58]. The idea is that a feasible
point is found in Phase 1, and then an optimal solution is sought in Phase 2. This is related
to the Multistart method described in Chapter 3. A general weakness of the penalty method
is that effective penalty functions can be very model specific. Furthermore, the magnitude
of the penalty must be of sufficient size to enforce constraints without causing numerical
conditioning problems [12].
Feasible"pointsuperiority algorithms are another approach for handling constraints that
assume feasible solutions are always better than infeasible solutions. A simple yet inefficient
way to implement this idea is to only use feasible candidate solutions. This is a feasible
point superiority method known as feasibility preservation. For instance, Hu and Eberhart
[41] proposed a modified particle swarm algorithm in which, during the initialization stage,
particle positions are randomly generated and only feasible positions are kept. Infeasible
positions are rejected and regenerated. Furthermore, the algorithm is altered such that
only feasible candidate solutions are passed among the particles. Another approach to
the feasible point superiority method that is applied to both particle swarm optimization
[77, 104, 105] and genetic algorithms [23, 76] uses a set of rules that govern how candidate
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solutions compare. Although the rules and implementations differ depending on the paper,
the general idea is summarized as follows:
• Feasible solutions are preferred to infeasible solutions,
• Among feasible solutions, the one having the best objective function value is preferred,
and
• Among infeasible solutions, the one with the smallest measure of constraint violation
is preferred.
These rules are applied when an algorithm compares points. For instance, particle swarm
algorithms keep track of the best location found. Using the rules above, if a feasible solution
is found and the best solution in memory is infeasible, the feasible solution will replace it
no matter what the objective function evaluates to at either point.

2.4

Summary

This chapter reviews the main NLP problem formulation for mathematical optimization.
Section 2.1 covers the basic ideas relevant to the research presented herein. For instance,
a set of large-scale problems is introduced in Chapter 5, seeking disjoint feasible regions is
addressed in Chapter 6, and Chapter 7 is about finding global optimal solution vectors.
Global optimization is a difficult task, and as mentioned in the introduction, practical
problems are continually getting harder. Consider the wire-routing problem for computer
chips: 40 years ago a chip would have somewhere around two thousand transistors, now
there are over two billion transistors on a chip. The optimization model describing the wire
routing problem is much larger now. Many of the challenges of global optimization listed
in Section 2.2 are highlighted throughout this document. For example, Chapter 4 describes
weaknesses of the state of the art in global optimization software and Chapter 6 uses
illustrations to identify challenging aspects of constrained nonlinear optimization problems.
Various techniques described in Section 2.3 surface again later within this dissertation.
The next chapter focuses on the state of the art in multistart global optimization algorithms.

Chapter 3
The State of the Art in Multistart
Global Optimization Algorithms
Multistart algorithms are probabilistic techniques that use a local solver for global optimization. Multistart is based on pure random search [11], an algorithm initially designed
for optimization of unconstrained models. Pure random search proceeds by generating a
random sequence of points in the feasible region. When a stopping criterion is met, the
best point of the sequence is used as an approximation to the optimal solution. For unconstrained models the best point is the one with lowest objective function value. It was
shown that if the objective function is continuous, then pure random search converges to
the global optimum solution with probability one [80].
Multistart improves upon pure random search by launching a local solver from each
randomly sampled point. Therefore, multistart is composed of two basic stages: global and
local. During the global stage of multistart a sampling routine selects a candidate point.
The local stage of multistart consists of a search routine that attempts to improve the
candidate point. The two phases are repeated until user defined stopping conditions are
met. The name Multistart is derived from the fact that a local solver is started from various
locations.
This chapter addresses the main issues involved in using multistart algorithms for global
optimization. Selection of the initial points is discussed first. This is an important part of
multistart algorithms that is often overlooked: starting points greatly affect the outcome
of local solvers [42]. Simple extensions to the multistart algorithm are also introduced,
including clustering, acceptance-rejection, and repair techniques. In the final sections of
this chapter, the state of the art of multistart software for global optimization is addressed
in detail.

3.1 Initial Point Placement
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Initial Point Placement

A local solver's success in finding an optimal solution for an NLP is greatly influenced by
the initial point provided by the modeler. A good initial point will allow the solver to
find a feasible point or a global optimum with ease. In fact, the best initial point to start
with would be the global optimum; of course this point is not known at the beginning
of the search. Alternatively, given a poor initial point the NLP solver may not be able
to find a feasible solution. It is also common that no initial point is even provided by a
knowledgeable modeler. This section discusses various methods for placing initial points.

3.1.1

Standard Heuristics

Two of the simplest initial point selection methods are to use a random point or the origin.
The problem with using random points is that it is unclear what one should do about
unbounded variables. On the other hand, blindly using the origin can cause numerical
problems, especially for models where the origin is not in the search space. To avoid these
difficulties a commonly applied heuristic for selecting the initial point is the following:
• if the variable is double bounded, set it to the midpoint, xm,
• if the variable is singly bounded, set it to the bound, Xb,
• if the variable is unbounded set it to zero.
This standard heuristic method is not immune from numerical problems because it sets
many coordinates to zero. This causes problems for any terms of the form 1/x. Furthermore, this commonly applied heuristic may set many coordinates to the same value, for
instance, when variables have the same bounds. This causes numerical difficulties for terms
of the form l/(xi — X2). Of course, a small random perturbation could be added to each of
the initial values to avoid these problems. The result is the randomized standard heuristic
for selecting the initial point as proposed by Ibrahim and Chinneck [42]:
• if the variable is double bounded, set it to the midpoint plus a perturbation, xm + 5,
• if the variable is upper bounded, set it to the bound minus a perturbation, Xf, — 5,
• if the variable is lower bounded, set it to the bound plus a perturbation, Xb + 5,
• if the variable is unbounded, set it to zero plus a perturbation, 0 + S ,
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(a) Four samples in 1Z2.
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(b) Five samples in V?.

(c) Six samples in TZ2.

Figure 3.1: Two dimensional Latin hypercube samples.
where 8 is a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1 (or some smaller range
depending on the variable bounds). Ibrahim and Chinneck's results show that NLP solvers
find feasible solutions more frequently when they are launched from the randomized version
of the initial point placement heuristic rather than the standard version, the origin, or a
randomly selected point.

3.1.2

Latin Hypercube Sampling

Multistart methods usually require a set of initial starting points. A simple solution is to
generate a set of random starting points. A slightly more advanced set of starting points
includes the randomized standard heuristic point. The problem with completely random
points is that they may not be evenly distributed throughout the search space. Latin
hypercube sampling (LHS) can be used to better distribute the initial sample [61].
In statistics, a Latin square is a two dimensional grid such that there is one sample in
each row and column (for example see Figure 3.1). LHS is a generalization of the Latin
square. Each dimension is divided into equally probable segments. A value is chosen
randomly from each segment and samples are produced by randomly combining a set of
values, each from a different dimension. This process can be completed sequentially (i.e.
one point at a time) by recording previously sampled segments at each iteration so that
they are never chosen more than once. Another advantage to this method is that the
number of samples is independent of the number of dimensions.
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3.1.3

Scatter Search

Scatter Search is a metaheuristic: it finds an optimal solution by iteratively improving a
candidate solution set with regard to a given measure of quality. Scatter search was first
introduced in 1977 as a heuristic for integer programming [34]. More recently, it has been
applied to other applications including continuous optimization problems [55].
The basic idea driving Scatter Search is that information about the global optimum is
stored in a diverse set of high-quality candidate solutions known as the reference set. Scatter
Search linearly recombines samples from the reference set in an attempt to continually
improve the candidate solutions. The result is a sampling routine that quickly determines
a set of high-quality, yet diverse candidate solutions. However, Scatter Search is used in
other ways. Some examples included using it as an improvement method to transform a
trial solution into one or more enhanced candidate solutions, or a solution combination
method to transform a given subset of solutions into one or more combined solution vectors
[55]. A basic template for Scatter Search is presented in [35]. It is discussed further in
reference to multistart and clustering routines in Section 3.4.1.

3.2

Feasibility Seeking Algorithms

A nonlinear program normally consists of an objective function and a set of constraints.
The objective function is ignored in the Feasibility Problem considered here, which consists
of finding a point that satisfies all of the constraints simultaneously:
Find x e T

(3.1)

where the feasible region T is the intersection of the constraints (Eqn. 2.2) and the variable
bounds (Eqn. 2.3). Due to the nonlinear functions involved, the feasible region may be a
disjoint set. A feasibility vector is an estimate of a vector from an infeasible point to the
closest feasible point for a given violated constraint. For a particular point x ^ T there
is a feasibility vector for each violated constraint. A consensus vector is the movement
vector for a particular iteration of a feasibility seeking algorithm [17]. Consensus vectors
are usually created by combining the feasibility vectors.
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Figure 3 2 The method of successive orthogonal projections (figure inspired by [16], p 82)

3.2.1

Projection Algorithms for the Feasibility Problem

Many projection algorithms exist for solving the feasibility problem [16]. Projection algorithms calculate the orthogonal projection of the current infeasible point onto the closest
point that satisfies the constraint Since this calculation is time consuming for nonlinear
constraints, projection algorithms often use the feasibility vector for a violated constraint
as an approximation. Sequential projection algorithms use only a single feasibility vector
to form the consensus vector and each iteration of the algorithm uses the feasibility vector
from a different violated constraint. An iteration of a projection algorithm comes to an
end when the consensus vector is added to the initial point to generate a new point for the
next iteration.
Constraint selection is governed by a control sequence. A variety of choices exist for the
control sequence, including simple cyclic control (e.g. systematically rotate through all the
constraints), and most violated constraint control which uses the longest feasibility vector
at the current point. A scalar known as the relaxation factor, A > 0, is sometimes used to
adjust the length of the consensus vector.
The Sequential Orthogonal Projection method [36] is a basic form of the sequential
projection algorithm and is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Its control sequence is a simple cycle
and the relaxation factor is set to 1. The feasibility vector for the next violated constraint
in the cycle is used as the consensus vector at each iteration.
The calculation of an exact feasibility vector for a nonlinear constraint may require the
solution of an entire nonlinear program and therefore can be computationally expensive.
For this reason, projection algorithms often use a feasibility vector that is estimated based
on the gradient of the violated constraint at the current point. Methods in this class include
the Method of Cyclic Subgradient Projections [15], the Relaxation Method of Agmon et al.
[2, 68], and Kaczmarz's Algorithm [81].
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Simultaneous projection algorithms form the consensus vector by combining all of the
feasibility vectors in a certain way. Block-iterative projection algorithms [4] are a particular
type of simultaneous algorithm in which the consensus vector is constructed by combining
only a subset of the feasibility vectors, often using a weighting system. Variations to blockiterative projection algorithms include how the feasibility vectors are selected and how the
weights are determined.

3.2.2

Newton's Method

Newton's method [90] can be considered a sequential projection method for finding the root
of an equation. For a function of a single variable having the form g(x) = 0, the iterative
update step is

Xk+l = Xk

~7W)

(3 2)

-

where g'(x) is the derivative of g(x).
Newton's method can be adapted to handle multiple dimensions and multiple equations,
however, it often requires a matrix inversion in place of the division by the derivative term
in Eqn 3.2. For instance consider the pseudo-inverse (PIV) algorithm recently proposed by
Chootinan and Chen as a repair method for genetic algorithms [19]. The PIV algorithm
calculates a repair vector that is added to the current solution vector in order to direct
infeasible solutions towards feasibility.
Define the Jacobian matrix
V<7i(x)
e Kmxn.

G(x) =

(3.3)

V# m (x)
Chootinan and Chen suggest that the gradient of the constraints with respect to the solution
vector determines the rate of change of constraint violation Av 6 TZmxl for a unit change
of the solution vector
Av = G(x)Ax.

(3.4)

Furthermore, the inverse of the Jacobian matrix G _ 1 (x) provides the rate of change of the
solution vector with respect to the change in constraint violation
Ax = G" 1 (x)Av.

(3.5)
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Chootinan and Chen use the approximation
ui(x)
Av

e nmxl,

(3.6)

where vt is the violation of the ith constraint as defined in Section 2.1.
The main issue with the PIV algorithm is that the number of violated constraints is not
generally equal to the number of variables in a model. Since G(x) £ lZmxn, the matrix G
is not invertible if m ^ n. To circumvent this issue the pseudo-inverse matrix [74], G + (x),
is used when m^n.
The pseudo-inverse repair equation is
Ax = G + (x)Av.

(3.7)

Pseudo-inverse repair may have to be applied more than once to a particular infeasible
solution vector in order to move it into the feasible region because of the approximations
made during the calculation. In practice the PIV repair method is repeatedly applied to
successive solution vectors until the resulting solution vector is feasible, the repair vector
is deemed insignificant, or a maximum number of iterations is reached. For specific details
see [19].
One of the drawbacks of the PIV method, and any other method that requires matrix
inversion, is the amount of computational effort it takes to invert a matrix. Inversion
calculations do not scale well and quickly become intractable for problems with many
constraints and variables. High quality local solvers (e.g. Ipopt [97] and Knitro [13]) do
not invert large matrices, but instead solve linear systems at each of their iterations. This
technique can also take a great deal of time when it is applied to large models.

3.2.3

Constraint Consensus Methods

CC methods [17, 18, 42] use various forms of projection algorithms as heuristic methods for
solving the feasibility problem. CC can be applied to general sets of nonlinear constraints,
including nonconvex constraints. The Basic method of CC [17] is a fully simultaneous
algorithm with A = 1. Consensus vectors are formed component-wise; each element of
the consensus vector is formed as the average of the elements in the feasibility vectors
for violated constraints at the current point that involve that variable. This is the same
method employed by the Component Averaging projection method proposed by Censor et
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Figure 3.3: Example of Basic CC. The gray arrows represent feasibility vectors and the
black arrow represents the corresponding consensus vector.
al. [14]. The Basic method of CC is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
A variety of CC methods are available, each varying in the way it constructs the consensus vector [42]. The Feasibility Distance far (FDfar) algorithm chooses the longest
feasibility vector as the consensus vector. The Direction Based average (DBavg) algorithm
constructs the consensus vector component-wise. For each element, the direction of movement (positive or negative) is determined by the most common sign among the elements
for that component in the feasibility vectors. The step size is calculated by averaging the
magnitudes of the elements in the winning direction for that component in the feasibility
vectors. Direction Based maximum (DBmax) is similar to DBavg except that the largest
element determines the distance of movement in the winning direction in each component.
Other consensus schemes exist, but empirical testing shows the superiority of the DBmax
and FDfar variants [42].
State of the art CC uses a linear approximation to calculate feasibility vectors for nonlinear constraints known as linear feasibility vectors. This calculation is exact for linear
constraints, but only an estimate for nonlinear constraints [17]. A linear feasibility vector
moves a point in a direction parallel to the gradient of the violated constraint. The vector's
magnitude is determined using a first order Taylor series expansion of the constraint function around the current location Consider a first order Taylor series expansion of some
constraint function g(pa) : TZn —> 1Z
g(xk+i) ~ p(xfc) + V0(xfc)(xfc+i - xfc).

(3.8)
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The search direction is chosen to be parallel to the gradient of g at Xfc, therefore
(xfc+i - xfc) = aeVg(xk)T

(3.9)

where at is some step size and superscript T denotes transposition. The scalar at will be
negative for violated inequality constraints and for equality constraints with g(xk) > 0, but
will take a positive value for violated equality constraints with g(xk) < 0. The step size is
computed by setting (/(xfc+i) = 0 and solving for at
0 =

p(xfc) + V#(xfc)(xfc+i - Xfc)

0 =

<?(xfc) + V<?(xfc)KVs(xfc)T)

0 =

<7(xfc) + a,||V<?(xfc)T||2

°" -

(3 10)

-

IJV^FP

Therefore, the linear feasibility vector is

(Xfc+1 - Xfc) = „ ~? ( X tL 2 Vg(xfc) r .

(3.11)

This feasibility vector calculation is proposed in the original CC algorithm [17], and previous
projection methods [14, 81].
The linear feasibility vector defined by Eqn 3.11 is applied to both linear and nonlinear
constraints. For linear constraints Eqn 3.11 is exact, however, for nonlinear constraints it
is only an approximation. For an illustration, consider the model
&(x)

=

02 (x) =

4.32 - (xx + x2) = 0

(3.12)

{x1 + 2)2 + x\ - (zi + 2)x2 - 10 = 0

(3.13)

where x = \x\ x2] . The corresponding constraint gradient equations are
V(?i(x) =
V# 2 (x) =

[-1 - 1 ]
[2(x1 + 2)-x2

2x2-(x1

+ 2)].

(3.14)
(3.15)

Given an initial point x 0 = [8 — 8] T the linear feasibility vector for the linear constraint
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g 1= 4 32-(x1+x2)
g2=(x1+2)2-(x1+2)x2+x^-10
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Figure 3.4: The linear feasibility vector calculation.

9\ is
( x l a - x0)

=

-Pi(xo)
V<7i(x 0 )'
|V«i(xb)r||2

(3.16)

-1 "
-1

(3.17)

-4.32
2
" 2.160
2.160

(3.18)

The linear feasibility vector for the nonlinear constraint g^ is
(xi6-Xo)

=

,__ ^ l l 9 V g 2 ( x 0 )
||V<?2(xo) T I I 2

(3.19)

28
-26

(3.20)

lll_y_

-234
1460

" -4.488 "
4.H 57

(3.21)

The feasibility vectors are illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The linear feasibility vector (x^, — XQ)
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for the nonlinear constraint g2 is only an estimate. The feasibility vector (xi a — x 0 ) for
the linear constraint g\ is exact, that is, it is the shortest path to the constraint from the
current point. The consensus vector (xi — x 0 ) is also shown in Fig. 3.4. It is formed using
the Basic method for consensus.
Although the point xi is closer to the feasible region than its predecessor, it still violates
the constraints (note that there is a single feasible point near x = [1.216 3.104] where
the constraints intersect). The algorithm is repeated using xi as the starting point for
the next iteration. This pattern is repeated to find successive points that are closer to
the feasible region. At the point X2 in Fig. 3.4 the violations of constraints g\ and g2 are
1.476 and 77.479, respectively. The violations at the initial point x 0 are greater, specifically
V\ = 4.320 and v2 = 234.0, respectively.
CC iterations continue until predefined stopping conditions are met. Three conditions
often used are [42]: (i) stop when every feasibility vector is shorter than a (e.g. 10~6),
(ii) stop when the consensus vector is shorter than (3 (e.g. 10 - 4 ), or (iii) stop when fx
iterations have been completed (e.g. 500). Triggering the first stopping condition indicates
successful termination because the constraint violation estimates are less than the user
defined tolerance. The other two conditions indicate unsuccessful termination since they
are triggered when convergence is considered too slow. A scheme to exit unsuccessfully when
the consensus vectors are not shortening enough between iterations is also proposed [18, 58].
Slow convergence results from ill-conditioning such as a pair of constraints that are close
to parallel that cause feasibility vectors to almost cancel out, resulting in a relatively short
consensus vector. Slow convergence also results when conditions cause consensus vectors to
zig-zag through the search space as they alternately satisfy one set of constraints and then
another [17]. Another issue of concern is poor linear feasibility vector approximations to
highly nonlinear constraints. Chapter 5 introduces new improved methods for calculating
accurate feasibility vectors.

3.3

Clustering

Clustering is the process of dividing data into groups (clusters) for the purpose of improved
understanding. Practical applications include a variety of subjects such as relating documents for browsing and information retrieval and providing a grouping of spatial locations
prone to earthquakes [88]. The focus of this research is to use clustering to identify sets of
promising launch points for a local solver in order to reduce the effort required for largescale global optimization. As mentioned previously, a downfall of the multistart method
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(a) Left basin of attraction.

(b) Right basin of attraction.

Figure 3.5: Example of basin of attractions in 2D: (a) A steepest descent local solver
starting from any point in the left basin will return a as the minimum, (b) Alternatively,
a steepest descent local solver launched from any point in the right basin will return b as
the minimum. In general, a and b are different values.
is that many start points may lead to the same feasible region, and ultimately the same
solution Clustering methods attempt to remedy this inefficiency by grouping prospective
launch points. The local solver is launched only once from each group of points to eliminate
redundant searches. See Figure 3.5 for an illustration of 2D basins of attraction.
The basic goal of clustering is to organize objects according to their characteristics such
that similar objects belong to the same groups and unrelated objects belong to other groups.
Clustering only uses information from the data, hence it is an unsupervised classification
method. This is different from supervised classification whereby previously assigned class
labels are utilized. One of the main issues for clustering is: what constitutes a cluster?
For global optimization software that seeks basins of attraction, cluster definitions are
commonly based on the relative spatial locations and objective values of the points [85].
Distinguishing clusters from the data is not necessarily an easy task. For example,
Figure 3.6 shows how data can be classified into different numbers of clusters depending
on how the clusters are defined. The measure of closeness between two points is a critical
design detail of any clustering algorithm Different measures are required depending on the
application. Commonly used measures are based on the Minkowski metric
/

\r/

n

Lr = distr(xa, x 6 ) = 1^2 \X<H

-

Sft.f

r

>

( 3 - 22 )
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(a) One cluster.

(b) Two clusters.

(c) Three clusters.

Figure 3.6: Different groupings for a set of 12 objects. Shapes are used to distinguish
clusters.
where xai and Xbt are the ith components of the points x a G TZn and x h G 7Zn, and r is a
user defined parameter. Common cases are the L\ norm or taxicab distance, the L2 norm
or Euclidean distance, and the L^ norm or Chebyshev distance. This thesis uses the L 2
norm because Hinneburg et al. showed that the concept of a nearest neighbour in high
dimensional spaces is meaningless for Lr metrics with r > 3 [38].

3.3.1

Hierarchical and Partitional Techniques

The two main approaches to clustering are hierarchical and partitional. Partitional methods
divide data into the desired number of clusters for the duration of the algorithm. Divisive
hierarchical methods start with all the data points in a single cluster and successively split
the cluster and its offspring clusters until the desired number of clusters is produced or
some other stopping criteria is satisfied. On the other hand, agglomerative hierarchical
methods start with each data point assigned to its own cluster and then merge clusters
together until a termination condition is met.
K-Means is a partitional algorithm that organizes data points into K clusters
{Ai, A2,..., A/f}, each with mean ii; G 7Zn. The algorithm attempts to minimize
K

EE

U,

(3.23)

i=\ x,eAi

by repeating two basic operations. First, each data element is assigned to the cluster with
the closest mean. Second, the mean of each cluster is updated. An illustrative example of
an iteration of the K-Means algorithm is presented in Figure 3.7.
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(a) Points assigned to closest clusters.

(b) Means updated and points reassigned.

Figure 3.7: An iteration of the K-Means method with K = 3. Circles represent data points
while squares represent cluster means.
The K-Means algorithm is a local search routine and different start points can lead
to different solutions. The initial means can be assigned arbitrarily, however, other start
techniques exist. An example is the K-Means++ algorithm that chooses the initial means
using a random weighting scheme that favours points far away from each other [5]. Another
practical consideration of the K-Means algorithm is how many clusters to search for. As
shown in Figure 3.6, the number of clusters is not necessarily obvious. For the purpose
of global optimization the number of clusters should be equal to the number of basins of
attraction. The difficulty is that the number of basins of attraction is unknown.
Single linkage or nearest neighbour clustering is a hierarchical method for forming clusters that does not require the user to set how many clusters to search for [46]. Initially
each data point is considered a cluster. During every iteration the clusters found to be
the closest are linked to form a larger cluster. The process is repeated until the distance
between each cluster is greater than a critical value. See Figure 3.8 for an example. Similar
hierarchical clustering methods that use different linking strategies have been proposed.
Examples include the complete link and group average algorithms [88]. One of the advantages of the hierarchical algorithms is that the number of clusters is not set before the
algorithm runs. Instead, hierarchical algorithms require a critical distance.

3.3.2

The Grid Method

The grid method is a basic density-based approach to clustering [88]. Initially the space
is divided into hypercells (see Figure 3.9), then adjacent high-density cells are combined
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a) 4 links, 5 clusters.

(b) 6 links, 3 clusters.

Figure 3.8: Single linkage cluster examples. The critical distance used to form the clusters
is longer in (b) than (a), therefore example (b) has fewer clusters.
to form clusters. The geometry of the hypercells may not fit the shape of the clusters
well since the hypercells are in fact hypercubes. This problem is mitigated at the cost of
additional computation by decreasing the size of the hypercells. A greater concern is how
the grid-based method performs on high-dimensional data because the number of hypercells
increases exponentially with the dimension of the data.
CLIQUE [3] is a grid-based algorithm for clustering high-dimensional data. CLIQUE
exploits the fact that a region that is dense in a certain space must also be dense when
projected into a lower dimensional space. The CLIQUE algorithm projects dense regions
onto lower-dimensional subspaces and then it uses the projections to predict clusters in
the full-dimensional space. Density in a lower-dimensional space does not imply density in
a higher-dimensional space, however. The CLIQUE method inspects predicted regions to
confirm they are indeed clusters (see Figure 3.10).

3.4

Multistart

NLP solvers are sensitive to their start point and may return various results for the same
model when launched from different start points. For global optimization it may be beneficial to run a local solver from different initial points and then pick the best solution. This
is the basis of the multistart technique for global optimization. The multistart method is
a modification to pure random search whereby a local search procedure is launched from
every sample point. The algorithm is usually run for a predetermined number of sample
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Figure 3.9: Different density-based clusters (shaded regions) using uniform and non-uniform
grid methods: (a) A uniform grid where each of the divisions is equally spaced, (b) A nonuniform grid where the divisions are not spaced equally.
points or until a time limit is reached.
Although basic multistart is an improvement over pure random search, it still has inefficiencies. For instance, the multistart method may find the same local optima multiple
times. If possible a solver should never be invoked more than once from each basin of attraction. A method that tries to remedy this issue is multistart with clustering as discussed
in Section 3.3 and Chapter 6.
An example of a contemporary version of the multistart algorithm is the Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) [79]. GRASP is a two phase heuristic process designed for combinatorial optimization problems. During the construction phase a
restricted list of the best elements is kept. A partial solution is generated by randomly selecting elements from the list. The second phase of GRASP is a local search that improves
the constructed solution.
The repulsion algorithm is another form of the multistart algorithm [86]. Repulsion
attempts to generate points that are in different basins of attraction so that local searches
do not converge to the same local optimum points. The algorithm works by randomly
generating a point and then transforming it based on the locations of previous samples.
Through the transformation, the older samples repel the new point to an unexplored region.
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Figure 3 10 A 2D example of the CLIQUE algorithm (a,b) Initially density clusters are
projected onto the x and y axes (c,d) The results are combined to form 4 potential clusters
(e,f) The algorithm confirms the density of the possible clusters to accept or reject them
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Applying Clustering to Optimization

There are three basic steps for incorporating clustering into the multistart method for
global optimization [85]:
1. A set of candidate points is selected. The set is processed either by reduction or
concentration to determine the set of seed points. A reduction routine determines the
most promising subset of candidate points [6]. For an unconstrained minimization
model the points with the highest objective function values would be removed. For
constrained models a metric designed to compare the relative promise of the points
(i.e., fitness in Section 2.3.2) is used. Alternatively, concentration is achieved by
iterating each point through a few steps of a local optimization routine [91]. Unlike
the reduction method, during concentration no points are eliminated from the search.
2. The seed points are used to build clusters.
3. Launch points are calculated for a local solver. Some possible launch points are the
means of each cluster and the point in each cluster with the lowest sum of constraint
violations.
In Scatter Search (Section 3.1.3), groups of candidate solutions are organized to form
weighted centers in various regions throughout the search space. Subsets of these solutions
are selected to be reference solutions. The reference solutions are then modified in linear
combinations to produce new solutions that lay both within and outside of the regions
spanned by the reference solutions. The best solutions are then identified and used to
create a new set of candidate solutions and the whole process is repeated. Implementations
of the Multistart Nonlinear Programming (MSNLP) method discussed in Section 3.5.2 use
Scatter Search to determine candidate solutions.
An algorithm similar to MSNLP is multi-level single linkage (MLSL)][48, 49]. MLSL is
a multistart routine, designed for unconstrained models, that uses simple rules to prevent
a local solver from being launched from every randomly selected candidate point. Initially,
the objective function is evaluated at each point in a random sample of N points in the
feasible region. The points are sorted by their respective objective function values. The
set of points is reduced by keeping the qN points with the lowest objective function values,
where q is a parameter between 0 and 1. In the next stage, a local solver is launched from
some of the remaining candidate points. In order for a candidate point to be accepted as a
launch point, it must not be within a critical distance of another candidate point that has
a lower objective function value. Furthermore, the candidate point will not be a launch
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point if it is too close to previously discovered local minimum. When all the candidate
points are exhausted, iV additional points are selected and the process is repeated on the
union of these points and those retained from the previous iterations. The critical distance
is decreased each time a new set of sample points is added. The formula that determines
the critical distance listed in [48] is similar to the formula used by the GLOBALm software
discussed in Section 3.5.3.
A drawback of clustering methods is that their performance may depend on the dimension of the problem [29]. Bellman [7] wrote about the curse of dimensionality after trying
to use brute force search methods for optimizing a function of many variables. The curse
of dimensionality applies to any problem that suffers an exponential increase in volume of
a mathematical space when the number of dimensions is increased. For instance, a fixed
number of sample points becomes increasingly sparse as the dimension of a space increases.
This can have negative effects on clustering algorithms, specifically on the distance or
similarity measure, since in a high dimensional space certain similarity measures may not
produce meaningful clusters for a relatively sparse set of data. For instance, Hinneburg
et al. showed that the Lr metric with r > 3 is a meaningless distance measure in highdimensional spaces [38]. Others have proposed various analysis methods that can be used
to gain an understanding of the geometry of a data set in high-dimensional spaces that are
difficult to visualize. For example, Brin 1 proposed using the distributions of the distances
between the data [10]. Chapter 6 outlines a clustering method based on the observation
that clusters of data points that are separable via a distance measure will appear as distinct
peaks in the distribution of inter-point distances. Other techniques like projected clustering [1] attempt to reduce the effects of the curse of dimensionality by projecting data onto
lower dimensional spaces.

3.4.2

Acceptance-Rejection

The acceptance-rejection method is another way to modify the multistart algorithm.
Acceptance-rejection uses ideas from rejection sampling and statistical mechanics in order to improve the basic multistart algorithm [28]. As suggested by the name, the strategy
of acceptance-rejection methods is to only start local searches from randomly generated
points that pass certain criteria. The acceptance criteria are based on a probability calculation that involves a variable that is analogous to temperature in statistical mechanics [28]
(also similar to simulated annealing, see Section 2.3.2). When the temperature variable is
1

C o founder of Google, Inc.
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Figure 3.11: Defining bins for voting. The tails of the final consensus vectors are used
to define axis-parallel divisions illustrated as dashed lines. The resulting grid divides the
search space into a set of hypercells called bins.

high many of the points are accepted as starting points for the local search; however, if
the temperature is decreased fewer points are accepted as initial start points for the local
search. Higher quality starting points result due to the increasing severity of the filter.
As the temperature variable approaches zero the algorithm is terminated. The MSNLP
routine described in Section 3.5.2 uses a form of acceptance-rejection.

3.5
3.5.1

Recent Software
Multistart Constraint Consensus and Voting

A recent avenue of research studies how to extract information from unsuccessful search
attempts. Methods like LHS are used to initially sample the search space, however,
MacLeod [58] demonstrates that information collected by CC runs may help select promising areas for future search even if CC fails to find any feasible regions.
In his Master's thesis, MacLeod [58] presents a voting method that uses information
from a set of CC runs to determine a new set of promising sample points. The voting method
is similar to the projection [1] and grid-based [3] clustering methods where data points are
projected onto lower-dimensional spaces. MacLeod proposes using the voting method in
conjunction with a multistart method and a local solver (Knitro) for finding feasible regions
in difficult nonlinear programs. The algorithm is called Multistart Constraint Consensus
(MCC).
The voting method presented by MacLeod uses LHS to select a set of initial starting
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Figure 3.12: The voting process. The consensus vectors vote once in each dimension. The
numbers above sum the votes in each bin. The vote sums form a distribution that is used
to select the next solver launch point.

points that are run through the CC method. If any of the CC runs finds a feasible region
then the MCC algorithm exits successfully. Otherwise, the last consensus vector from each
of the runs is saved as it may store valuable information about the search space. Once all
the vectors are determined, and if a feasible region is still not found, the vectors are used
as a voting mechanism with the intention of finding promising areas for a future search. It
is assumed that the last consensus vector should be pointing somewhat towards a feasible
region, hence, given a set of consensus vectors one should be able to make an educated
guess as to where a feasible region is located. A vote is completed in each dimension of
the search space and the results are combined afterwards to determine a single new launch
point. The launch point is passed to a local solver that runs in feasibility mode. If the local
solver finds a feasible region the algorithm terminates successfully, else, the lowest quality
point is replaced, and another vote is conducted (see [58] for details). This is repeated for
a predetermined maximum number of solver launches.
The consensus vectors vote once in each dimension using their respective component in
that particular dimension. Figures 3.11-3.13 illustrate a fictional problem in order to help
explain how MacLeod's voting method works. The first figure in the series, Figure 3.11,
shows a feasible region (an odd shape with gray fill) surrounded by three CC attempts.
The last two iterations of each CC attempt are shown. The tail of the last consensus vector
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Figure 3.13: Voting results. The shaded areas represent the relative probabilities of a point
being selected in a particular grid region. Darker shades indicate higher probabilities. The
probabilities are determined from the bins' respective vote totals shown in Figure 3.12.

represents a location that is referred to as a marker point. Axis-parallel lines are drawn
through each of the marker points. These lines divide the space into hypercells called bins.
The voting method eventually assigns a probability to each of the bins. The weighted bins
are used to select the point from which the local solver is launched.
Figure 3.12 illustrates how the votes are distributed in each dimension. Each consensus
vector gets one vote per dimension The vote starts at the tail of the final consensus vector
and continues until it reaches the marker point of another consensus vector that is voting
in the opposite direction. The votes are tallied in each dimension. It is assumed that more
votes indicate more promise. Similar to the grid-based clustering methods presented in
Section 3.3.2, the votes are projected onto the axes to avoid an exponential explosion of
possible bins.
Figure 3.13 depicts the final probability distribution of the bins. The darker gray areas
represent a higher probability of a bin being selected than the lighter gray areas. A new
launch point is determined from the voting results by selecting a random number from each
dimension, weighted by the vote totals of the bins. MacLeod suggests squaring the vote
totals to exaggerate the relative differences between each bin Furthermore, regions that
do not receive any votes still retain a small probability of being chosen for the next start
point.
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MSNLP

MSNLP is a heuristic multistart algorithm for global optimization [56, 93], available commercially from Optimal Methods, Inc. MSNLP is a two-stage method. The first stage
generates a set of starting solutions using a random search routine such as Scatter Search
(Section 3.4.1). The points are stored in memory along with their measure of merit (as
described below). The point deemed to be of the highest quality is used first in stage 2.
Distance and merit filters are used in the second stage of MSNLP. The distance filter
ensures that the starting points are diverse, i.e., that none of the starting points are within
a basin of attraction of the same local optimum. Meanwhile, the merit filter ensures that
points meet a certain quality level. This is achieved via an acceptance-rejection routine. If
a point makes it through the filters it is passed to a gradient-based local NLP solver. The
solver's output is processed and distinct candidate solutions are stored in a list of locals.
Distinct points are those that are a certain distance away from any other stored point. In
the end, the point in the list of locals with the best objective function value is chosen as
the optimum point.
The merit filter for minimization makes use of an L\ penalty function

P(x, w) = /(x) + J2 «W(X)

(3-24)

where x € TZn is a candidate solution, w e 1Zm is a vector of positive penalty weights, m
is the number of constraints, and vt(x.) is the violation of constraint i. Only points whose
penalty values are less than the threshold value are accepted by the merit filter. The initial
threshold value is set to the lowest penalty value found in the first stage of the algorithm.
Every time a new point is accepted, the threshold is reset to the penalty value of the
accepted point. The threshold is increased if too many points are rejected consecutively.
Like clustering, the distance filter attempts to determine points that are close together
because they might lead local solvers to the same solutions. MSNLP rejects points that are
deemed likely to be in a previously discovered basin of attraction before they are passed
to a local NLP solver. Hyperspheres that define basins of attraction are centered around
accepted points in order to form a filter. New points that fall within these boundaries are
rejected since it is assumed all launch points within a hypershpere will lead a local NLP
solver to the same solution. Hypersphere basin formation is illustrated in Fig 3.14.
A new point is rejected if it is within the hypersphere that approximates the basin for
any local solution. Furthermore, the basin radius is dynamically decreased if too many
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a) Starting point XQ.

(b) First local maximum.

(c) Initial hypersphere basin.

(d) Basin with reduced radius.

Figure 3.14: MSNLP's distance filter. The object in this example is to maximize f(x). (a)
The search is started at XQ. (b) The first local optimum is found at X\. (c) The basin of
attraction is approximated with a hypersphere of radius ra = x0 — X\ (in one dimension
the hypersphere is an interval). Initially, all samples in the interval \x\ — ra, x\ + ra] are
rejected, (d) If too many samples are rejected the radius of the hypersphere is decreased
to rt, by multiplying ra by a user defined scalar between 0 and 1.
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points are being rejected (see Fig 3.14d). The initial radius is the distance from a point's
starting position to its ending position. A new local point forms an additional basin if it is
not within a previously established basin. If a new local point is within an existing basin,
the radius of the basin in question is adjusted such that it is the greater of the two possible
radii. Finally, any hyperspheres that are found to overlap are scaled back. Specific details
of MSNLP are oulined in [56].

3.5.3

GLOBALm

GLOBALm is a recently proposed multistart clustering algorithm for constrained global
optimization problems [85]. The method consists of a global phase and a local phase.
The algorithm starts the global phase by taking a uniform random sample of points from
the variable space. The points are assigned fitness values with an L\ penalty function
(as presented in the previous section). The initial points with the worst fitness levels are
rejected. The remaining points are clustered using a single linkage clustering technique.
Clustering is conducted in order to try and find basins of attraction. The single linkage
method was chosen so that the basins are free to form in any geometrical shape (unlike the
aforementioned MSNLP algorithm that forces spherical basins). The critical distance of the
clustering routine depends on the number of samples and the dimension of the search space.
The local phase of the GLOBALm algorithm consists of running a local solver once from
each point that does not get assigned to a cluster. The algorithm starts out by selecting
the initial sample and reducing it. A point is then selected from the reduced set. If it gets
assigned to an existing cluster, another point is selected from the reduced set. If it does
not get assigned to an existing cluster, it is used to launch a local solver before another
point is selected. The clustering process is repeated for a predetermined set of iterations.

3.5.4

Knitro Multistart

Knitro is a local solver designed to solve convex problems and is produced commercially
by Ziena Optimization, Inc. Knitro combines complementary approaches to nonlinear optimization to achieve robust performance over a wide range of application requirements
[13]. Knitro is designed specifically for large-scale, smooth nonlinear programming problems, nonetheless, it can also be used for unconstrained optimization, nonlinear systems of
equations, least squares, and linear and quadratic programming. Here, the term large-scale
refers to dimensions into the hundreds of thousands.
The Knitro solver incorporates three algorithms for efficiently solving large-scale prob-
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lems, including two interior methods and an active-set method. More specifically, the
algorithms are the Interior-point Direct algorithm, the Interior-point Conjugate Gradient
algorithm, and the Active Set algorithm [99]. Details and pseudo code for the algorithms
of Knitro are provided by Bryd et al. in [13].
For nonconvex problems Knitro can run in a multistart mode. To run Knitro in multistart mode each variable in the model must be given a finite upper and lower bound.
Knitro randomly selects a predefined number of start points from the search space and
launches Knitro from each. The best local solution is returned to the user.

3.6

Summary

This chapter introduces the basics of the multistart method and the current state of the art
in using multistart for global optimization of constrained models. The first part of every
optimization problem is to determine a starting point. Although initial point placement
seems relatively trivial it is actually a vital part of the optimization process. As my supervisor John Chinneck often jokes, the best initial point is the optimum. Methods for
seeking feasibility are an extension to the initial point placement. Their goal is often to
find a promising launch point for another more computationally expensive solver (see Chapter 5). Although finding feasibility seems like a sub-problem to the optimization problem,
both problems are actually equivalent. Solvers designed for optimization can be used to
find feasible regions by replacing the original objective by the objective of minimizing the
sum of the constraint violations (when this reaches zero a feasible point has been found).
Conversely, the objective function is converted to a constraint and continually tightened
in order to use a feasibility seeking algorithm to solve for optimality. Specific details are
found in Chapter 6 and on page 5 of [58].
New variations to the CC algorithm are proposed in Chapter 5 and are one of the
academic contributions of this thesis. Specifically, alterations are proposed for the feasibility
and consensus vector calculations of CC. Care should be taken not to confuse the various
types of feasibility and consensus vector calculations. As described in Section 3.2, the
consensus vector is constructed from the feasibility vectors. Different types of feasibility
vectors can be used interchangeably with the available types of consensus. For instance,
one variant of CC could use linear feasibility vectors and the FDfar method of consensus.
Basic multistart can be very effective for nonconvex problems. Many of the improvements to the multistart method are combined in different ways to create other algorithms.
For instance, the MSNLP and GLOBALm algorithms both use versions of an acceptance-
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rejection technique.
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Chapter 4
Thesis Statement
The main goal of this thesis is to develop an improved multistart heuristic framework for
solving large-scale global optimization problems of the form presented in Section 2.1. The
new method is to be effective and efficient, finding global optima frequently and quickly.
There is a particular focus on models having complex feasible regions. For instance, a
set of nonlinear constraints may have multiple discontiguous feasible regions or the feasible
region may be relatively small and difficult to locate. As a result, the secondary goal of this
thesis is to devise improved methods for quickly seeking feasibility in large-scale nonlinear
programs. Two main developments in this thesis support these goals:
1. Improvements to the CC algorithm for seeking feasibility. Novel ways to calculate the
feasibility and consensus vectors are presented and the concept of augmentation is
introduced. Improved methods for constraint selection and monitoring progress are
also presented.
2. Techniques that use multiple CC runs to quickly explore the variable space and find
promising launch points for expensive local solvers. An algorithm for avoiding redundant and ineffective launches of the expensive local solver is presented. It relies on
an original method that automatically determines a critical distance for the single
link clustering routine. The method calculates a critical distance by analyzing the
inter-point distance distribution of a set of points after they are concentrated towards
promising areas of the variable space by CC.
This is not the first attempt to use CC for concentration in a multistart framework.
MacLeod presented a multistart/voting method that uses the CC algorithm in his Master's
thesis (see Section 3.5.1). The methodology proposed herein is unique in the way the results of the CC runs are analyzed and used to determine promising regions for the global
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optimization models. Similarly, the idea of using clustering for optimization is not novel,
however, the method for finding the critical distance from the inter-point frequency distribution is. Finally, the techniques proposed to enhance the performance of CC are original and
the combination of all the improvements mentioned above results in a promising multistart
technique for global optimization. Although global optimization is the subject of intense
research, there are still many outstanding issues. A glaring hole in the current state of the
art is large-scale global optimization of nonlinear programs. Many of the proposed global
optimization algorithms may not work well, if at all, for higher dimensional problems. For
instance, a large number of dimensions may lead to slow progress for branching methods
such as BARON and GlobSol (Section 2.3.1) as there are a large number of branches to
search through. Unbounded problems and problems with particularly large variable spaces
emphasize this weakness.
Due to the increased number of variables, large-scale problems can also have objective
functions or constraints that require substantial resources to evaluate. The population
methods GA and PSO mentioned in Section 2.3.2 that depend upon the ability to evaluate
the objective and constraint functions many times may not perform well for such problems.
Furthermore, the output from a penalty function might not accurately model problems with
many nonlinear constraints. Consider the results published by Parsopoulos and Vrahatis
[72]. PSO is applied to 6 relatively small (each has 7 variables or less) nonlinear constrained
optimization models using a penalty function. Even for this small set they required two
different penalty functions to achieve useful results.
Another unresolved issue is how to deal with multiple feasible regions. This is particularly problematic for probabilistic algorithms such as PSO or SA (and most others)
that spend time converging to, and possibly getting stuck in, local optima. Multistart
techniques are often used to compensate, but when used rashly the multistart method introduces problems of its own. A major drawback of the basic multistart method is that the
local solver may redundantly find the same solution multiple times. This is an inefficient
use of search time.
The MCC algorithm described in Section 3.5.1 is a multistart routine that uses CC
to find promising launch points for local solvers. The method makes the assumption that
the last consensus vector points in the direction of a feasible region. If this is true then a
simple line search should be able to find the feasible region; however, this is not usually
the case. The voting routine of the MCC method only operates on one dimension at a
time. When there is more than one feasible region, the MCC method is likely to act as
an averaging scheme and the launch points may very well end up being selected between
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promising regions rather than in the regions. This is because density in higher dimensional
space implies density in lower dimensional space, but not vice versa. Furthermore, MCC
makes no effort to distinguish between possible basins of attraction. As a result the local
solver may be launched in the same basin of attraction multiple times.
The multistart algorithm MSNLP (Section 3.5.2) uses a distance filter to identify basins
of attraction as hyperspheres. The issue with this method is that sets of nonlinear constraints frequently result in basins of attraction that are not spherical. Consequently,
promising points may be rejected by the algorithm before they are processed. The models
MSNLP was tested on are relatively small and it is not clear if the method will work well
on larger models.
Similarly, GLOBALm was only tested on a set of relatively small models and it is not
clear how well the method will scale. Although GLOBALm uses single linkage clustering
to allow basins of attraction to take any geometrical shape, the formula used to calculate
the critical distance may not be robust. GLOBALm uses a formula based on the number
of samples chosen by the operator and the number of dimensions of the problem. It is
unclear if this calculation will work with larger problems. In higher-dimensional problems
it is also unclear how many initial samples are needed in order to get meaningful clusters
from GLOBALm's initial acceptance-rejection routine.
Knitro (Section 3.5.4) is a highly regarded commercial solver for nonlinear programs.
Recent releases of Knitro include a global optimization mode. When operating in this mode
the Knitro solver is launched from a series of points and the best result is returned as the
solution. No effort is made to avoid redundant launches, so efficiency can be improved by
the techniques developed in this thesis. This hypothesis is tested in Section 7.3.1.
Global optimization of constrained nonlinear models is an extremely difficult task with
many applications. Modelers continue to create larger and more complicated models
that require optimization for a variety of reasons. Specific examples of applications are
[87]: Chemical engineering (pooling and blending, separation, reactor network synthesis),
computational chemistry (molecular design), Civil engineering (stability analysis), Electrical/Systems engineering (robotics, VLSI chip design), and Economics/Business (Nash
equilibrium, multicommodity network flow, portfolio optimization, traffic assignment). It
is important that the efficiency and effectiveness of algorithms for global optimization of
complex large-scale models improve in order to meet the continually growing demand.

Chapter 5
Advances to the Constraint
Consensus Method
As described in Section 3.2.3, CC is an algorithm designed to quickly find approximately
feasible solution vectors to systems of equations and inequalities. Applying CC to the set of
constraints of an optimization problem is a comparatively quick method of approximately
locating feasible regions. An iteration of the CC method is relatively fast compared to
more elaborate algorithms such as those based on Newton's method because CC does not
require the inversion of large matrices or use line or filter searches to adjust step lengths.
This chapter explores novel techniques for calculating feasibility and consensus vectors for
CC. Experimental results that quantize the advantage of using CC to select launch points
for the NLP solver Ipopt are presented and the newly proposed CC variants are shown to
outperform their predecessors. Furthermore, the NLP solver launch points found by the
CC methods are analyzed in order to determine the general characteristics of a successful
point.

5.1
5.1.1

New Constraint Consensus Algorithm Variants
Augmentation

The augmented feasibility vector calculation uses a predictor-corrector approach to adjust
the length of the previous consensus vector. By design, augmented iterations of CC do not
require gradient calculations at the current iterate. Instead, the step length is calculated
using the values of the constraint functions at the current and previous iterates (Eqn. 5.7).
Here, the next consensus vector is denoted (x^+2 — x x + i) and the previous consensus vector,
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calculated with a standard CC step as shown in Section 3.2.3, is denoted (xfc+i — x&).

The augmented feasibility vector calculation resembles the Secant method for root finding [90]. The violated constraint is initially approximated with a first order Taylor series
expansion
#(x fc+2 ) « g{xk+i) + V 5 ( x w ) ( x f c + 2 - x f c + i).

(5.1)

The previous consensus vector (xfc+i — Xfc) is re-used as the search direction, but the relaxation value aag is applied as the step length multiplier, i.e.,
(xfc+2 - Xfc+i) = aag{xk+1

- Xfc).

(5.2)

Substituting Eqn. 5.2 into Eqn. 5.1, the equation approximating the violated constraint
becomes
#(x fe+2 ) « ^(x f c + i) + aagVg(xk+1)(xk+i

- x fc ).

(5.3)

Start again with the Taylor series expansion about x^+i,
g{xk) « ff(xfc+i) + Vp(x fe+1 )(x fc - x f c + i),

(5.4)

V#(x f c + i)(x f c + i - xfe) « fif(xfe+i) - #(x fe ),

(5.5)

and rearrange such that

then substitute the result into Eqn. 5.3 to give
#(xfc+2) ~ ^(xfc+i) + aag(g(xk+1)

- 5f(xfe)).

(5.6)

Feasibility vectors approximate the length and direction of a step to the root of the violated
constraint function, i.e., #(x f e + 2 ) = 0. Therefore, the step size is determined by setting
Eqn. 5.6 to zero and solving:
-ff(Xfc+l)
a9

0(x f c + i) - p(x fc )'

(5.7)

The next feasibility vector for constraint g is
(x fc+2 - x f c + i) = —.
r - ^ 7 — r ( x f c + 1 - x fc ).
p(x f c + i) - g(xk)

(5.8)

After an augmented feasibility vector (Eqn. 5.8) is calculated for each violated constraint, the consensus vector is formed using one of the consensus methods described in
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Figure 5.1: Two CC iterations: the first uses linear feasibility vectors, and the second uses
augmented feasibility vectors. Both iterations use Basic consensus.
Section 3.2.3. Results from using augmentation with various forms of consensus are reported in Chapter 5.
The denominator of Eqn 5.7 is precarious because it causes the step size to be abnormally
large when p(x/. + i) — g(xk) ~ 0. The algorithmic framework of CC has multiple fail-safes to
deal with these circumstances. The feasibility tolerance eliminates short feasibility vectors
from contention in the consensus decision and the movement tolerance ensures that CC
exits if the consensus vector is not of sufficient length. Furthermore, CC is restrained such
that if the intermediate search point at any iteration is outside of the search space it is
immediately reset such that it satisfies the model's bounds. Therefore large steps caused
by augmentation, or any other reason, do not cause the method to fail.
An augmented feasibility vector calculation for the model presented in Section 3.2.3 is
illustrated in Fig. 5.1. This example shows how augmentation is applied to the original
CC algorithm that uses Basic consensus and linear feasibility vector calculations. The first
step shown, (xi — x 0 ), is the consensus vector calculated previously in Section 3.2.3. The
second step, (x 2 — Xi), is a consensus vector formed using the augmented feasibility vector
calculations. For example, given points x 0 and xi, the augmented step size for violated
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constraint g2 is

=

134.2 - 234.0
1.345

(5,0)
(5.11)

and the augmented feasibility vector is
(x2a-xi)

=

aa9(xi-x0)

(5.12)

1 5fi5
-1.565
4.254

(5.13)

The result is shown in Fig. 5.1 as the vector (x 2a — Xi). The same operation is applied to
the other violated constraint g\ and the resulting vector (x26 — Xi) is also shown in Fig. 5.1.
In this case, the consensus vector is formed using Basic consensus. The result is illustrated
as the vector (x2 — Xi) in Fig. 5.1. After the two iterations depicted, the violations of the
constraints g\ and g2 at x 2 are 0.185 and 51.653, respectively.
A key parameter for implementing the augmentation method is the recurrence period
(T), that determines the frequency at which the augmented calculation is performed. For
instance, if T = 2 then augmentation is applied to every second iteration. If T = 3 then
augmentation is applied to one of every three iterations. The minimum recurrence period is
Tmm = 2 because augmentation requires the previous consensus vector as a search direction.
Theoretically, augmentation could be applied to the same consensus vector more than once.
In this case the algorithm would be restricted to searching along the same line for multiple
iterations.
To be consistent, for all the experiments reported herein the augmented calculations
took place in the second iteration of a cycle, even when T > 2.

5.1.2

Quadratic Feasibility Vectors

The original CC algorithm is explained in Section 3.2.3. Specifically, the linear feasibility
vector formula (Eqn. 3.8) is derived from the first order Taylor series expansion of the
constraint function g at the location xk. It is natural to question whether higher order
approximations afford CC any advantages. This section outlines the quadratic feasibility
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vector calculation based on the second order Taylor series expansion:
p(xfc+i) ~ g(xk) + V#(x fc )(x fe+1 - xfc) + -(x f c + i - x fe ) r V 2 ^(x fe )(x fc+ i - xfc).

(5.14)

As in Section 3.2.3, the desired movement direction is parallel to the gradient of the violated
constraint at x&. Therefore, the quadratic feasibility vector is defined
(xfc+i - xfc) = aqVg(xk)T,

(5.15)

where aq is the step size. Using the quadratic feasibility vector definition g(x.k+i) is approximately
T 2

^(xfc+i) « g(xk) + aq\\Vg(xk) \\

a2
+ -^V<7(xfc)V2#(xfc)V<?(xfc)T

(5.16)

The quadratic feasibility vector step size is determined by setting ^(x^+i) = 0 and solving
aq =

-b±[b2-AacY

,

(5.17)

a = ±Vg(xk)V2g(xk)Vg(xk)T

(5.18)

b =

||V<7(xfc)T||2

(5.19)

c =

<7(xfc).

(5.20)

where

Due to the quadratic nature of Eqn 5.17, two distinct step sizes or a complex step size
may result. Both issues are related to the discriminant
7 = b2 - 4ac.

(5.21)

Three possibilities exist for the step size
1. 7 > 0: There are two distinct real solutions because the quadratic approximation to
the constraint function (Eqn. 5.16) is equal to zero at two real points. For instance,
the parabola f(x) = x2 — 1 crosses zero at x = ± 1 .
2. 7 = 0: There is one distinct real solution because the quadratic approximation to
the constraint function is equal to zero at only one real point. An example is the
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parabola f(x) = x2 which equals zero only at x = 0.

3. 7 < 0: There are two distinct complex solutions because the quadratic approximation
to the constraint function does not equal zero in the real space. An example is the
parabola f(x) = x2 + 1.
When 7 > 0 the smaller of the two real roots is chosen to reduce the possibility of
cycling between multiple solutions. When 7 < 0 there are no real roots xjfc+i such that
g(x.k+i) = 0 and a critical point of the constraint function g(xfc+1) is used instead. This
technique is realized by setting the derivative of Eqn. 5.16 with respect to the step size to
zero
0 = ||V<7(xfc)T||2 + a g V^(x fc )V 2 5 (x fc )V 5 (x fe ) T ,
(5.22)
and solving
n

aq

-llVff(x fc ) r l| 2
2

Vs(x fc )v <?(x fc )v<Kx fe r

(t.9y.

^Z(i)

Further inspection reveals that this technique offers the same result as simply taking the
real part of Eqn. 5.17 when 7 < 0.
Linear feasibility vector calculations are exact for linear constraints, so there is no advantage gained by using an additional quadratic term while calculating the feasibility vector
of linear constraints. For quadratic constraints, the quadratic feasibility vector calculation
is exact and therefore offers an accuracy advantage over the linear calculation. However,
the quadratic term comes with additional computational cost. Section 5.3 explores the
benefits and costs of the quadratic feasibility vector method in more detail.
The following example demonstrates the possible advantage of using the quadratic feasibility calculation. Consider again the model described in section 3.2.3. The Hessian matrix
for the nonlinear constraint is
V 2 5 2 (x) =

2
-1

-1
2

(5.24)
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Given the initial point XQ = [8 — 8] T the quadratic parameters are:

« =

(5.25)

2 V # 2 ( x °) V 2 5 2 ( X o ) V # 2 ( x °) T
-26]

2
-1

-1
2

28

(5.26)

=

^[28

=

2188,

(5.27)

b = llV^xofH2

(5.28)
28

(5.29)

=

[28

=

1460,

(5.30)

£2(x 0 )

(5.31)

234.

(5.32)

c =

=

-26]

-26

-26

In this case, 7 = 83632 > 0 so there are two real roots and therefore two possible values
for aq (—0.400 and —0.268). The shortest step size aq = —0.268 is chosen. The quadratic
feasibility vector is
(XIJ, - x 0 ) =

a ? Vp 2 (x 0 ) T
-7.492
6.956

(5.33)
(5.34)

The linear and quadratic feasibility vectors of violated constraints g\ and #2, respectively,
are illustrated in Fig. 5.2. At the point x 2 in Fig. 5.2, after two steps of quadratic constraint
consensus, the violations of constraints gi and #2 a r e 1-669 and 32.138, respectively. Note
that even though both of the feasibility vectors are exact, the consensus vector (xi — xo)
is still just an estimate.

5.1.3

SUM Consensus

The FDfar variant for consensus chooses the longest feasibility vector as the consensus vector (see Section 3.2.3) and is one of the most successful CC methods [42]. The predominant
weakness of FDfar consensus is that it tends to cycle between constraints as it repeatedly
tries to remedy the most violated constraints. SUM consensus is an alternative that may
avoid cycling while still exploiting long feasibility vectors. The SUM consensus vector is
built by summing all the feasibility vectors at the current iterate. Longer feasibility vec-
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Figure 5.2: Two steps of CC using quadratic feasibility vectors and Basic consensus.
tors maintain more influence than shorter vectors, however unlike FDfar consensus, every
violated constraint still provides input to the consensus vector.
An example showing two steps of the SUM consensus method with linear feasibility
vectors for the model presented in Section 3.2.3 is shown in Fig. 5.3. Both constraints <?i
and g2 are violated at the initial point x 0 = [8 — 8] T and the linear consensus vectors are
( x i a - X0)

2.160
2.160

(5.35)

-4.488
4.167

(5.36)

and
(x16 - x 0 )

=

SUM consensus calculates the next point Xi by adding the feasibility vectors of the
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Figure 5.3: Two iterations of CC using linear feasibility vectors and SUM consensus.
violated constraints to the previous point, x 0
8
Xl

=

-8

+

2.160
2.160

+

-4.488
4.167

5.672
-1.673

(5.37)
(5.38)

Fig. 5.3 depicts two iterations of SUM consensus. Although the algorithm uses linear feasibility vectors in this example, SUM consensus could operate on quadratic feasibility vectors
instead. Similarly, the SUM method could be augmented as described in Section 5.1.1.

5.1.4

Pairing Constraint Consensus with Nonlinear Solvers

CC is a computationally cheap algorithm that can provide a high quality starting point
for an expensive local solver. The net result is that the combined solution time is usually
shorter than simply launching the local solver from the original point [42]. To be effective,
CC should output points that have the characteristics that most contribute to the speed
and success of the local solver. This section introduces two minor CC variations that
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significantly improve the performance of the local solver.
Operating on Nonlinear Constraints
The main step of many NLP solvers is to manipulate a large linear system. In this system
the nonlinear constraints are linearly approximated, but the linear constraints are dealt
with exactly. As usual, the nonlinear constraints are the cause of most of the difficulty,
therefore using the limited amount of initial CC time to reduce the degree of violation of
the nonlinear constraints provides the most overall benefit. Limiting CC to operate on
only the subset of nonlinear constraints may provide higher quality launch points for the
local solver. Experimental results that show the benefit of this heuristic are presented in
Section 5.4.1.
Choosing the CC Output Point
Experimental data shows that a positive correlation exists between launch points with low
maximum constraint violation (as defined in Section 5.2.5) and solver success [42]. An
interesting observation about CC is that it may not monotonically reduce the maximum
constraint violation at each iteration. The violation may increase or decrease in successive
iterations. CC may perform better if the violation is monitored at each iteration and the
local solver is launched from whichever point has the lowest violation.
MacLeod [58] proposed a similar idea. He tracked CC progress via consensus vector
length in order to decide when to terminate. In his experiments the CC algorithm was
stopped when the consensus vector length failed to decrease by a certain threshold. The
point at the final iterate was returned to launch the solver. In contrast, the idea proposed
here is to allow CC to proceed until it meets one of the original termination conditions proposed by Chinneck [17], then to use whichever point has the lowest violation (intermediate
or final) to launch the local solver.

5.2

Experimental Setup

5.2.1

Hardware and Software

All experiments were conducted on a machine with an Intel®Core™2 Duo Processor E6600
(4M Cache, 2.40 GHz, 1066 MHz FSB) and 3GB of memory running Linux Fedora Core 6.
The code is compiled with gcc 4.1.2. The models are formatted in A Modeling Language
for Mathematical Programming (AMPL) [31].
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The local solver used in the experiments is Ipopt 3.5.5 [97]. Ipopt is an interior-point
algorithm for nonlinear programming. Two distinguishing elements of the Ipopt algorithm
are its filter line-search method and its feasibility restoration phase [98]. Ipopt is chosen
due to its performance relative to other solvers (see [67] for a comparison of NLP solvers)
and because it is open source. Ipopt's parameter settings are listed in Section 5.2.3.

5.2.2

The Problem Sets

The experiments in this chapter use the Continuous CONstraints - Updating the Technology (COCONUT) benchmark [87], a collection of over 1000 problems from a variety
of fields, including computational chemistry, robotics, operations research, and economics.
Large nonlinear models are of particular interest, so models with 10 or fewer nonlinear
constraints were removed from the test set. Furthermore, some models were removed as
they caused software errors. The argauss and grouping models were removed because
they caused Ipopt to return the runtime exception message Too few degrees of freedom.
The models argtrig, bratu2d, bratu2dt, bratu3d, camcge, catenary, cbratu2d, ex8_3_13,
ex8_3_14, ex8_6_l, oet7, pindyck, and polak3 were removed because the they caused the
AMPL interface function convalQ [33], which is used extensively by the CC software, to
return an error.
Model Statistics for Experiment A
Experiment A explores the relative performance of the CC variants over multiple model
sizes. For this experiment the test models are separated into three subsets:
• Problem Set IA (PS IA). This set contains 79 models with more than 10 nonlinear
constraints and fewer than 101 nonlinear constraints.
• Problem Set IIA (PS IIA). This set includes 62 models with more than 100 nonlinear
constraints and fewer than 1001 nonlinear constraints.
• Problem Set IIIA (PS IIIA). This is a set of 72 models, each with more than 1000
nonlinear constraints.
The statistics of the selected test models are presented in Table 5.1. The constraint statistics are divided by constraint type. In this case, the set of nonlinear constraints includes
quadratic constraints. The set of all constraints includes both linear and nonlinear constraints.
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Table 5.1: Summary Statistics for Test Models A
PSIA
Avg. Min. Max.
Variables
Constraints:
All
Quadratic
Nonlinear

PSIIA
Avg. Min. Max.

PS IIIA
Avg. Min. Max.

78.4

2

720

1079.5

6

8997

6341.1

3

20008

60.3
22.9
39.4

11
0
11

263
100
100

975.1
277.8
464.7

101
0
101

7000
999
1000

5606.2
2261.0
4112.9

1002
0
1002

14000
13798
13798

Table 5.2: Summary Statistics for Test Models B
PS IB
Avg. Min.
Variables
Constraints:
All
Quadratic
Nonlinear

Max.

PSIIB
Avg. Min.

]PS

Max.

Avg.

IIIB
Min. Max.

1877.6

2 20008

7041.7

6

13805

1188.4

42

10000

1599.4
481.8
985.4

11 14000
0 10000
11 10000

6738.9
3899.2
5431.1

1600
0
1521

13800
13798
13798

732.2
2.9
665.1

20
0
20

5000
27
5000

Model Statistics for Experiment B
Experiment B compares the effectiveness of the CC variants when they are paired with a
local solver. In this case the results were used to divide the models a posteriori so that the
performance statistics presented are meaningful. The three subsets are:
• Problem Set IB (PS IB). This set contains the 175 models that did not cause any
timeouts or solver failures.
• Problem Set IIB (PS IIB). This set includes 25 models that caused at least one
timeout, but no solver failures.
• Problem Set IIIB (PS IIIB). This is a set of 13 models that caused at least one solver
failure.
The statistics of the test models are presented in Table 5.2.
Starting Points
The difficulty of an optimization model is often conditional on the starting point. For
instance, a large nonlinear model is easy to solve if the given starting point is the optimum.
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To mitigate the effects of starting points, the experiments in this chapter are run in a Monte
Carlo style. Each algorithm is run ten times for each model, i.e., 2130 runs in total. All of
the algorithms are launched from the same randomly selected start points for each model
so that the starting conditions are fair.
Artificial Bounds
For all experiments presented in this thesis, the random start points are chosen within the
variable bounds. For any variable that is unbounded (upper, lower, or both), an artificial
bound, ba, is imposed as follows:
• If £3 = — oo and u3 = oo, then the imposed artificial bounds are — ba < x3 < ba.
• If £3 = —oo and u3 ^ oo, then the imposed artificial bound is u3 — ba < x3 <u3.
• If £3 ^ — oo and u3 = oo, then the imposed artificial bound is £3 < x3 < £3 + ba.
The default value used in the experiments presented throughout this thesis is ba = 104.
This is the same value chosen by Ugray et al. to test the MSNLP solver [93] (Section 3.5.2).
These bounds are used for generating points within the variable space, but the bounds are
not communicated to the local solvers. Therefore, the local solvers are not restricted to
operating within the artificial bounds.
Experimental results justifying the value of ba = 104 are reported by MacLeod [58].
Note that MacLeod uses a slightly different set of rules to define the artificial bounds. For
instance, if u3 — £3 > 2ba, MacLeod introduces the artificial bounds C — ba < x3 < C + ba,
where C — £3 + ^ ^ is the midpoint between the original finite bounds.

5.2.3

Description of the Experiments and Parameter Settings

Experiment A: Finding Approximately Feasible Points
This experiment compares the ability of the proposed CC algorithm variants to find points
that are close to feasible regions. The algorithms are constrained by a maximum run
time and a maximum number of iterations. The feasibility tolerance is a = 10~16 and the
movement tolerance is /? = 10 - 1 6 . Small values for these parameters ensure the CC variants
do not terminate before the time limit unless they find a point relatively close to feasibility
or have stopped making sufficient progress. The maximum number of iterations is n = 100.
A time limit (maxJime) specific to each problem set is enforced. The time limit is greater
for the models with more nonlinear constraints. For PS IA maxJime = 0.05s, for PS IIA
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max-time = 0.5s, and for PS IIIA maxJime = 5.0s. The time limits are based on previous
experiments that are not reported here.
The second part of this experiment compares results from using the CC end point and
the best CC intermediate point to lower constraint violation, as described in Section 5.1.4.
Experiment B: Pairing Constraint Consensus with a Local Solver
This experiment examines the ability of the CC variants to improve local solver performance, particularly Ipopt [98]. The experiment consists of two stages: pre-solve and solve.
In the pre-solve stage a CC variant starts from a randomly selected point and returns a local
solver launch point that is closer to feasibility. In the solve stage Ipopt is launched from the
point output of the CC variant. The feasibility tolerance is a = 10~3 and the movement
tolerance is /3 = 10~6. These parameter values ensure that CC terminates quickly if it finds
a promising launch point or it is failing to make sufficient progress. The maximum number
of CC iterations and the CC time limit are the same as those imposed in Experiment A.
The parameter settings for Ipopt are:
• honor .original Abounds = yes
• bound jrelax.f actor — 0
• maxlter

= 9999999

• constrJuioLtol = 10~6
• maxjcpuJbime = 60.
All other Ipopt settings are left as default.

5.2.4

Algorithm Variants and their Abbreviations

The main purpose of Experiment A is to determine the most promising CC variants so that
future tests can concentrate on fewer algorithms. In all, 18 variants are tested in Experiment
A. The best point found by the CC algorithm is the output point (see Section 5.1.4). Also,
unless otherwise stated, every algorithm operates on all of each model's constraints. Three
variations using linear feasibility vector calculations and without augmentation are tested:
L_Basic - Feasibility vector: Linear, Consensus: Basic, Augmentation: no.
L_FDfar - Feasibility vector: Linear, Consensus: FDfar, Augmentation: no.
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L_SUM - Feasibility vector: Linear, Consensus: SUM, Augmentation: no.
L_Basic is the variant initially proposed in [17]. L_FDfar is chosen because it is one of the
best performing CC variations [42]. The L_SUM method is the CC variant proposed in
Section 5.1.3.
Nine variations of CC with augmentation are tested:
L_Basic_A_3 - Feasibility vector: Linear, Consensus: Basic, Augment: yes, T: 3.
LJBasic_A_ll - Feasibility vector: Linear, Consensus: Basic, Augment: yes, T: 11.
L_Basic_A_17 - Feasibility vector: Linear, Consensus: Basic, Augment: yes, T: 17.
L_FDfar_A_3 - Feasibility vector: Linear, Consensus: FDfar, Augment: yes, T: 3.
L_FDfar_A_ll - Feasibility vector: Linear, Consensus: FDfar, Augment: yes, T: 11.
L_FDfar_A_17 - Feasibility vector: Linear, Consensus: FDfar, Augment: yes, T: 17.
L_SUM_A_3 - Feasibility vector: Linear, Consensus: SUM, Augment: yes, T: 3.
L_SUM_A_11 - Feasibility vector: Linear, Consensus: SUM, Augment: yes, T: 11.
L_SUM_A_17 - Feasibility vector: Linear, Consensus: SUM, Augment: yes, T: 17.
Larger numbers for the recurrence period result in augmentation happening less frequently
(see Section 5.1.1). Periods of 3, 11 and 17 are chosen so that the relative performance
over a wide range of recurrence periods is gauged.
Finally, six variations using quadratic feasibility vectors are tested, none of them are
augmented:
Q_Basic_q - Feasibility vector: quadratic, Consensus: Basic, quadratic constraints only.
Q_Basic_n - Feasibility vector: quadratic, Consensus: Basic, all nonlinear constraints.
Q_FDfar_q - Feasibility vector: quadratic, Consensus: FDfar, quadratic constraints only.
Q_FDfar_n - Feasibility vector: quadratic, Consensus: FDfar, all nonlinear constraints.
Q_SUM_q - Feasibility vector: quadratic, Consensus: SUM, quadratic constraints only.
Q_SUM_n - Feasibility vector: quadratic, Consensus: SUM, all nonlinear constraints.
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These methods are divided into two sub-categories: q and n. The variants denoted with
q calculate quadratic feasibility vectors for only the quadratic constraints and linear feasibility vectors for all other constraints. The variants denoted with n calculate quadratic
feasibility vectors for all the nonlinear constraints, but linear feasibility vectors for the
linear constraints.
Results for the combination of quadratic feasibility vectors and augmentation were
not collected. Initial results (not reported here) indicated that this combination was not
competitive with the other methods. Furthermore, the quadratic variants of CC proved to
be relatively inefficient when compared to the linear CC methods (see Section 5.3.1).

5.2.5

Performance Metrics

The CC algorithm is designed to find a point that is close to the feasible region, therefore
the main metric used to judge CC performance is the maximum constraint violation
V(xfc) = max (v t (x fc ),..., vm(xk)),

(5.39)

where x^ is the current iterate. A successful CC run finds a point for which V is approximately zero. Throughout this thesis a point is considered feasible if and only if
V(xfc) < lO" 6 .
The Monte Carlo experiments collect results for every model by starting each algorithm
from 10 randomly selected points. Experiment A results include:
• Avg. Time(s) - The average time in seconds,
• Avg. Its - The average number of iterations,
• Median V - The median of the maximum constraint violations, and
• Rank - The relative ranking of the algorithms in terms of median violation.
. For instance, Table 5.3 indicates that half of the solutions found by the L_Basic variant
have V < 29, 800. Meanwhile, half of the solutions found by L_Basic_A_3, the top ranked
algorithm, have solutions with V < 117.
The results from the second part of Experiment A are reported in Table 5.6. The end
point is the last point that the CC algorithm finds whereas the best point is the point with
the lowest violation found throughout the run. This table includes the fraction of runs
where the best point has a lower violation than the end point in the column titled Fraction
of Runs with Best < End.
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The results of both the CC variants and Ipopt are reported for Experiment B. All the
average times are listed in seconds. The timeout fraction is the ratio of runs for which an
algorithm failed to terminate before the maximum time limit to the total number of runs.
The feasibility fraction is the ratio of runs for which an algorithm found a feasible solution
to the total number of runs. The fail fraction is the ratio of runs for which Ipopt returned
an error to the total number of runs. The infeasible fraction is the ratio of runs for which
an algorithm found an infeasible final solution to the total number of runs. In these cases,
Ipopt converged to a locally infeasible solution.
Part of Experiment B is an analysis of the launch points passed from the CC variants
to the local solver. For this part of the experiment the following statistics are reported:
Viol - The average number of violated constraints.
OverSat - The average number of inequality constraints satisfied by at least 1
( & ( * * )

<

-

!

)

•

JustSat - The average number of inequality constraints satisfied by less than 1
( - 1 < pi(xfc) < 0).
Wtol - The average number of inequality constraints within the tolerance
(0 < <7i(xfc) < 10~6). Note that the JustSat and Wtol sets do not overlap.
Close - The average number of equality constraints close to being satisfied (ui(xfc) < 1).
The relationship between constraint function values and violation for equality and inequality constraints is found in Section 2.1.

5.3
5.3.1

Numerical Results
Experiment A: Finding Approximately Feasible Points

This section describes the results of an experiment designed to compare the CC variants'
relative abilities at quickly reducing constraint violation. It tests the 18 algorithm variants
introduced in Section 5.2.4 with problem sets IA, IIA, and IIIA. The results of Experiment
A are reported in Tables 5.3, 5.4, and, 5.5.
The performance of the four algorithms that use Basic consensus and linear feasibility
vectors improves as the frequency of augmentation is increased. Of these four algorithms
the original version that does not use augmentation at all, L_Basic, performed the worst
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Table 5.3: Results for PS IA. The median V for the start points is 1, 710, 000.

Variant
L_Basic_A_3
L_FDfar
L_SUM
L_FDfar_A_17
L_Basic_A_ll
L_FDfar_A_ll
LJBasic_A_17
L_SUM_A_11
L_SUM_A_17
L_SUM_A_3
L_FDfar_A_3
Q_SUM_q
Q_FDfar_q
Q_FDfar_n
Q_SUM_n
L_Basic
Q_Basic_q
Q_Basic_n

Avg. Time(s)
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.03
0.04

Avg. Its
87.47
88.40
87.69
87.01
90.23
86.80
90.76
86.55
86.83
90.31
87.20
68.90
69.23
65.39
64.65
93.07
71.47
66.80

Median V
117
125
323
390
537
723
742
857
1,525
1,740
2,140
3,197
5,114
7,914
8,212
29,800
67,987
148,440

Ran
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
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Table 5.4: Results for PS IIA. The median V for the start points is 1, 255, 000.

Variant
L_Basic_A_3
L_FDfar_A_17
L_FDfar_A_ll
L.SUM_A_17
L_SUM_A_11
L_FDfar_A_3
L_FDfar
L_Basic_A_ll
L_SUM
L_SUM_A_3
L_Basic_A_17
Q_SUM_q
Q_FDfar_q
Q_SUM_n
Q_FDfar_n
L_Basic
Q_Basic_q
Q_Basic_n

Avg. Time(s)
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.23
0.23
0.22
0.24
0.27
0.24
0.22
0.27
0.42
0.43
0.46
0.47
0.27
0.44
0.47

Avg. Its
77.14
78.82
78.78
73.18
74.36
80.18
79.62
77.08
76.82
81.67
76.64
45.71
46.07
29.67
29.26
76.66
42.74
28.61

Median V
140
455
456
501
502
1,065
1,075
1,275
1,315
1,540
1,725
4,023
5,351
20,609
174,120
280,500
412,720
768,010

Ran
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

for each problem set. Conversely, L_Basic_A_3 is the top ranked algorithm out of all 18
variants tested for each problem set.
No obvious trend exists between augmentation frequency and success for the four algorithms that use FDfar consensus and linear feasibility vectors. The relative rank of these
variants changes for each of the problem sets reported in Tables 5.3, 5.4, and, 5.5. Of these
algorithms, L_FDfar is the highest ranking on average and it never ranks lower than 7th.
The SUM consensus methods that use linear feasibility vector calculations perform
relatively well. Like the FDfar-based methods, no trend exists between augmentation
frequency and success for the SUM consensus methods. Overall, the L_SUM variant stands
out, ranking third overall for both problem sets IA and IIIA.
All the variants that use quadratic feasibility vectors perform relatively poorly in terms
of median violation. The quadratic algorithms outperform their linear counterparts in only
a few cases. The algorithms that only apply the quadratic feasibility vector calculation to
quadratic constraints always perform better than the algorithms that apply the quadratic
feasibility vector to all nonlinear constraints. Q_SUM_q is the best performing quadratic
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Table 5.5: Results for PS IIIA. The median V for the start points is 1, 580, 000.

Variant
L_Basic_A_3
L_SUM_A_11
L_SUM
L_SUM_A_17
L_SUM_A_3
L_Basic_A_ll
L_FDfar
Q_SUM_q
L_Basic_A_17
L_FDfar_A_3
L_FDfar_A_ll
L_FDfar_A_17
L_Basic
Q_FDfar_q
Q_SUM_n
Q_FDfar_n
Q_Basic_q
Q_Basic_n

Avg. Time(s)
3.87
3.78
3.77
3.79
3.67
3.96
3.80
4.50
3.99
3.71
3.80
3.81
4.03
4.52
4.88
4.96
4.61
4.97

Avg. Its
52.24
53.78
51.80
53.49
58.87
48.13
52.56
24.82
47.90
59.70
54.28
53.73
46.87
25.36
8.51
6.25
22.39
6.32

Median V
1,765
2,540
3,760
3,760
4,110
5,595
8,965
19,170
91,400
251,000
335,000
481,000
531,500
679,260
935,445
971,490
1,034,500
1,163,200

Ran
1
2
3
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
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variant overall, although it is relatively weak ranking 12th, 12th, and 8th overall for problem
sets IA, IIA, and IIIA, respectively.
SUM is a relatively strong version of consensus. The algorithm variations that use
SUM consensus rank relatively well compared to their peers. This is especially true for PS
IIIA which contains the largest models. Four of the five top variants are SUM consensus
for PS IIIA. SUM is also the best performing consensus type when paired with quadratic
feasibility vectors. As mentioned previously, Q_SUM_q is the highest ranked quadratic
method in each problem set.
The CC Output Point
This experiment tests how often a CC intermediate point has a lower violation than the CC
end point. The experiment is run with two sets of CC parameters to show that the advantage gained using the intermediate points is valid for a wide range of tolerances. Three of
the best performing algorithms from Experiment A are chosen for this experiment, namely,
L_FDfar, L_SUM, and L_Basic_A_3, along with the original CC variant, LJBasic. The results in Table 5.6 indicate that the best intermediate point often has a lower constraint
violation than the CC end point. In particular, the data shows that:
• The median violation is considerably less for all algorithms when they use the best
point rather than the end point.
• The fraction of runs for which the best point offers an advantage is substantial for all
algorithms, especially L_Basic_A_3.
• Performance is enhanced for each set of parameter settings.
Since the best point is denned as the point with the lowest violation it is not surprising
that these points return a lower median violation on average. The percentage of runs for
which using the intermediate point offers an advantage is significant. Approximately two
thirds of the runs are improved for L_Basic_A_3 by simply taking the best intermediate
point rather than the end point. Using the best intermediate point offers an advantage
when a run contains multiple local minima in constraint violation. Stopping the algorithm
when the global minimum in constraint violation for a particular run is found would be
advantageous as it would reduce the required runtime. Unfortunately, such termination
conditions are still unknown.
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Table 5.6: Using Best and End Points. 213 models.

CC Type
L_Fdfar
L_SUM
L_Basic_A_3
L_Basic
L_Fdfar
L_SUM
L_Basic_A_3
L_Basic

5.3.2

a
10-16

p
io- 16

1Q-16

IO"16

1Q-16

io- 16

10-16

lO" 3
lO" 3

io- 3
io- 3

IO"16
l(T e
IO"6

io- 6

IO -6

Median Violation
Best
End
2,155.0
2,875.0
1,985.0
5,075.0
961.0
1,980.0
198,500.0 225,000.0
2,196.3
2,935.9
2,154.9
6,474.8
1,088.1
3,089.1
195,445.0 225,930.0

Fract ion of Runs
with Best < End
0.38
0.49
0.61
0.14
0.41
0.52
0.69
0.16

Experiment B: Pairing CC with a Local Solver

Experiment B is designed to identify the CC variant whose combination with a local solver
gives the best overall performance in finding a feasible solution. The results compare three
of the best performing algorithms from Experiment A, namely, L_FDfar, L_SUM, and
L_Basic_A_3, and the original CC variant, L_Basic. The local solver is also run without
launch point improvement in order to highlight the advantage gained by using CC a priori.
The results for Experiment B are presented in Tables 5.7, and 5.8.
The first section of Table 5.7, labeled No Timeouts or Failures, reports the results for
PS IB, which includes a majority of the models. The numbers confirm the results from
Experiment A, that L_Basic_A_3 is the most effective CC variant. Used to improve local
solver launch points, L_Basic_A_3 increases the overall feasibility fraction by more than 5%
and reduces the average total run time by more than 20%.
L_FDfar and L_SUM also improve the local solver's performance, both increasing the
overall feasibility fraction while reducing the total runtime, however, their effects are not
as substantial as the L_Basic_A_3 algorithm. The original variant, L_Basic, returned mixed
results. It improved the feasibility fraction slightly, but required a slight increase in overall
runtime.
The second section of Table 5.7, labeled Timeouts, presents the results for PS IIB. These
are the 25 models for which Ipopt timed out at least once, but never returned an error. As
expected, the statistics in Table 5.2 show that the 25 models causing a timeout are larger
on average than the models in the other sets. The CC results for PS IIB are worse than
those for PS IB. The average time and median violation are higher in every case; also the
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Table 5.7: Using Constraint Consensus with Ipopt

N o Timeouts or Failures (PS IB, 175 models)
CC
Avg.Time per run
Median Violation
Feasibility Fraction

None

L_FDfar
0.53
9.36 x 102
0.012

L_SUM
0.53
1.59 x 103
0.031

L_Basic_A_3
0.55
4.90 x 10 2
0.038

L_Basic
0.59
4.60 x 104
0.009

Ipopt
Avg.Time per run
Avg. Iterations
Feasibility Fraction

1071
401.23
0.726

9^52
323.39
0.758

8^97
307.57
0.761

7780
246.07
0.779

102T
372.60
0.738

Total
Avg.Time per run

10.71

10.06

9.50

8.35

10.80

2.36
2.68 x 105
0.00

2.34
6.89 x 105
0.00

2.34
4.66 x 105
0.00

2.41
1.29 x 10 5
0.00

Timeouts (PS IIB, 25 Models)
CC
Avg.Time per run
Median Violation
Feasibility Fraction
Ipopt
Avg.Time per run
Timeout Fraction
Feasibility Fraction

51T84
0.824
0.152

52724
0.820
0.156

5231
0.800
0.164

41T62
0.732
0.248

55l)3
0.856
0.128

Total
Avg.Time per run

56.84

54.60

54.99

48.97

57.45

b\08
0.06
0.86

O09
0.20
0.71

(L26
0.22
0.52

O08
0.20
0.72

Failures (PS IIIB, 13 Models)
Ipopt
Feasibility Fraction
Infeasible Fraction
Fail Fraction

0T03
0.05
0.92
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feasibility fraction for the CC variants is lower in every case. Again, this is attributed to
the much larger model size. In terms of relative performance, L_Basic_A_3 performed the
best on PS IIB. The L_Basic_A_3/Ipopt pair achieved the lowest timeout fraction and the
highest feasibility fraction while using the least amount of time.
Some of the runs timed out because the time limits on CC and Ipopt are not long
enough for the larger models. Nonetheless, some of the runs on these models did not time
out. This is because the performance of the local solver depends greatly on its starting
point. The advantage of using CC to improve solver launch points is clear in the Timeouts
section of Table 5.7: using L_Basic_A_3 decreases the solver timeout fraction by almost
10% as compared to launching the local solver by itself.
The results for PS IIIB are contained in the third section of Table 5.7, labeled Failures.
This set includes only a small number of models, yet the performance results are consistent
with the previous two sets. In this case L_Basic_A_3 outperformed the other algorithm
variants again, achieving both the highest feasibility fraction and the lowest fail fraction.
These results in particular emphasize the launch point sensitivity of local solvers.
Overall, the results in Table 5.7 show that the newly proposed CC variants, L_SUM, and
L_Basic_A_3, can improve a local solver's performance on a set of large-scale models. Additionally, L_SUM, and L_Basic_A_3 outperform previously proposed CC methods including
L_FDfar which is reported as one of the most effective variants [42]. The best performing
CC variant is L_Basic_A_3. The pair of L_Basic_A_3 and Ipopt successfully found a feasible
solution for 1465 of the 2130 runs, given the strict 60s time limit. Alone, Ipopt requires
more time on average and only found a feasible solution for 1332 of the runs.
Applying CC to Nonlinear Constraints Only
Section 5.1.4 suggests that it may be advantageous for CC to concentrate on the subset
of nonlinear constraints since they pose the greatest difficulty when finding points that
are nearly feasible. The results presented in Table 5.8 are from an experiment designed
to investigate this proposition. The first section of Table 5.8 reports the numbers from
applying CC to all of the constraints. The second section of the table reports the numbers
from only applying the CC algorithms to the nonlinear constraints of the models. The
experiment included the 117 models from PS IB, IIB, and IIIB that have at least one linear
and nonlinear constraint.
Table 5.8 demonstrates an increase in feasibility fraction for the local solver when the
CC variants are only applied to nonlinear constraints. L_SUM is the greatest beneficiary
achieving the highest feasibility fraction of 0.73. The feasibility fraction of L_Basic_A_3 is
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Table 5.8: Using Constraint Consensus with Ipopt: Concentrating on Nonlinear Constraints. Results from the 117 models with both linear and nonlinear constraints.

Constraint Consensus Applied to all Constraints
CC
Avg.Time per run
Median Violation
Feasibility Fraction

None

LJDfar
0.83
3.83 x 103
0.01

L_SUM
0.83
5.64 x 103
0.03

L_Basic_A_3
0.85
1.99 x 103
0.04

L_Basic
0.87
5.15 x 105
0.00

Ipopt
Avg.Time per run
Avg. Iterations
Feasibility Fraction

16775
436.68
0.65

15737
318.75
0.68

13797
323.69
0.70

1L78
257.67
0.70

16733
416.09
0.65

Total
Avg.Time per run

16.75

16.21

14.80

12.62

17.20

Constraint Consensus Applied Only to Nonlinear Constraints
CC
Avg.Time per run
Median Violation
Feasibility Fraction

0.73
3.39 x 103
0.00

0.72
2.60 x 103
0.00

0.75
2.28 x 103
0.01

0.81
2.73 x 105
0.00

Ipopt
Avg.Time per run
Avg. Iterations
Feasibility Fraction

16/75
436.68
0.65

1404
295.33
0.71

12775
274.51
0.73

12742
295.98
0.71

15706
407.76
0.67

Total
Avg.Time per run

16.75

14.76

13.47

13.18

15.87
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increased with only a slight increase in the total time. On the contrary, the overall time
taken by L_FDfar, L_SUM, and L_Basic is reduced while their respective feasibility rates
are increased. In general, applying CC to only the nonlinear constraints improves overall
performance.

5.4

Discussion

5.4.1

Characteristics of Successful Launch Points

This section analyzes the launch points found by the CC algorithms for PS IB. Table 5.9
divides the launch points into four categories by constraint type, namely, linear inequality,
nonlinear inequality, linear equality, and nonlinear equality. Equality constraints predominate in the test models; 87% of the constraints are of type equality. Furthermore, nonlinear
constraints outnumber linear constraints by a rate of approximately 3:2 and more than 75%
of the models contain at least one nonlinear equality constraint.
The characteristics of a start point that are best for a certain type of solver vary. Ipopt
is a barrier solver. It computes a series of approximate solutions for a sequence of barrier
problems. The barrier problems are constructed by converting inequality constraints into
barrier terms that are added to the objective function. The barrier terms are formed using
a logarithmic function [98]. Logarithmic barrier terms compute to infinity if a candidate
solution is directly on the limiting value of the constraint. Therefore, it is beneficial for
barrier solver start points to over-satisfy inequality constraints so that numerical complications are avoided. It is also beneficial if the start point is close to satisfying equality
constraints as this will reduce the computational effort required by the solver to find a
feasible solution.
Some constraint types appear in models more frequently than others. It is advantageous
to use methods that handle these constraint types effectively. For instance, the aforementioned constraint statistics suggest that correctly handling nonlinear equality constraints
may prove to be a successful strategy.
The data in Table 5.9 (Section 5.2.5 describes the metrics) provide insight into why
L_Basic_A_3 and L_SUM are relatively successful when compared to the other methods.
L_Basic_A_3 consistently finds points with the lowest average number of violated inequality
constraints in both the linear and nonlinear cases. Furthermore, although none of the methods reduce the average number of violated equality constraints, L_Basic_A_3 and L_SUM
find the most points that are relatively close to satisfying nonlinear equality constraints.
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Table 5.9: Launch Point Data Divided by Constraint Classification.

Nonlinear

CC
None
L_FDfar
L_SUM
L_Basic_A_3
L_Basic

Inequality (Avg. 173.30)

Equality (Avg. 812.11)

Viol
86.50
30.40
33.61
24.95
52.75

Viol
812.02
810.55
806.27
810.80
811.66

OverSat JustSat Wtol
29.80
57.00
0.00
0.22
69.67
73.01
79.11
51.60
8.98
76.29
0.74
71.31
62.19
58.35
0.00

Close
5.94
51.73
59.33
94.18
9.02

Linear
Inequality (Avg. 31.71)
CC
None
L_FDfar
L_SUM
L_Basic_A_3
L_Basic

Viol
20.85
14.24
20.35
13.10
15.25

OverSat JustSat
10.25
0.59
16.52
0.93
9.10
1.20
16.76
1.83
15.42
1.03

Equality (Avg. 582.31)
Wtol
0.01
0.03
1.05
0.01
0.01

Viol
582.31
582.02
582.04
582.27
582.28

Close
10.88
31.26
8.91
15.22
11.04

L_Basic_A_3 performs especially well, finding almost 1.6 x as many points that are close to
satisfying nonlinear equality constraints as the second most successful variant, L_SUM.
L_Basic_A_3 and L_SUM also tend to find points that over-satisfy more nonlinear inequality constraints than the other methods. This is important because Ipopt is a barrier
solver. This partially explains the strength of pairing L_Basic_A_3 or L_SUM with the solver
Ipopt. This also highlights that different variations of CC may work better than others
depending on the solver they are paired with. This issue is addressed in detail in [42].
Many of the constraints in the models are linear equality constraints. L_FDfar is the best
at finding points close to satisfying linear equality constraints, however, none of the methods
are particularly successful at reducing the number of violated linear equality constraints.
This indifference to linear equality constraints partially explains why applying CC only to
nonlinear constraints proved to be successful in Section 5.3.2.
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Figure 5.4: Successful augmentation. Constraint violation V and consensus vector length
||Ct;ec|| are illustrated at each iteration.

5.4.2

Augmentation and Consensus Vector Length

In general, augmentation improves the performance of CC variants that use Basic consensus. Fig. 5.4a and Fig. 5.4b depict the results for the L_Basic and L_Basic_A_3 algorithms,
respectively, operating on the COCONUT model airport that is composed of 84 variables
and 42 quadratic constraints. The independent axes represent the iteration number and
the dependant axes use a logarithmic scale.
Fig. 5.4a shows that the length of the consensus vector {log(\\Cvec\\)) for L_Basic is
always short, therefore L_Basic is unable to lower the constraint violation substantially.
Conversely, in Fig. 5.4b L_Basic_A_3 takes a relatively long step at every third iteration, and
the result is a swift decrease in the constraint violation. In only 27 iterations L_Basic_A_3
decreases V from 3.35 x 102 to 4.16 x 10~17 whereas after 27 iterations L_Basic has still
made almost no progress.
This example clearly demonstrates the advantage of augmentation; however, this is a
particular case and the results from different starting points are not always so sensational.
For instance, augmentation offers mixed results for the methods using FDfar and SUM
consensus as reported in Section 5.3.1. This may be due to the relative effectiveness of
the consensus types. FDfar and SUM consensus approximate the needed consensus vector
length better than Basic consensus, which commonly underestimates the update vector
length; this is likely the reason augmentation offers a larger advantage to Basic consensus.
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Time Complexity of the Quadratic Feasibility Vector Calculation

The linear feasibility vector calculation is exact for linear constraints and the quadratic
feasibility vector calculation is exact for quadratic constraints, but both are simply estimates for higher order constraints. Given a single constraint composed of n variables, the
asymptotic time complexities of the linear and quadratic feasibility vector calculations are
0(n) and 0(n2), respectively. This explains why the algorithms using quadratic feasibility
vectors complete fewer iterations on average given the maximum run times. The reason
these particular algorithms are less successful at reducing constraint violation than their
linear counterparts stems from the fact that the consensus vectors are also approximations,
so the additional accuracy for the feasibility vectors does not make a significant difference.
The accuracy provided by the quadratic term is not effective given the extra computational
cost it requires. This is confirmed by the results in Section 5.3.1. The variants that only
use quadratic feasibility vectors for quadratic constraints outperform the variants that use
quadratic feasibility vectors for all nonlinear constraints. Also, the methods that use linear feasibility vectors almost always outperform the methods that use quadratic feasibility
vectors.

5.4.4

SUM Consensus

SUM consensus is relatively successful compared to the FDfar and Basic consensus methods
even though they all require approximately the same amount of computation time. Like
Basic consensus, the SUM method builds the consensus vector using components from all
of the violated constraints and therefore is more likely to avoid cycling than the FDfar
method. The main difference between the Basic and SUM consensus methods is that the
Basic method averages together the feasibility vectors whereas SUM consensus adds the
feasibility vectors. Averaging can cause the consensus vector to be short as is demonstrated
in Section 5.4.2. SUM consensus vectors are in the same direction as Basic consensus
vectors, however, they are generally longer. The aggressive steps taken by SUM consensus
tend to lead to better performance.

5.5

Summary

This chapter introduces various advances to the CC algorithm. The results from Experiment A present a general ranking of how the algorithm variants compare with one another.

5.5 Summary
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Experiment B provides evidence that the new variants not only outperform existing CC
algorithms, but that they also improve local solver success. Overall, augmentation is successful when paired with Basic consensus. L_Basic_A_3 is the best at lowering constraint
violation and at boosting local solver performance. SUM consensus is also extremely competitive in these regards. Quadratic feasibility vectors prove to be too expensive given the
small increase in accuracy they introduce. Applying CC to the subset of nonlinear constraints is advantageous. This strategy boosts the overall feasibility fraction of the CC and
local solver pairs.
On average, successful launch points have a higher percentage of both satisfied and
over satisfied inequality constraints and are close to satisfying many nonlinear equality
constraints. This positive correlation should not be confused with causation as there are
counter examples that show local solvers sometimes perform better when launched from
points with higher violations.

Chapter 6
Avoiding Redundant Solver Launches
Using Constraint Consensus,
Concentration, and Clustering
Naive multistart is a basic algorithm that launches a local solver from many random locations throughout the search space in the hope that at least one of the launches is successful.
Local solvers are very expensive in terms of computation time if launched from a poor location, so avoiding ineffective launch points is advantageous. This chapter presents a strategy
that uses CC to quickly explore the search space before determining launch points for a local
solver. The method uses CC to quickly concentrate points around promising regions in the
search space. This chapter also introduces a novel technique for analyzing the inter-point
distances of the concentrated points in order to determine data clusters, and a method for
incorporating the objective function into a multistart search using CC. Illustrated examples
are provided to highlight the advantages and weaknesses of the proposed algorithms.

6.1

Concentration and Clustering via Constraint Consensus

6.1.1

Visualizing Basins of Attraction with Constraint Consensus

The goal of the method introduced in this chapter is to quickly explore the variable space in
order to identify promising regions from which expensive local solvers should be launched.
The proposed method is a multistart algorithm that finds promising local solver launch
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points and reduces the number of redundant local solver launches. This section highlights
the visualization of basins of attraction in NLP using CC.
Consider the BraninO model illustrated in Fig. 6.1:
find
s.t.

x = 1{x
x={x
,x12,x
} 2}
5 l (x)

(6.1)

= fx2 - 5 M + ^ 1 _ 6 )

<&(x) =x2 + ^

^

< 0

+ f 10 - ^

cosOn) + 9 < 0

(6.2)
(6.3)

- 5 < X! < 10

(6.4)

0 < x2 < 15

(6.5)

The BraninO model consists of a linear constraint and a nonlinear constraint. The nonlinear
constraint g\ (x) is the Branin function [45] commonly used as a benchmark for optimization
methods. Three feasible regions result from the constraints, shown as gray areas in Fig. 6.1.
An advantage of the CC algorithm is that its iterations are relatively inexpensive,
therefore it can be used in a multistart framework to quickly search the variable space for
promising regions from which more expensive local solvers are launched. The CC algorithm
effectively finds points that are closer to feasibility. If multiple CC runs are launched from
various points throughout the search space, the CC output points will concentrate into
subsets near points of attraction (for more on points of attraction see Section 2.1). A visual
approximation of the basins of attraction is rendered when lines are drawn connecting the
trails of points from the start of a CC run to its output point. Refer to Fig. 6.1 for an
illustrated example with the BraninO model.
In both Fig. 6.1a and 6.1b the start points for the CC runs were selected by Latin
hypercube sampling. Fig. 6.1a illustrates CC start-output pairs for 50 random start points.
The CC start point is at the tail of each arrow and the output point is at the head. The
basins of attraction start to become obvious in Fig. 6.1b after CC is run 1500 times. The
white space indicates the boundaries between the basins of attraction.
A couple of the CC paths in Fig. 6.1 transverse multiple basin approximations. This is
because basins can actually be composed of disjoint regions due to the interaction between
nonlinear functions and solution algorithms such as CC. For instance, a solution algorithm
may be misled by a nonlinear function and take a step that is too large. In these vicinities
CC's path may not lead to the closest (in terms of Euclidean distance) feasible region.
The algorithms presented in this chapter do not identify basins of attraction; instead
the following sections outline a method for identifying the regions of the search space in
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(b) 1500 points.

Figure 6.1: Basin visualization via CC for the BraninO model.
which multiple CC runs concentrate.

6.1.2

Concentration and Inter-point Distance Distributions

The last section briefly introduces the idea of concentration. CC is run from multiple
start points and the output points concentrate near the various points of attraction where
constraint violations are minimized. The BraninO model has three such regions as shown
in Fig. 6.1. Ultimately, this chapter explores the idea that at least some of the CC runs
will concentrate near feasible regions. This section examines the relationship between sets
of points concentrated by CC and their inter-point distance distribution.
High-dimensional data can be reduced to a distribution of distances between data points
[10]. If clusters exist in the data, the inter-point distance distribution will be multi-modal
with peaks that correspond to the distances within and between sets of concentrated points.
A set of randomly sampled points in equally weighted dimensions has an inter-point distance distribution that is most frequently unimodal and resembles a Rayleigh distribution.
Conversely, the frequency distribution of inter-point distances for the concentrated set will
be multi-modal if there is more than one region of attraction because points concentrated
near the same region of attraction will be closer to each other than to points concentrated
in other regions.
Fig. 6.2 illustrates inter-point distance distributions for the BraninO model. Fig. 6.2a
shows the fifty initial points selected by Latin hypercube sampling and Fig. 6.2c depicts
the concentrated output points generated by launching CC from each of the initial points.
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Figure 6.2: Inter-point Distance Distributions.
The inter-point distance distributions corresponding to the initial and CC output points
are illustrated in Fig. 6.2b and 6.2d, respectively.
Fig. 6.2c and 6.2d illustrate the relationship between clusters and the multi-modal
inter-point distance distribution. Consider the four distinct groups of inter-point distances
clearly visible in Fig. 6.2d: do, di, d2, and d^. The set of inter-point distances labeled do
are the distances between points near the same region of attraction whereas the inter-point
distances labeled d\, d2, and ds delineate the distances between the points in different
concentrated sets as depicted in Fig. 6.2c.
The inter-point frequency distribution, F[d], of the concentrated points has peaks because some subsets of points are close to each other and, in general, further away from
other sets of points. Distances, d, that correspond to minima in F[d] are effective critical
distances for the single linkage clustering algorithm (see Section 3.3.1) because they are the
distances that separate clusters. For instance, d ~ 4 separates the three clusters depicted
in Fig. 6.2c. Alternatively, d ~ 9 separates the clusters centered around x2 = 3 from the
cluster centered near x2 = 12.
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The inter-point distance distribution is created by sorting all the inter-point distances
into their respective distance ranges, or bins. Collectively, the bins include all the interpoint distances from the shortest, dmtn, to the longest, dmax. The range of an individual bin,
dWidth, is determined by dividing the difference between the longest and shortest distance
by the number of sample points, p. The nominal distance associated with a bin is its
center. The number of inter-point distances that fall into each bin determines the frequency
distribution, F[dt], where
d% = dmm + (i + -)dmdth, ie {0,p-l}

(6.6)

are the bin centers. A prominent peak in the frequency distribution is defined as a bin with
a population that is higher than the u) preceding bins and the subsequent UJ bins.
When paired with CC and concentration, hierarchical clustering can estimate how many
regions of attraction exist in a given model. The next section outlines a method to calculate
the critical distance for the single-linkage clustering routine using the inter-point frequency
distribution of points concentrated by CC.

6.1.3

Extracting a Critical Distance for Clustering from Concentrated Points

The critical distance is crucial for the single linkage clustering algorithm and has a major
impact on the number of clusters that are identified. Critical distances that approximate the
separation of regions of attraction in the search space can be extracted from the multi-modal
inter-point distance distribution of the concentrated CC output points. As mentioned in the
last section, minima in the inter-point distance distribution are effective critical distances
because they are the distances that separate sets of concentrated CC output points.
The differences in frequencies between successive distances tend to be low in the regions
near the minima. For instance, consider the region 2 < d < 6 illustrated in Fig. 6.2d; the
frequencies are 0 for most bins in this range. This section proposes a method of finding
the minima in the inter-point frequency distribution whereby maxima in the inter-point
distance distribution are identified and the minima are approximated using the midpoints
between the maxima.
Fig. 6.3 helps illustrate the practicalities of the algorithm using a fictitious example with
7 points and therefore 21 inter-point distances. In this example p = 7, dmtn = 2, dmax = 16,
and dWidth = ^f^ = 2. As mentioned previously, the nominal distance associated with a bin
is calculated by taking the midpoint. In this case for instance, the bin [2,4) has nominal
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Figure 6.3: Calculating prominent peaks. Only one prominent peak exists at d = 11 when
ui = 2. The gray region highlights the bins involved in the prominent peak calculation for
the bin centered at d = 11.
distance d0 = 3.
The illustration in Fig. 6.3 highlights the prominent peak centered at <i4 = 11 when
ui = 2. In this case F[d^\ = 7 is greater than the frequencies of the two preceding bins,
F[rf2] = 5 and F[d3] = 3, and the two subsequent bins, F[d5] = 2 and F[rf6] = 1- There are
two prominent peaks if u> = 1: the bin centered at d± whose frequency is greater than the
bins centered at d^ and d$, and the bin centered at d2 whose frequency is greater than its
preceding and subsequent bins.
The critical distance dc is an approximation of the inter-point frequency minima in
F[d]. It is calculated as the midpoint between prominent peaks in the distribution. As
an example consider the inter-point distribution for the BraninO model in Fig. 6.2d. The
first prominent peak distance is approximately 6 (qi ~ 6) and the first minimum occurs
somewhere in the range 2 < d < 5. The initial critical distance is found by averaging
dmin and the distance associated with the first peak as described in Step 2 of Alg. 1:
dc ~ ^ = 3. The initial critical distance is accepted if the resulting number of clusters
falls below the threshold, r c . On the other hand, if the resulting number of clusters exceeds
the threshold, then a distance between the first peak and the second peak is calculated
and tried as the clustering distance. The second prominent peak of the BraninO example
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Algorithm 1: Critical Distance Extraction

Step 0:

Set rc and initialize UJ.

Step 1: Determine the set of prominent peak distances {q3\ j e {1,..., Q}}
using UJ, where q3 is the bin center of the j t h prominent peak. Order
the q3 from smallest to largest. If the number of peaks is zero (i.e.,
Q = 0) and w / 0 , then reduce UJ by one and repeat step, else exit
unsuccessfully.
Step 2:

Cluster the concentrated points using the critical distance dc =
(<Zi + drmn)/2. If the number of clusters is less than or equal to r c
then exit successfully, else go to step 3.

Step 3: Try clustering the concentrated points with dc = (q3 + q3+i)/2 for
each element j € {1, ...,Q — 1}. If the number of clusters found is
ever less than or equal to r c then exit successfully, else reduce UJ by
one and go to step 1.

is located at q^ — 10, so the second critical distance candidate is ^±12 = 8.
If all the prominent peaks associated with a specific UJ fail, then UJ is reduced by 1 and
the process is repeated. For instance, in Fig. 6.3 the initial critical distance extracted is
^y^ = 6.5 if UJ = 2. If this candidate distance fails then UJ is decremented to 1. When
UJ = 1 the first critical distance is 4.5 and the second is 9.0.
The aforementioned steps are repeated until the number of clusters falls below the
threshold or the pool of candidate critical distances is exhausted. The threshold r c is the
maximum number of clusters deemed acceptable by the user. Its relation to the number
of solver launches is explained in more detail in the next chapter. The pool of candidate
critical distances becomes exhausted when UJ is reduced to 0. The set of concentrated points
is considered ill-conditioned in this case. An example of an ill-conditioned set is one where
all the points have the same coordinates.
The full method is described in Alg. 1.
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Ranking Points

At various places in the algorithms proposed in Chapters 6 and 7 the most promising point
is chosen. The following hierarchical system is used to rank points:
1. All feasible points are considered more promising than infeasible points,
2. If two points are feasible, the one with the lower objective function value is considered
more promising, and
3. If two points are infeasible the one with the smallest maximum constraint violation
is considered more promising.
Note that throughout this thesis, a solution is considered feasible if and only if V(x/t) <
10~6, as explained in Section 5.2.5.
Selecting Launch Points from Clusters
The CC output points are clustered so that a diverse set of high-quality launch points can
be determined. The most promising CC output point from each cluster is chosen so that
the launch point is of relatively high-quality. A launch point is chosen from each cluster so
that there is diversity, in terms of location, amongst the set of launch points. The results
reported in Section 7.3.2 highlight that both these factors are important for multistart
algorithms to be successful.

6.1.5

Adding Aspiration Constraints to Constraint Consensus

MacLeod [58] describes a technique for adding aspiration values to CC in order to seek
optimal solutions rather than feasible solutions. The optimization problem is reconfigured
into the following
find

x

(6.7)

s. t.

/(x) < ak

(6.8)

&(x){<,=}0, V i e / = {l,2,...,m}

(6.9)

Zj<x3<Uj,

Vj G J= {1,2, ...,n}.

(6.10)

Eqn. 6.8 is the aspiration constraint and ak is an aspiration scalar that decreases as the
method progresses. The aspiration scalar is initially set to infinity until a feasible solution
is found, then it is reset to the objective function value of the first feasible solution minus
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some small threshold. Every time the aspiration constraint is over-satisfied at a feasible
point the aspiration value is decreased. Therefore, CC seeks an optimal solution while
attempting to satisfy all of the original constraints.
This section proposes a novel multistart algorithm in which aspiration values are inherited from previous CC runs. The result is a method that explores the search space for
optimal solutions rather than feasible solutions. The method is outlined below.
Due to the way the optimization model is setup (Eqn. 6.7-6.10), a feasible solution not
only satisfies the usual constraints, it must also satisfy the aspiration constraint. Initially,
the aspiration scalar is set to infinity so that the aspiration constraint is satisfied at all
points. In this circumstance, CC runs effectively attempt to find a solution that satisfies
only the original constraints (Eqn. 6.9-6.10) since the aspiration constraint is satisfied
everywhere. The aspiration scalar will continue to have no effect on any of the CC runs
until a feasible solution is found and the aspiration scalar is reduced from infinity.
The method proposed here is to run CC on the reconfigured model (Eqn. 6.7-6.10) from
multiple start points. Initially, the aspiration scalar is set to infinity. When a CC run finds
a feasible solution the aspiration scalar is reduced to the objective function value at the
feasible point, then another CC run is started. The key is that the aspiration scalar is
passed on to subsequent CC runs. For example, if the first CC run finds a feasible point
with objective function value 5, then the second CC run will start with the aspiration scalar
set to 5 rather than infinity.
To be feasible, a solution has to satisfy the original constraints and the aspiration constraint with the latest aspiration scalar. Therefore, once the aspiration scalar is reduced
from infinity the subsequent CC runs must consider the aspiration constraint when searching for feasible regions. The aspiration scalar only gets reduced when feasible points with
objective function values lower than the aspiration scalar are found. The end result is a
multistart CC method that seeks optimal, rather than feasible, solutions.
The algorithm is presented in Alg. 2 and is examined further in Section 6.3.

6.2

Experimental Setup

6.2.1

Hardware and software

The setup is the same as described in Section 5.2.1.

6.2 Experimental Setup
Algorithm 2: Multistart CC with Aspiration

Step 0:

Set a0 = oo, k = 0, i = 0, and /J, to the desired number of CC starts.
Set the CC parameters: a, /3, maximum iterations, and maximum
runtime.

Step 1: Select fi start points using Latin hypercube sampling.
Step 2:

Start CC from the ith start point using the aspiration constraint
with the kth aspiration value. If a feasible solution, Xf, is found
increment k and adjust the right hand side of the aspiration constraint: afc <— /(xf).

Step 3: Set i <— i + 1. If i < /J, go to step 2, else stop.

6.2.2

Problem Descriptions

Experiments are run on the BraninO model introduced in Section 6.1.1 and the RastriginO
and SchwefelO models described next.
The RastriginO model is
find
s.t.

x = {xi,x2}

(6-H)

0i (x) = x\ + X2 + 20-20(cos27rxi + cos27rx2) < 0

(6.12)

g2 (x) = x2 - x\ < 0

(6.13)

- 5 < x1 < 5

(6.14)

- 5 < x2 < 5.

(6.15)

RastriginO has significantly more feasible regions than the BraninO model. Furthermore,
the feasible regions are denser. This makes the task of finding all the feasible regions more
difficult because they are not as widely separated and there are fewer sample points per
feasible region. The RastriginO model also has many infeasible regions of attraction due to
the sinusoidal functions.
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The SchwefelO model is
find
s.t.

x = {£1,2:2}

(6.16)

0i(x) = x1 wa.(y/\xT\) + x2sinC^/N)
g2(x)=x2-—

x? + 1 5 0 < 0

+ 125 < 0

(6.17)
(6.18)

-150 < xx < 150

(6.19)

-150 < x2 < 150.

(6.20)

This model has 6 feasible regions that vary greatly in relative size, as well as two regions
of attraction near the boundaries of the search space at (120, —150) and (—150,120). The
distances between the feasible regions also vary. Like RastriginO, this model has infeasible
regions of attraction due to the sinusoidal functions.
Three minimization objective functions are used to test CC with aspiration constraints:
(1) Xi + x2, (2) x2, and (3) x\ + x\. The number at the end of a model's name represents
the objective function included in the model. A 0 represents that no objective function is
included in the model. For instance, Branin3 refers to a model with the Branin constraints
and the objective function x\ + x\.

6.2.3

Algorithm Variants and Parameters

CC Parameters
L_Basic_A_3 is the CC algorithm used for the experiments reported in this chapter. The
CC output points are the best points found by the CC run (Section 5.1.4). The parameter
values for CC are: a = 10 - 6 and /3 = 10~3. No time limit is imposed upon the CC
runs. Section 6.3.1 contains results for concentration via CC without aspiration constraints.
Section 6.3.2 reports the results for concentration with CC using aspiration constraints.
Clustering Parameters
The number of CC launches used throughout this chapter is p = 50. For many models it
may be advantageous to use a larger value for p. p is kept constant for all the experiments
so they can be compared fairly. r c is set to 25 for all the experiments. These parameter
settings are discussed in more detail in the next chapter. The selection of UJ is described
next.
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Table 6.1: Numbers of Clusters Returned Over 100 Tests.
(jj

1
2
3
4
5
6

BraninO
Mean Std. Dev.
2.75
8.25
1.98
5.25
1.52
4.15
1.40
3.79
3.54
1.11
3.02
0.20

RastriginO
Mean Std. Dev.
10.84
9.75
11.27
10.4
10.73
9.28
8.55
8.88
4.91
5.25
4.05
3.42

SchwefelO
Mean Std. Dev.
18.23
3.55
16.59
4.75
12.64
3.90
10.82
2.06
10.47
2.07
10.52
2.59

Tuning u
Table 6.1 lists the mean and standard deviation for clusters calculated when the clustering
algorithm is run 100 times for each model. Each row in Table 6.1 corresponds to a different OJ
value. Ideally, the clustering algorithm would find 3, 20, and 6 feasible regions, respectively,
for the BraninO, RastriginO, and SchwefelO models. Boldface is used to indicate the mean
result closest to the actual number of feasible regions for that particular model, i.e., the
number of clusters found on average that is closest to the actual number of feasible regions.
Note that lower u values usually result in shorter critical distances.
The clustering algorithm finds more than 3 clusters on average for the BraninO model
because of the shape of the feasible regions. CC runs tend to concentrate at the top and
bottom of the feasible regions. When the critical distance is short, two or more clusters
redundantly identify the same feasible region. As u is increased, the mean result for the
clusters calculated converges to 3.
The RastriginO model has many small feasible regions close together. If the critical
distance is short enough, the CC output points get separated properly into distinct clusters.
If the critical distance is too long most of the CC output points get clustered into a large
cluster because the feasible regions are uniformly spaced, so the CC output points also tend
to be uniformly spaced. The relatively large standard deviations for the RastriginO model
in Table 6.1 reflect this reality.
The SchwefelO model is also very difficult. It contains both large and small feasible
regions that are separated by various distances. The large feasible regions tend to attract
multiple clusters. On the other hand, the small feasible regions that are close together
tend to attract too few clusters. In this case there is a tradeoff between longer critical
distances that reduce the number of feasible regions attracting multiple clusters and shorter
critical distances that increase the number of clusters, and hence the number of local solver
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launches.
The results listed in Table 6.1 show that there is no value for u> that will work best for
all models. For the remaining experiments in this thesis ui = 3 is chosen. It is difficult to
tune this parameter for larger models because there is no way to determine in advance how
many feasible regions they contain.
Selecting Launch Points
The most promising point in each cluster is chosen as the launch point. This process is
described in Section 6.1.4.

6.2.4

Performance Metrics

The experiments in this section are run on several variations of three particular models.
The results are presented as illustrations when possible and a table is used to list the
following performance metrics
• Clusters calculated is the number of clusters the single linkage algorithm found in
the concentrated data sets.
• Feasible regions attracting exactly one cluster is the number of feasible regions
that are identified correctly by a single cluster.
• Feasible regions attracting multiple clusters is the number of feasible regions
that are identified by two or more clusters.
• Feasible regions attracting no clusters is the number of feasible regions that are
not identified by any clusters.
• Infeasible regions attracting at least one cluster represents the number of
clusters that do not identify a feasible region.

6.3

Experimental Results

The experiments reported in this section illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of the
proposed clustering algorithm and applying aspiration constraints to CC.

6.3 Experimental Results
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Figure 6.4: RastriginO Case Study: (a) The initial locations of the 50 sample points, (b)
The new locations of the 50 points after concentration with CC. (c) Frequency distribution
of the inter-point distances after concentration, (d) Links connect points that are closer
than the critical distance of 0.5945. 16 of the 20 feasible regions are identified correctly.

6.3.1

Seeking Feasibility

Fig. 6.4 shows the results from concentrating and clustering 50 CC output points for the
RastriginO model. The initial sample and the concentrated data points are shown in
Fig. 6.4a and Fig. 6.4b, respectively. Three of the concentrated sets are near infeasible
points of attraction (approximately: (-3,-4),(3,-3), and (3,3)). Fig 6.4c illustrates the interpoint distance frequency distribution and the prominent peaks. The separation between
the prominent peaks is smaller in this distribution compared to the distribution for the
BraninO model because the clusters are closer together. In this case there are 7 prominent
peaks when u = 3 and the first critical distance, dc — 0.5945, is accepted. The launch
points are depicted in Fig 6.4d.
The results from concentrating and clustering 50 CC runs on the SchwefelO model
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(c) Inter-point frequency distributions.

(d) Clusters.

Figure 6.5: SchwefelO Case Study: (a) The initial locations of the 50 sample points, (b)
The new locations of the 50 points after concentration with CC. (c) Frequency distribution
of the inter-point distances after concentration, (d) Links connect points that are closer
than the critical distance of 21.42. All 6 of the feasible regions are identified.
are shown in Fig 6.5. The initial sample and the concentrated data points are shown in
Fig. 6.5a and Fig. 6.5b, respectively. The large feasible region centered near (125,125)
attracts points to five distinct locations, resulting in five different clusters. The inter-point
frequency distribution illustrated in Fig 6.5c shows the prominent peak with the greatest
frequency is around d = 200. This is the approximate length of the sides of a square with
vertices located at the centers of the three largest feasible regions and the small one near
(—60, —60). The large frequency around d = 200 is due to the many clustered points located
near the imagined square's four vertices. With ui = 3, the first critical distance of 21.42 is
accepted. The launch points are highlighted in Fig 6.5d. There are two infeasible regions of
attraction and possibly four redundant launches in the large feasible region centered near
(125,125).
Table 6.2 summarizes the illustrated results for the BraninO, RastriginO, and SchwefelO
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Table 6.2: Clustering Results
Model:
Q"minU>max@"width •

Peaks found:
Critical distances tried:
Critical distance:
Clusters calculated:
Feasible regions attracting exactly one cluster:
Feasible regions attracting multiple clusters:
Feasible regions attracting no clusters:
Infeasible regions attracting at least one cluster:
Actual number of feasible regions:

BraninO
0
1.71
0.341
4
1
3.16
3
3
0
0
0
3

RastriginO
0
9.15
0.183
7
1
0.595
19
16
0
4
3
20

SchwefelO
0
389
7.79
6
1
21.4
12
5
1
0
2
6

test cases. The clustering method correctly identified all three of the feasible regions in the
BraninO model, each by a single cluster. It identified 19 clusters for the RastriginO model
and 16 of the 20 feasible regions are correctly identified by a single cluster. The method
also identified 3 extraneous clusters, each near an infeasible region of attraction. All 6 of
the feasible regions in the SchwefelO model are identified, along with 2 infeasible regions
of attraction. 5 of the 6 feasible regions attracted a single cluster, but the largest feasible
region attracted 5 different clusters.

6.3.2

Seeking Optimality

This section explores the use of aspiration constraints with CC in a multistart framework.
By considering the objective function the CC output points should not only concentrate
near feasible regions, but in the feasible regions with the lowest objective function values.
The experimental results highlight the advantages and weaknesses of this strategy. Section 6.4 provides insight to some of the strange results exhibited when CC is coupled with
aspiration constraints.
A couple of examples of clustering with aspiration are illustrated in Fig 6.6. The
Rastriginl model is shown in Fig 6.6a. There are 12 regions that attract CC output points
when the aspiration constraint is used: 6 of these regions are feasible and 6 are not. In
this particular case, the global optimum (the small region centered near (—1, —3)) is not
actually identified by the method. However, many promising locations near the global
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(a) Minimize #i +X2.

(b) Minimize X2-

Figure 6.6: Examples of CC with aspiration: (a) Rastriginl (b) Schwefel2.
optimum are located.
The Schwefel2 model shown in Fig 6.6b has two feasible regions close to the lowest objective function value: a smaller one centered around (—60, —60) and a larger one centered
around (125, —60). Only the larger feasible region actually contains the lowest objective
function value. At least 6 infeasible regions of attraction exist when CC is run with the
aspiration constraint. In this case all of the launch points are in locations where both the
objective function and the constraint violations are minimized, however, only two launch
points are in feasible regions.
Table 6.3 lists the results from running the clustering algorithm 100 times on each of
the models under consideration. For each experiment u> = 3. The numbers in columns
feasible and infeasible under the Attractive Regions heading indicate how many feasible and
infeasible regions of attraction exist in each model, respectively. The numbers under the
heading Clusters Calculated are the mean and standard deviations of 100 test runs using
multistart CC with aspiration constraints (Alg. 2).
Table 6.3 shows that the number of clusters calculated is commonly greater than the
number of attractive feasible regions. There are several reasons for this that are discussed
in Section 6.4. The obvious reason is the negative influence of the attractive infeasible
regions. In all cases the number of solver launches would be substantially less than 25, the
number of launches the standard multistart method would be forced to use if r c = 25.
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Table 6.3: Statistics from 100 tests using aspiration constraints

Braninl
Branin2
Branin3
Rastriginl
Rastrigin2
Rastrigin3
Schwefell
Schwefel2
Schwefel3

6.4

Attractive Regions
Feasible Infeasible
3
0
2
0
1
5
6
6
3
7
1
0
1
6
2
6
3
6

Clusters Calculated
Mean
Std. Dev.
1.22
4.23
1.45
3.85
4.22
1.49
16.8
4.58
20.3
5.09
4.81
2.64
12.0
3.41
8.50
1.97
4.47
11.7

Discussion

Various circumstances lead to curious results for the concentration and clustering methods.
Some explanations are provided in this section.

6.4.1

Infeasible Regions of Attraction

The CC algorithm finds points that minimize the constraint violations. Models sometimes
have regions with low violations that are not feasible. These regions become apparent when
CC is used for concentration. The example shown in Fig. 6.6a, for instance, illustrates many
infeasible regions of attraction. This is a common problem for local NLP solvers.
Using an aspiration constraint with CC during the concentration phase can exacerbate
this problem. The reason is that the direction for minimizing the objective function may be
in the opposite direction from the feasible region. This situation may cause CC to calculate
short consensus vectors and make very little progress. An example where introducing the
aspiration constraint causes points to concentrate near infeasible regions of attraction is
depicted in Fig. 6.7.
Fig. 6.7 illustrates the results of using multistart CC with aspiration on the Branin3
model. In this model, the original constraint violations are minimal in the three shaded
areas. The aspiration constraint is minimal at (0, 0). The objective of CC with aspiration
is to minimize the whole set of constraint violations, including the aspiration constraint.
In this case, some CC runs never find a feasible region because the aspiration constraint
is effectively pulling them in the opposite direction. For instance, there is a group of CC
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Figure 6.7: Examples of infeasible regions of attraction for the Branin3 model caused by
the introduction of an aspiration constraint for the objective: minimize x\ + x\.
output points near (—1,6). These points are on a line that intersects (0, 0) and the feasible
region centered near (—3,12). Without the aspiration constraint CC would usually corral
these points into the feasible region centered near (—3,12). However, Fig. 6.7 shows that
when the aspiration constraint is applied, these points get stuck in an infeasible region of
attraction.

6.4.2

Relative Versus Absolute Cluster Separation

An issue with the clustering method, regardless of aspiration constraints, is the division of
the CC output points into clusters such that there is exactly one cluster per discontiguous
feasible region. The selection of the critical distance is made automatically using the interpoint frequency distribution. An interesting result occurs when points are concentrated
into several distinct groups that are close, yet equally spaced. The critical distance may
be selected such that these groups get separated into individual clusters, even though they
are relatively close together.
Fig. 6.8a illustrates when two clusters are found correctly for the Branin2 model, one
for each feasible region with relatively low objective value functions. On the other hand,
Fig. 6.8b depicts a situation where the points happen to concentrate into close, yet distinct
groups in one of the feasible regions. The result is that the automatically selected critical
distance causes 5 clusters to be returned. Although this behaviour is not intended, it is not
necessarily negative; there may be multiple optima within a feasible region. Also, feasible
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Figure 6.8: The effect of close, yet distinct groups of points in the Branin2 model. In (a)
there are no distinct groups of points in the feasible region centered near (3, 3). As a result
the clustering routine finds only one cluster to represent the points near this feasible region.
In (b), the points concentrated near the feasible region centered at (3,3) are in four distinct
groups. As a result, Alg. 1 calculates a shorter critical distance and the points near the
same feasible region are assigned to different clusters.
regions that are further away are still identified.

6.4.3

Aspiration Artifacts

When CC is run with an aspiration constraint the initial aspiration value is oo. This setting
effectively means that the aspiration constraint is satisfied, so the CC algorithm will not
incorporate it into the consensus calculation. This only changes once a feasible solution
vector is found and the aspiration value is reduced. The consequence is that initial CC
runs may not take advantage of the aspiration constraint at all. The resulting points are
called artifacts because they are calculated by CC without using the aspiration constraint.
Fig. 6.9 shows an example of aspiration artifacts. The objective function in this case
is minimize x\ + x\, whose unconstrained minimum is optimal at the origin. In Fig. 6.9a
the initial CC run finds a feasible solution and the aspiration constraint is activated with
a good initial aspiration value. In Fig. 6.9b CC runs a couple times before finding an
aspiration value that causes the remaining runs to concentrate near the origin.
Aspiration constraints have less effect on early CC runs because the aspiration value is
set to a relatively easy target. Furthermore, if no feasible regions are found the aspiration
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(a) Most desirable feasible region found.

(b) Two other feasible regions also found.

Figure 6.9: An example of aspiration artifacts in the Rastrigin3 model.
constraint will not change the algorithm's behaviour at all. The data in Table 5.7 show
that the best CC variant L_Basic_A_3 finds feasible solutions for only a small fraction of
the set of large nonlinear models. For this set of models, using aspiration as described in
Section 6.1.5 would have little if any effect.

6.4.4

Meaningful Distance Metrics

An issue with the clustering algorithm is how it interprets distances. The clustering algorithm does not scale the variable space, therefore, dimensions in which there are relatively
large distances between points will influence the clusters more than dimensions in which
there are only relatively small distances between points. Possible solutions include scaling
each dimension so that the bounds on each variable are the same, or scaling each dimension
so that the maximum distance between the furthest points is the same in every dimension.
However, these solutions introduce other scaling related issues. The problem stems from
the fact that the clustering routine does not know what the units of the variables are, and
therefore, it is difficult to make meaningful spatial comparisons of the points. That being
said, the results reported in Chapter 7 indicate that for many models clustering CC output
points, without scaling the variable space, is an effective method for choosing solver launch
points.

6.5 Summary
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Summary

This chapter establishes an automatic method for extracting a critical distance from the
inter-point distance distribution of a set of points concentrated by CC. The experimental results show that the method can quickly identify where feasible regions are located
throughout the search space and suggest launch points for a local solver. A technique
to incorporate the objective function into the multistart space exploration is also introduced. Updating the aspiration value throughout the process can further concentrate CC
end points to promising regions, however, as the results show, there can also be negative
consequences. The proposed aspiration algorithm is only advantageous if CC can find a
feasible solution. This is not the case for the models examined in the next chapter, therefore
aspiration constraints are not used.

Chapter 7
Applying Clustering to Global
Optimization
The previous chapter introduced a clustering routine that is used to identify the various
promising regions in the search space and ultimately determine launch points for an NLP
solver. Although this method initially requires additional computation, time savings are
eventually realized as redundant solver launches are eliminated. This chapter presents
numerical evidence that over a large set of models the proposed method is successful in
reducing overall time while maintaining solution integrity. The proposed method is shown
to be a promising alternative to naive multistart using the open source solver Ipopt, and
the commercial multistart solvers Knitro 6.0 and MSNLP from Ziena Optimization Inc.
and Optimal Methods Inc., respectively.

7.1

Efficient A l g o r i t h m s for Selecting Local Solver
Launch P o i n t s

Note that the terms point and vector are used interchangeably throughout the text. Furthermore, a candidate solution or a solution vector is simply a point located in the search
space. Initially, every point in the search space is a candidate solution and the goal of the
global optimization methods is to find the overall best point: the feasible point with the
lowest objective function value.

7.1 Efficient Algorithms for Selecting Local Solver Launch Points
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M S + C : Reducing Redundant Solver Launches

Multistart plus concentration (MS+C) combines the ideas developed in the previous chapters into an algorithm for constrained global optimization. The algorithm identifies launch
points that are redundant before they are passed to an expensive local solver. Also, since
a launch point is selected from each cluster, spatial variety is preserved in the set of launch
points. The result is that the local solver is launched fewer times while solution integrity
is maintained.
MS+C selects initial points using a Latin hypercube sample of the search space.
L_Basic_A_3, applied only to nonlinear constraints (see Section 5.1.4), is run from each
of the initial points. This CC variant is chosen because its performance is superior to the
other methods, as shown in Section 5.3. The CC output points (see Section 5.1.4) concentrate in promising regions of the search space where the greatest constraint violation is
minimized. A critical distance is selected using Alg. 1 from Section 6.1.3 and the concentrated points are clustered with a single linkage routine (see Section 3.3.1). The points in
each cluster are ranked using the system presented in Section 6.1.4 and the point in each
cluster deemed the most promising is singled out as a launch point.
The launch points are ordered from most to least promising and then the local solver
is initiated from each launch point, in order. The reason order is taken into account when
the local solver is launched is to make sure that the more promising launch points are used
before less promising points. This technique is advantageous when either the run time or
the number or local solver launches is restricted. The solution vector returned by each
local solver launch is saved and the most promising solution vector, as determined by the
system in Section 6.1.4, is returned as the final solution. The full algorithm is presented in
Alg. 3.
MS+C has two search modes: (0) launch limited and (1) time limited. The objective of
MS+C when running in mode 0 is to explore the search space and effectively determine a
reduced set of promising points from which to launch the local solver. The focus is on using
TC or fewer local solver launches, though the total time consumed might vary considerably.
When running in mode 0, MS+C terminates after finishing step 5 of Alg. 3. Alternatively,
in mode 1 MS+C runs until a maximum time limit is reached or the total number of solver
launches reaches r. In this case, if MS+C finishes step 5 and there is still time remaining
and the total number of solver launches is less than r, then MS+C will start over at step
1 with a new set of random start points. When running in mode 1, MS+C continues to
explore the search space until the total time available is exhausted. Note that in mode 0
T =

TC.

7.1 Efficient Algorithms for Selecting Local Solver Launch Points
Algorithm 3: MS+C

Step 0:

Initialization. Set the number of sample points p, clustering parameters r c and u>, the CC parameters including a and /3, and the
search mode. If mode = 0 set the maximum run time per local
solver launch. Else if mode = 1 set the maximum total run time
(in mode 1 the maximum solver run time per launch equals the
maximum total run time) and the total number of solver launches
available, r. Create an empty list of candidate solutions.

Step 1:

Initial Sample. Randomly select an initial sample of p points by
Latin hypercube sampling, which ensures that the initial points are
distributed throughout the search space.

Step 2:

Concentration. Start CC from each of the sample points and output
the best point resulting from each start.

Step 3:

Clustering. Calculate the Euclidean inter-point distances between
all of the CC output points and assemble the frequency distribution. Identify the prominent peaks in the distribution and use these
to calculate a critical distance using Alg. 1. If Alg. 1 fails go to step
1, otherwise form clusters among the CC output points using single linkage clustering until every cluster is separated by a distance
greater than the critical distance found in the previous step.

Step 4:

Choose local solver launch points. Choose the most promising
launch point in each cluster using the system presented in Section 6.1.4. Order these launch points from most to least promising.
If the most promising launch point is feasible add it to the list of
candidate solutions.

Step 5:

Launch Solver. If mode = 0, launch the local solver from each of
the selected points, in order, and append the solutions to the list of
candidate solutions. Rank the candidate solutions and return the
most promising as the final solution. Else if mode = 1, monitor
run time while running the local solver from each of the ordered
launch points. Append local solver solutions to the list of candidate
solutions. If the number of local solver launches reaches r or the
run time is exhausted, return the most promising solution from the
list of candidate solutions. If time and solver launches remain after
running the local solver from each of the selected launch points, go
to step 1.
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Other Multistart Techniques

M S + C C : Multistart with CC Only
Multistart plus Constraint Consensus (MS+CC) is a simple extension of multistart whereby
CC is used to find the launch points for a local solver. From each start point the following
two-part process is executed: CC is run from the start point, and a local solver is launched
from the CC output point. MS+CC is listed in Alg. 4.
Experiment D tests a second version of this algorithm denoted MS+CC*. MS+CC*
initially selects a set of random start points and runs CC from each. Then MS+CC* ranks
all the CC output points in terms of promise (Section 6.1.4). The local solver is launched
from each point, in order, until stopping conditions are satisfied. In both algorithms, the
solution vector from each local solver run is added to a candidate solution list and in the
end the most promising solution is returned.
The difference between the two variations of MS+CC is how the local solver launch
points are ordered. The advantage of ranking the launch points is that the local solver
may return better candidate solutions earlier in the process. This idea is analyzed in
Section 7.3.1.
The MS+CC algorithm is included in the following experiments to provide basic performance results from pairing CC with a local solver in a multistart framework. The purpose
is to show that pairing CC with a local solver can improve the results of a multistart algorithm; however, the advanced search undertaken by MS+C improves performance even
further.
M S + C C R : Multistart with CC and Reduction
It can be beneficial to quickly explore the search space with CC before deciding on a location
from which to launch an NLP solver. Like MS+C, Multistart plus CC and Reduction
(MS+CCR) uses numerous CC runs to decide the location of each local solver launch. The
major difference is that MS+CCR does not use clustering. MS+CCR consists of three
stages: exploration, reduction, and solution. During the exploration stage MS+CCR runs
CC from various start points chosen by LHS. In the reduction stage the CC output points
are ranked in terms of promise and the most promising point is selected and passed to the
solution stage. In the solution stage the local solver is launched and the result is added
to a candidate solution list. The three stages are repeated until the time limit is reached,
at which time the most promising candidate solution is returned. MS+CCR is listed in
Alg. 5.
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Algorithm 4: MS+CC

Step 0:

Initialization. Set the maximum number of solver launches r and
the CC parameters including a and /5. Also set i = 0.

Step 1:

Initial Sample. Randomly select an initial sample of r points by
Latin hypercube sampling.

Step 2:

Run CC. Run CC from the ith sample point and output the best
point as a solver launch point.

Step 3:

Launch Solver. Launch the local solver from the ith CC output
point. Save the result and increment i. If i = r or the time limit is
reached, return the best known solution. Otherwise, go to Step 2.

MS+CCR is an extension to MS+CC that uses multiple CC runs per solver launch to
explore the variable space more thoroughly. Rather than using one CC run to determine a
launch point, multiple CC runs are executed and only the most promising result is used as
a launch point. MS+CCR requires more samples of the search space and spends more time
running CC than MS+CC. MS+CCR is included in the following experiments to illustrate
the performance of an algorithm that uses a relatively large fraction of the available run
time to search for promising local solver launch points with CC.
MS: Multistart
Multistart (MS) is a basic algorithm used in the following experiments. MS simply launches
the local solver from a series of randomly chosen start points until stopping conditions are
satisfied. MS is included in the following experiments to illustrate the performance of a
basic multistart algorithm. MS is listed in Alg. 6. It is expected to be the worst performing
algorithm in every experiment.
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Algorithm 5: MS+CCR

Step 0:

Initialization. Set the maximum number of solver launches r, the
number of samples per iteration p, and the CC parameters including
a and /3. Also set i = 0.

Step 1:

Initial Sample. Randomly select an initial sample of p points by
Latin hypercube sampling.

Step 2:

Run CC. Run CC from each of the sample points and save the
highest ranked output point as the ith solver launch point.

Step 3:

Launch Solver. Launch the local solver from the ith point. Save the
result and increment i. If i = r or the time limit is reached, return
the best known solution. Otherwise, go to Step 1.

Algorithm 6: MS

Step 0:

Initialization. Set the maximum number of solver launches r and
set i = 0.

Step 1: Initial Sample. Randomly select an initial sample of r points by
Latin hypercube sampling.
Step 2:

Launch Solver. Launch the local solver from the ith point. Save the
result and increment i. If i = r or the time limit is reached, return
the best known solution. Otherwise, repeat Step 2.
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Experimental Setup
Description of the Experiments

Four main experiments are reported in this chapter. Experiment C tests the algorithm performances given a restriction on the maximum number of local solver launches. The purpose
of this experiment is to show that the MS+C algorithm can successfully select a subset of
high-quality launch points. Experiment D contrasts the MS+CC and MS+CC* algorithms
in order to highlight the advantages and disadvantages of ranking launch points by relative
promise before using a local solver. Experiment E tests the algorithm performances when
they are run for a set amount of time. This is the way optimization algorithms are often
used in an industrial setting, and hence provides arguably the most relevant set of results.
Finally, Experiment F tests the algorithms in terms of finding best known solutions: the
best solutions reported by a variety of other solvers. The results show that the proposed
algorithms find solutions of comparable quality to those found by current state of the art
global optimization solvers.

7.2.2

Hardware and Software

These experiments use the same basic setup as described in Section 5.2.1.
The local solver used throughout this chapter is Ipopt, as described in Section 5.2.1.
Ipopt parameter settings that are constant throughout all of the experiments are:
• honor.original-bounds

= yes,

• bound-relax .factor = 0,
• maxMer = 9999999, and
• constrjuioLtol = 10~6.
The maxjcpuJtime parameter is set differently in each experiment. For Experiment C,
maxjcpu-time = 60 for Problem Set IC and max-.cpuJime = 600 for Problem Set IIC.
Experiment D has two parts. In part one, max-cpuMme is set to 600. In part two,
max.cpuJtime is set to 7200. In Experiment E, max_cpu_time is tested at values of 7200
and 15000, respectively. In Experiment F, maxjcpudime = 600. All the aforementioned
time numbers represent seconds. Unmentioned parameters are left at their default settings
and the problem sets mentioned above are described in Section 7.2.3.
Two state-of-the-art commercial solvers are used for comparison purposes:
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• Knitro is a local solver that uses interior point and active-set methods for solving
continuous, nonlinear optimization problems [100]. A recent release, Knitro 6.0, offers
a multistart procedure that essentially restarts the Knitro solver from different initial
points and returns the most promising solution found. For the experimental results
presented herein, Knitro is run with the following parameters:
— ms-enable = 1,
— feastol = 0.0,
— feastol jabs = 10~6,
— opttol = 0.0,
— opttoLabs = 10~6,
— maxit = 9999999,
— honorbnds — 1,
— outmode = 0, and
— outlev = 1.
For Experiment C, maxtime-cpu = 600 and mssnaxtime^cpu = 15000. For Experiment E, both maxtimejcpu and msjmaxtimejcpu are set to 7200 for the first
part of the experiment, then 15000 for the seond part. All times are in seconds.
msjrnaxsolves = 25 for Experiment C and msjmaxsolves = 200 for Experiment
E. All other parameters are left at their default settings. The parameter settings
are chosen so that the stopping conditions of the Knitro and Ipopt local solvers are
as similar as possible. This is important to ensure a fair comparison between the
competing multistart algorithms.
• MSNLP is a global solver composed of four main components: a randomized driver,
a distance filter, a merit filter, and a local solver. The distance and merit filters are
discussed in detail in Section 3.5.2. The local solver used by MSNLP is CONOPT,
a generalized reduced gradient solver designed for large-scale optimization [27]. A
randomized driver is an algorithm that selects the initial points. The MSNLP results
reported in this chapter are for three different randomized drivers, namely, pure
random (PR), Optquest (OQ), and smart random normal (SR), all of which are
described in [93]. The MSNLP results presented in this chapter are from Section 6
of [93]. The settings for MSNLP are listed in Table 1, Section 4 of [93]. Some of the
key parameter settings are:
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Table 7.1: Model Statistics for Experiments C, D, and E.
Problem Set:

ICa (22 models)

Variables
Nonlinear Constraints
All Constraints
Nonzeros in Jacobian
Problem Set:

Variables
Nonlinear Constraints
All Constraints
Nonzeros in Jacobian

ICb (126 models)

Avg.

Min.

Max.

Avg.

Min.

Max.

259.0
120.3
216.1
1980.8

3
10
10
30

2505
800
2495
11425

536.5
232.9
481.1
3067.4

2
10
10
39

8997
1000
7000
36185

HCa (16 models)

HCb (59 models)

Avg.

Min.

Max.

Avg.

Min.

Max.

6055.7
4323.5
5083.3
33001.3

200
1024
1024
8000

11215
10000
11192
128004

6282.5
3897.5
5615.5
31567.8

3
1000
1000
2998

20008
13798
14000
128004

— time limit = 6000s,
— solver call limit = 1000,
— total sample points = 1000, and
— artificial bound = 104 (see Section 5.2.2).

7.2.3

Test Models

The models used in Experiments C, D, and E are the ones presented in Section 5.2.2. The
problems are divided into two sets based on the number of nonlinear constraints. Problem
Set IC (PS IC) contains the 148 models with 10 to 1000 nonlinear constraints and Problem
Set IIC (PS IIC) contains the 75 models with more than 1000 nonlinear constraints.
To eliminate bias, the two problem sets are randomly subdivided into tuning and testing
sets. The tuning subsets (denoted with an a) are used to determine the maximum time
parameter for the CC runs in the algorithm and consist of approximately 20% of the models.
The testing subsets (denoted with a b) are used to test the algorithm. The statistics of the
selected models are shown in Table 7.1.
There are two problem sets for Experiment F as shown in Table 7.2. Problem set ID
(PS ID) consists of the 366 models from the COCONUT benchmark that have at least one
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Table 7.2: Model Statistics for Experiment F
Problem Set:

Variables
Nonlinear Constraints
All Constraints
Nonzeros in Jacobian

ID (366 models)

IID (131 models)

Avg.

Min.

Max.

Avg.

Min.

Max.

57.25
55.95
69.26
526.6

2
1
1
2

802
4950
5049
19998

65.36
78.64
96.05
419.7

2
1
1
2

802
4950
5049
19998

nonlinear constraint and a published best known objective function value. Problem set IID
(PS IID) is the subset of models from PS ID that are also used to test MSNLP by Ugray
et al., as reported in [93]. Therefore, the models in PS IID also have at least one nonlinear
constraint and a published best known objective function value.
The local solver Ipopt is unsuccessful at solving the model launch to a feasible solution
from all the start points used in the experiments and the default point provided by the
modeler, which is frequently a high-quality start point. Since the purpose of the experiments
presented in this chapter is to compare multistart methods and not local solver performance,
the model launch is removed from PS IID.
The algorithms using the Knitro and Ipopt solvers ignored the initial points provided
with some of the models. This made the problem set more difficult for the optimization
algorithms because the provided points are often of high-quality and are likely to lead local
solvers to a feasible solution. This gave MSNLP an advantage in Experiment F since the
first step of the MSNLP algorithm launches a local solver from the provided modeler point
[93].

Appendix A contains a table of all the models used at any point during this thesis
along with the corresponding best known objective function values, if they are known, and
the specific problem sets that contain the models. These values are a collection of the
best values found by the MS, MS+CC, MS+CCR, and MS+C algorithms described in this
thesis, the MSNLP and Knitro solvers, and any other best known solution provided with
the COCONUT benchmark [87].

7.2.4

Algorithms and Parameter Settings

The basic parameters examined below are: (i) p, the number of CC start points per iteration, (ii) r, the maximum number of local solver launches, (iii) u, the number of preced-
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ing and following bins in the inter-point frequency distribution that is used to identify a
prominent peak, (iv) the maximum time allowed for a single CC run, (v) the maximum
time allowed for a single run of the local solver, and (vi) the maximum total time.
A common issue for global optimization algorithms is the question of how many sample
points and/or local solver launches to use. For instance, no irrefutable rule exists for
determining the number of particles used for particle swarm optimization or the population
size for a genetic algorithm. For Experiment C, p is 25 for PS IC and 50 for PS IIC, and
r = 25. For Experiment D and E, r = 200, but p varies depending on the algorithm. When
possible, the same random start points are used for each algorithm. Knitro uses its own
routine to select start points so it uses a different set of start points in each case.
CC is used by various algorithms throughout this chapter. Unless stated otherwise,
L_Basic_A_3 is used as the CC variant with a = 10~6 and f3 = 10~3. The most promising
point found during a CC run is used as the output point and CC is only applied to the
nonlinear constraints as described in Section 5.1.4 and evaluated in Section 5.3.2.
Experiment C: Number of Solver Launches Restricted
In this experiment each algorithm can make up to a maximum of 25 solver launches.
MS+C identifies redundant solver launches and may decide to use fewer than the available
25 solver launches after searching the variable space. Knitro, MS and MS+CC do not
attempt to eliminate redundant solver launches and always launch the local solver 25 times.
The maximum solver run times are 60s and 600s for PS IC and PS IIC, respectively. A
maximum total run time is not enforced; instead the maximum number of solver launches
is restricted. The four competing algorithms are:
• Knitro: Knitro in multistart mode with the parameter settings listed in Section 7.2.2.
• MS: Basic Multistart using the solver Ipopt with the parameter settings listed in
Section 7.2.2.
• M S + C C : Multistart with Constraint Consensus using the local solver Ipopt with
the parameter settings listed in Section 7.2.2.
• M S + C : Multistart with clustering using Constraint Consensus, operating in mode 0.
p = 25 for PS IC and p — 50 for PS IIC. u is set to 3 as is explained in Section 6.2.3.
r c = 25. A single most promising point is identified for each cluster using the ranking
scheme listed in Section 6.1.4. The local solver is Ipopt with the parameter settings
listed in Section 7.2.2.
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The maximum number of solver launches, r, is set to 25 for all the algorithms. Different
values for this parameter may change the relative performance of the algorithms compared
in the experiments. For the purpose of comparison, consider the default number of launch
points for Knitro's multistart procedure, mm{200,10n}, where n is the number of variables
[100]. Given the average number of variables in the problem sets (listed in Table 7.1), the
default setting for Knitro would run the solver 200 times for many models in PS IC and
all the problems in PS IIC. Setting r = 25 is relatively low compared to Knitro's default
setting, however, the results presented in Section 7.3.1 indicate that r = 25 is a reasonable
choice for many of the models.
The local solver is allotted 60s per launch for the smaller problems in PS ICb, and
600s for the larger problems in PS HCb. The 600s time limit is likely overly restrictive for
the larger models, but is necessary for practical reasons in order to compare a number of
alternative algorithms over a large number of models. Since the variations in results are
mostly due to the solver launch points chosen, this time restriction should not materially
affect the conclusions.
Experiment D: Ranking Candidate Launch Points
Experiment D is composed of two parts. The first part compares the effect of ranking
candidate launch points on the time to find the initial incumbent solutions: the first feasible
solution that a multistart algorithm finds. The competing algorithms are given up to 600s
to find an incumbent solution. The results from this experiment show ranking the launch
points can reduce the amount of time required to get an initial incumbent solution.
The second part of Experiment D tests if ranking the candidate launch points translates
into overall success in finding a global optimum. Both the overall maximum time limit and
the run time per solver launch are set to 7200s. The maximum number of solver launches
is set to 200. The algorithms are compared based on the best overall solution that they
find.
The problem set used for both experiments presented in this section is PS HCb. This
problem set is selected because it contains relatively large and difficult models.
The two algorithms used in this experiment are:
• M S + C C : Multistart plus Constraint Consensus using the solver Ipopt with the
parameter settings described in Section 7.2.2.
• MS+CC*: Multistart plus Constraint Consensus with Launch Point Ranking, using
the solver Ipopt with the parameter settings described in Section 7.2.2.
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A similar method for ranking candidate launch points could be applied to the MS algorithm
presented in Section 7.1.2. Since the results achieved by the MS+CC method are superior
to those of the MS method, only the combination of MS+CC and ranking launch points is
explored here.
Experiment E: Total Run Time Restricted
In this experiment the number of solver launches is not restricted to 25 launches; instead
the total number of launches is set much higher at 200. The important distinction between
this experiment and Experiment C is that the maximum total run time is restricted, but
the run time per solver launch is not restricted. The solver is allowed to proceed without
being terminated prematurely, however, if a poor start point is chosen, a single launch of
the local solver could possibly consume all of the search time. The experiment is run twice
on PS IIC, first with the total time restriction of 7200s per model, then with the time
restriction of 15000s per model.
For some models the local solver finds a solution very quickly, hence, the secondary
stopping condition terminates the algorithms after the 200t/l launch of the local solver. In
this regard, Experiment E does have an upper limit on the number of solver launches. In
most cases far fewer than 200 local solver launches are actually made within the time limit
due to the required time per solver launch for the models tested. The limit is selected to
be 200 because this is the default maximum value for Knitro. This hard upper limit is
necessary because the local solver can complete a launch in as little as a tenth of a second
for some of the models tested. Therefore, it could possibly complete 150,000 launches if
given the full 15000s. The amount of time required to read and write to files in this case is
impractical.
The four competing algorithms and their parameter settings are:
• MS: Basic Multistart using Ipopt as the local solver with the parameter settings
listed in Section 7.2.2. The maximum number of solver launches is r = 200.
• M S + C C : Multistart with CC. The local solver is Ipopt with the parameter settings
listed in Section 7.2.2. The maximum number of solver launches is r = 200.
• MS+CCR: Multistart with CC and Reduction, p = 50 and r = 200. The local
solver is Ipopt with the parameter settings listed in Section 7.2.2.
• M S + C : Multistart with clustering using CC, operating in mode 1. p = 50, r c = 25,
r = 200, and UJ = 3. The local solver is Ipopt with the parameter settings listed in
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Section 7.2.2.
Experiment F: Comparing to Best Known Solutions
Experiment F compares the results obtained with the global solvers described in this thesis
to published best known solutions of the models summarized in Table 7.2. Furthermore,
Experiment F compares the published results from MSNLP variants (Section 7.2.2) to the
solvers proposed in this thesis directly.
This experiment is set up in a similar fashion to that of Experiment E. The main
difference is that an algorithm is stopped if it finds a high-quality solution (a solution
with Gap < 1% as described in Section 7.2.5). The MS, MS+CC, MS+CCR, and MS+C
algorithms are run until they find a solution with Gap < 1% or until they exceed a maximum
time limit of 600s. For PS ID the algorithms are also stopped if they reach the limit of
1000 local solver launches per model (these results are listed in Table 7.8 and Table 7.9).
Alternatively, for PS IID the algorithms are stopped if they reach the limit of 1000 sample
points (these results are listed in Table 7.10).
Only MS, MS+CC, MS+CCR, and MS+C are considered for PS ID. In this case, the
1000 local solver launch limit is selected as it is fair for all the algorithms. The alternative
experimental setup chosen for PS IID is so that the results are compared as fairly as possible
to those published in [93]. Given this setup, the MS+CCR and MS+C algorithms will not
be able to launch the local solver as many times as the other algorithms. This is because
MS+CCR and MS+C search the variable space with multiple sample points and CC before
deciding where to launch the local solver.
The competing algorithms are:
• P R : MSNLP with pure random driver and using the local solver CONOPT.
• OQ: MSNLP with the Optquest driver and using the local solver CONOPT.
• SR: MSNLP with smart random driver and using the local solver CONOPT.
• MS: Basic multistart with the Ipopt local solver, r = 1000.
• M S + C C : Multistart with CC and the Ipopt local solver, r = 1000.
• MS+CCR: Multistart with CC, reduction, and the Ipopt local solver, p = 50 and
T = 1000. The second part of this experiment limits the number of samples to 1000,
and MS+CCR requires 50 samples per solver launch, therefore, the maximum number
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of solver launches MS+CCR will actually make in the second part of this experiment
is 20.
• M S + C : Multistart with clustering using CC, operating in mode 1. The local solver
used is Ipopt. p = 50, r c = 25, and r = 1000, but like the aforementioned MS+CCR
method, the most solver launches MS+C will make in the second part of this experiment is less than 1000 due to the limit on the number of sample points. The most
launches MS+C can possibly make for the second part of this experiment is 500.
The parameters for the PR, OQ, and SR variants of MSNLP are listed in full in Table 1.,
Section 4 of [93]. These algorithms are run with a maximum time limit of 6000s and a limit
of 1000 sample points. For all 7 algorithms, any unbounded variables are constrained with
an artificial bound of 104, as described in Section 5.2.2. In a secondary experiment, MS,
MS+CC, MS+CCR, and MS+C are run using an artificial bound of 102. These results are
reported in Table 7.8.
Note that the MSNLP algorithms are run with a maximum time limit of 6000s versus
600s for MS, MS+CC, MS+CCR, and MS+C. The MSNLP algorithms are tested on a
different computer than MS, MS+CC, MS+CCR, and MS+C so time cannot be used to
compare the performance of the algorithms. Furthermore, the MSNLP algorithms use
a different local solver which also makes a direct comparison difficult. There is more
discussion on these topics in Section 7.3.4.
Tuning CC
Steps 0-4 of MS+C (Alg. 3) are run on the tuning sets to choose the maximum time limit
for a single CC run. The results are listed in Table 7.3. The independent variable in the
experiments is the maximum time limit for a single CC run, ranging from 0.05s to 0.8s for
PS ICa, and from 0.25s to 4s for PS IlCa. The table shows:
• Median violation - The median violation (see Section 5.2.5) of the most promising
launch points found by the clustering routine.
• Average clusters - The average number of launch points calculated.
• Average run time - The average run time of the clustering method, including the
time required to initially sample the space.
• Feasible solutions - The percentage of models for which feasible solutions are found
by the clustering routine without running a local solver.
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Table 7.3: Clustering Times

Tuning Problem Set ICa (22 models)
Max CC Time (s)

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

Median Violation
Average Clusters
Average Run Time (s)
Feasible Solutions (%)

15.15
16.0
1.30
40.9

1.07
16.0
2.36
40.9

0.14
14.6
4.42
45.5

0.15
15.3
8.52
45.5

0.11
14.5
16.59
45.5

0.25

0.5

1

2

4

4260.0
10.3
26.7
0.0

1310.0
14.1
31.8
6.3

912.8
12.5
52.9
12.5

455.9
11.1
100.8
12.5

345.5
11.4
188.0
12.5

Tuning Problem Set IICa(16 models)
Max CC Time (s)
Median Violation
Average Clusters
Average Run Time (s)
Feasible Solutions (%)

Based on the tuning statistics, the maximum time for a single CC run is set to 0.05s
for PS IC and to Is for PS IIC. The data in Table 7.3 indicate that longer times yield
only relatively small and costly decreases in the median violation, and only a slight if any
increase in the percentage of feasible solutions found by the CC method.
Note that there is no expectation that individual CC runs will reach feasibility. CC
is only expected to find a point that is close to feasibility: the local solver is expected to
proceed to feasibility and optimality. Nonetheless, CC still finds a feasible point for a good
fraction of the small models in PS ICa. It finds far fewer feasible solutions in PS IlCa
because the models are on average much larger and more difficult than those in PS ICa.

7.2.5

Performance Metrics

Throughout this section, the solvers are compared using the relative percentage gap (Gap)
as proposed by Ugray et al.[94]. Gap is defined as:

1

+ \jb\
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where fa is the best feasible objective function value found by a solver and fb is the best
known feasible objective function value. Gap is a measure of the deviation between a
solver's output and the best known solution. The larger Gap is, the worse the solver's
solution is relative to the best known solution. If Gap is equal to 0% then the solutions are
the same. For this section, a solver's result is considered a failure if its result has Gap > 1%.
Some of the results in this section are presented as performance profiles (see [26]).
The success rate for the performance profiles in Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 7.2 is the fraction of
models for which a particular algorithm found a feasible solution with Gap < 1%. The
ratio to best time compares the relative times the algorithms took to find a solution with
Gap < 1%. This type of performance profile measures how fast the algorithms find highquality solutions. The algorithm that performs the best will have a line in the performance
profile that is closest to the top left corner. This means that the algorithm solves the most
models successfully in the least amount of time.
Experiment C
Experiment C compares a variety of algorithms to determine which one most frequently
finds a solution with Gap < 1% in the shortest amount of time given the same maximum
number of local solver launches. Note that this is not the same as imposing an upper time
limit. For example, MS+C may determine that a certain model has 3 distinct promising
regions and hence will launch the local solver 3 times and stop. In contrast, a traditional
multistart algorithm (e.g., MS) will use all 25 local solver launches and hence around 8 times
as much computation time. For this reason MS+C is expected to use less time on average,
especially for the larger models. MS+C is also expected to reach better solutions more
frequently than the other multistart algorithms due to its relatively aggressive exploration
of the variable space prior to launching the local solver.
Table 7.4 lists the following data:
• Feasible Solutions - The number of models for which the corresponding algorithm
found at least one feasible solution.
• Solutions with Gap < 1% - The number of models for which the corresponding
algorithm found a feasible solution within 1% of the best known solution.
• Average Time(s) - The average time per model in seconds taken by the corresponding algorithm.
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Experiment D
The second stage of a multistart algorithm in which a local solver is launched is usually
assigned much more run time than the initial stage in which launch points are chosen. For
instance, the first stage of naive multistart simply selects random launch points from the
search space. The computation time involved in selecting random points is negligible when
compared to the computation time that a local solver frequently requires for large nonlinear
models.
Given that time is often restricted, it may be beneficial to quickly rank the launch
points prior to running the local solver. In cases where there is not enough time to run the
local solver from each of the selected launch points, the solver will get launched from the
most promising points before the time limit is reached. Experiment D tests this hypothesis
using the MS+CC and MS+CC* algorithms. Four basic statistics are collected:
• Number of Initial Incumbents - The number of models for which an algorithm
found a feasible solution within the given time limit.
• Average Time to Initial Incumbent - The average time in seconds that an algorithm took to identify a feasible solution.
• Feasible Solutions - The number of models for which an algorithm found at least
one feasible solution.
• Solutions with Gap < 1% - The number of models for which the corresponding
algorithm found a feasible solution within 1% of the best known solution.
Experiment E
Experiment E compares the algorithms when they are run for a fixed time on each model.
Performance profiles are not used to report these results since all the algorithms are run
for the same fixed amount of time. Instead, the results are reported in Table 7.7 with the
following metrics:
• Feasible Solutions - The number of models for which the corresponding algorithm
found at least one feasible solution.
• Solutions with Gap < 1% - The number of models for which the corresponding
algorithm found a feasible solution with Gap < 1%.
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• Solutions with Gap < 0.01% - The number of models for which the corresponding
algorithm found a feasible solution with Gap < 0.01%. A smaller Gap percentage
indicates that a solution is closer to the best known.
• Average Launches - The average number of local solver launches per model.
• Average Time(s) - The average time per model in seconds taken by the corresponding algorithm.
Experiment F
Experiment F compares the algorithms in terms of finding the best known solutions. All
the models in this experiment have published best known solutions. When a global search
algorithm finds a feasible solution with Gap < 1% it is stopped. Note that the local solver
is run until it meets its internal stopping conditions, i.e., it does not necessarily stop if it
finds a solution with Gap < 1%. The following statistics are reported:
• Solutions with Gap < 1% - The number of models for which the corresponding
algorithm found a feasible solution with Gap < 1%.
• Solutions with Gap < 0.01% - The number of models for which the corresponding
algorithm found a feasible solution with Gap < 0.01%. Note that this is not a
stopping condition; it is a measure of how many of the successful points (i.e., points
with Gap < 1%) also had Gap < 0.01%.
• Ipopt Time (hrs) - The total time used by the local solver Ipopt, in hours.
• Total Time (hrs) - The total time used by all components of the algorithm, in
hours.
• Timeouts - The number of models for which an algorithm exceeded the total time
limit without finding a feasible solution with Gap < 1%.
• Ipopt Calls - The total number of times Ipopt is launched.
• Infeasible Ipopt Calls - The total number of times Ipopt returned an infeasible
solution.
As described in Section 7.2.4, the results reported for the MSNLP variants PR, OQ, and
SR are from [93].
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Figure 7.1: Performance Profile for PS ICb

7.3

Numerical Results

The goal of this research is improved methods for multistart global optimization of large
scale nonlinear programs. For this reason, the results of main interest are for PS IIC, which
contains the largest models. At the same time, the proposed algorithms should not perform
poorly on smaller models; hence the results for the other problem sets are also relevant.
Experiment C is run on the small and large models found in PS IC and PS IIC, respectively.
Experiments D and E are only run on PS IIC which contains the larger models. Experiment
F is run on PS ID and PS IID, which contain smaller models in general. These smaller
models are selected as they have published best known solutions.
The best results in each table are displayed in boldface font.

7.3.1

Experiment C: Restricting Solver Launches

Results for the Small Models
The performance profile in Fig. 7.1 shows that MS+C is more successful than the other
methods for time ratios less than 10. MS+C finds the most solutions with Gap < 1% the
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fastest for 51% of the models. The MS and MS+CC methods only find solutions with
Gap < 1% the fastest for 37% and 7% of the models, respectively. The results listed for
PS ICb in Table 7.4 show that MS, MS+CC, and MS+C find solutions with Gap < 1% for
84%, 90%, and 86% of the models, respectively. The results also show that MS+CC and
MS+C find more feasible solutions and more solutions with Gap < 1% than MS, which
demonstrates the value of using CC prior to launching the local solver. For PS ICb, MS+C
is the fastest on average while MS+CC is the most robust, successfully solving 90% of the
models.
Results for the Large Models
The large models in PS IlCb are more difficult to solve: they contain on average many
more variables and nonlinear constraints than the models in PS ICb. In general, a much
smaller fraction of the large models are solved to optimality than for the small models,
likely because of the time restriction on the local solvers. The performance profile shown in
Fig 7.2 shows that the MS+C algorithm dominates the other methods over all time ratios.
It finds the most solutions with Gap < 1% the fastest for 35% of the models, and is the
most robust, finding solutions with Gap < 1% for 60% of the models.
Table 7.4 shows that MS+CC and MS+C find slightly more feasible solutions than MS
for PS IlCb. It also shows that MS+C finds the most solutions with Gap < 1% and uses
the least amount of time on average. MS+C uses 41% less time than MS+CC, its nearest
competitor in terms of time, while returning 2 additional solutions with Gap < 1%. MS+C
is the fastest and most successful for the large models.
Comparison of M S + C and Knitro 6.0 in Global Mode
Knitro is run on PS IlCb so that MS+C could be compared directly to a commercial
multistart algorithm. The parameters for Knitro are set so that the stopping conditions of
the local solver are as similar as possible to those used by Ipopt and hence a fair comparison
is made. The intention is not to compare the local solvers, but the multistart methods they
use for global optimization. Comparisons of Knitro and Ipopt as local solvers are found in
[67] and in Section 5.1.3 of [97]. Mittelmann's NLP benchmark [67] shows that Knitro is
often faster than Ipopt.
The performance profile in Fig. 7.3 indicates that Knitro outperforms MS over most of
PS IlCb. As reported in Table 7.4, both algorithms found feasible solutions to 35 (59%)
of the models. Knitro found the solutions with Gap < 1% for 31 of the models (vs. 30
for MS). Knitro is faster at finding many of the solutions; however, the total times show
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Figure 7.3: Performance Profile, including Knitro, for PS IlCb

that Knitro is also slower when it does not find a solution. The average time per model for
Knitro is 8859.9s compared to 6867.5s for MS. Overall, Knitro and MS produced similar
results for PS IlCb.
Fig. 7.3 illustrates that MS+C outperforms Knitro for all ratios to best time. MS+C
found feasible solutions for 38 models (vs. 35 for Knitro), and solutions with Gap < 1%
for 33 models (vs. 31 for Knitro). When the number of solutions found with Gap < 0.01%
are compared Knitro performs well, finding 30, 7 more than the next best, MS+C. This
means that for 7 models the successful solutions that Knitro found are actually slightly
closer to the best known solution than the successful solutions that MS+C found. The
biggest difference between the algorithms is the average time used per model: MS+C used
only 3737.95s, 58% less time than Knitro.
These results show that the MS+C algorithm compares well against a state of the art
commercial multistart method. Solution times are much smaller, and feasible solutions are
found for more models. MS+C also outperforms Knitro slightly in terms of number of
successful solutions found.
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Discussion
An inherent problem with multistart methods for global optimization is that it is unknown
when to stop launching the local solver: it is always possible that a better solution will be
returned by the next local solver launch. A major advantage of the MS+C algorithm is that
it will stop when it thinks that the local solver has been launched once near each feasible
region. This can also be a disadvantage since it is possible that a local solver launch from
some other part of the same cluster will produce a better solution, especially if the cluster
is quite large, in terms of the amount of variable space it covers. The performance profiles
in Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 7.2 show that MS+C is generally both faster and more robust than
the other algorithms examined. The variable space exploration conducted by the MS+C
method is clearly effective in producing recommendations for a small and efficient set of
local solver launch points.
Table 7.3 shows that the concentration and clustering method identifies an average
of 14-16 clusters for the small models in tuning set ICa and 10-14 clusters for the large
models in tuning set HCa. This shows that MS+C is likely to make far fewer than 25 solver
launches on average, which accounts for much of its speed advantage. In fact, the MS+C
algorithm averaged 14.1 and 11.9 solver launches for problem sets IC and IIC, respectively,
while the MS and MS+CC algorithms had no option but to use the full 25 solver launches
for each problem. The relatively large numbers of clusters, on average, for both large and
small models highlights the opportunity for efficiency improvement by avoiding redundant
solver launches near the same regions of attraction. This is exactly the opportunity that is
exploited by MS+C.
Table 7.4 shows that MS+C does not do quite as well as MS+CC in terms of the number
of feasible solutions and solutions with Gap < 1% for the small models in PS ICb. Given
the experimental setup for PS ICb which specifies p = r = 25, this is not unexpected.
MS+CC launches the local solver from all 25 points, while MS+C launches from only a
subset of the same 25 points (i.e. only the most promising point for each cluster found). In
a few cases, the most promising launch point for a cluster is not actually the best launch
point for that cluster, however, the results also show that it frequently is the best choice.
For better exploration of the variable space prior to a local solver launch, p is set to a larger
value than r. The improved effect when p = 50 and r = 25 is seen in the results for the
large models in PS IIC.
The importance of using CC (in particular L_Basic_Aug_3) to improve the initial point
prior to the local solver launch is demonstrated in Table 7.4: the MS+CC and MS+C
algorithms both find solutions with Gap < 1% more often and faster than the simple MS
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Table 7.4: Experiment C Results

PS ICb (126 small models)
Algorithm
Feasible Solutions
Solutions with Gap < 1%
Average Time (s)

MS

MS+CC

MS+C

113
106
115.6

122
113
106.6

120
108
94.4

MS

MS+CC

MS+C

Knitro

38
31
21
6385.4

38
33
23
3737.9

35
31
30
8859.9

PS IlCb (59 large models)
Algorithm

Feasible Solutions
35
Solutions with Gap < 1%
30
Solutions with Gap < 0.01%
21
Average Time (s)
6867.5

variant. CC accounts for only 1.4% of the total solution time of MS+CC in PS ICb and
0.4% of the total solution time of MS+CC in PS IlCb. Similarly, CC and clustering account
for only a small fraction of the total solution time for the MS+C algorithm, specifically
1.6% for PS ICb and 1.5% for PS IlCb. These relatively small investments in exploration
of the variable space prior to launching the local solver generate a large return in terms of
reduced total solution time and improved solution success.
Table 7.4 shows that for the large models in PS IlCb, MS+C is not only the fastest by
a significant margin, using 41% less time than the next fastest method on average, but it
also solves the most models to Gap < 1%. The performance profile in Fig 7.3 shows that
MS+C is a promising alternative to the Knitro multistart algorithm, included to represent
the state of current commercial solvers available. MS+C provides valuable improvements
in both the effectiveness and efficiency of multistart methods for global optimization.

7.3.2

Experiment D: Ranking Candidate Launch Points

Initial Incumbent Results
The results from the first part of Experiment D are summarized in Table 7.5. Given the
600s time limit, MS+CC and MS+CC* found initial incumbent solutions for 21 and 25 of
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Table 7.5: Initial Incumbent Results for Launch Point Ranking. The average time is
calculated over the 19 models for which both algorithms found an initial incumbent solution.
Algorithm:

MS+CC

MS+CC*

21

25

68.4s

53.5s

Number of initial incumbents:
Average time to initial incumbent:

Table 7.6: Overall Results for Launch Point Ranking
Algorithm:
Feasible Solutions
Solutions with Gap < 1%
Solutions with Gap < 0.01%

MS+CC

MS+CC*

38
29
26

31
26
22

the 59 models, respectively. Further, the average time to initial incumbent is slightly less
for MS+CC*. These results show that ranking the candidate launch points prior to running
the local solver has a positive effect if time is overly restricted. The term overly restricted is
used because there are 32 models for which neither algorithm found an incumbent solution
in the 600s time limit.
It should also be noted that a failure by MS+CC* does not imply a failure by MS+CC,
that is, ranking did not always produce a positive outcome. There are two models for
which MS+CC found incumbent solutions in the 600s time limit and MS+CC* did not.
Therefore, ranking launch points may have a net positive effect; however, it is not always
advantageous.
Overall Results
Table 7.6 summarizes the results for the second part of Experiment D. The results in
Table 7.6 show that ranking does not have a net positive effect on the overall solution
quality when the algorithms are run with a greater maximum time limit. MS+CC is the
better algorithm in terms of finding feasible solutions, returning 38. MS+CC* found far
fewer feasible solutions: 31. In terms of success (finding solutions with Gap < 1%), MS+CC
only slightly outperformed MS+CC*, finding 27 best solutions versus 26. Similarly, a
greater number of the MS+CC solutions compared to the MS+CC* solutions satisfied
Gap < 0.01%. These results indicate that given longer run times, ranking candidate launch
points does not have a positive effect on the MS+CC algorithm.
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Discussion
There are two keys to a good set of launch points. The first is quality. As shown in
Section 5.4.1, good launch points tend to be close to the feasible region. For a barrier
solver, good launch points typically over-satisfy many of the inequality constraints and are
close to satisfying many of the equality constraints. The second key to a good set of launch
points is variety of location. A local solver will perform differently depending on the start
point from which it is launched, but if the local solver is launched from two points that are
relatively close together it will likely return the same solution.
Ranking the launch points ensures that the local solver is launched from the best known
points, however, it does not guarantee that the points are diverse. In fact, ranking may
actually increase the odds that the local solver makes redundant launches if many of the
most promising points are from the same basin of attraction. This is the reason that
MS+CC* is outperformed by MS+CC.
The results show that ranking candidate launch points positively influences the number of initial incumbents found when maximum run time is restricted. Overall, ranking
candidate launch points is not necessarily positive as it may decrease launch point variety,
and ultimately cause a multistart algorithm to perform worse. For this reason, only the
MS+CC algorithm is used in the experiments presented in the following sections.

7.3.3

Experiment E: Restricting Run Time

Results
Experiment E tests which algorithms perform the best given a limited run time. Table 7.7
highlights key results from this experiment. The test is run twice, first with a time limit of
7200s and then with a time limit of 15000s. 7200s is close to the average time taken by the
algorithms in Experiment C and 15000s is the maximum accumulated time the algorithms
were allotted in Experiment C.
MS+CC found the most feasible solutions, 38, given the 7200s time limit. MS+CCR
and MS+C were close finding 36 and 37 feasible solutions, respectively. MS and Knitro
found the fewest feasible solutions, 28 and 31, respectively. This is likely because the MS
and Knitro algorithms do not use CC to improve solver launch points. A similar trend
exists in the solutions data. The CC-based algorithms MS+C, MS+CCR, and MS+CC
identified 29, 30, and 31 solutions with Gap < 1%, respectively, while MS and Knitro only
found 23 and 26, respectively. The numbers of solutions found with Gap < 0.01% are
similar. These results show that using CC to search the variable space for improved solver
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Table 7.7: Experiment E Results

Time=7200s

Feasible Solutions
Solutions with Gap < 1%
Solutions with Gap < 0.01%
Average Launches
Average Time (s)

MS

MS+CC

MS+CCR

MS+C

Knitro

28
23
22
71.3
5,653.0

38
29
26
81.6
5,316.0

36
30
26
63.1
5,898.6

37
31
26
58.1
6,008.5

31
26
24
7,411.0

MS

MS+CC

MS+CCR

MS+C

Knitro

30
24
22
92.5
10,514.2

39
29
24
92.4
10,579.6

39
31
22
72.9
11,407.8

37
33
26
59.0
11,958.8

31
26
24

-

Time=15000s

Feasible Solutions
Solutions with Gap < 1%
Solutions with Gap < 0.01%
Average Launches
Average Time (s)

-

14,965.2

launch points definitely has a positive result.
The results are similar for the 15000s experiment; the CC-based algorithms outperformed MS and Knitro. The extra time allowed MS, MS+CC, and MS+CCR to find more
feasible solutions, but MS+C is still the top performer in terms of best solutions. Overall,
MS+C is the most robust, finding the most high-quality solutions in each of the two tests.
Discussion
Terminating the search algorithms after 200 local solver launches has a pronounced effect on
the average statistics displayed in Table 7.7, the most obvious being that the average times
are less than the given time limits (except in Knitro's case, which is discussed below). This
is directly due to the fact that for some of the models (15 when Time = 7200s, and 19 when
Time = 15000s) the solver runs are quick enough that the search algorithms completed
200 local solver launches before the time limit is reached. Given the increase in maximum
time to 15000s, the average numbers of solver launches did not increase too much due to
the 200 solver launch limit. As a result of the solver launch limit, the number of launches
only increased for the models that require a large amount of local solver search time, i.e.,
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the models for which fewer than 200 solver launches are possible given the maximum time
limits. Since these models require a large amount of time per solver launch, only a few
extra launches are possible with the extended time limit.
For an unknown reason Knitro exceeded the time limit for some models. This is obvious
in the average time result of the 7200s experiment that reports that Knitro used 7,411.0s
on average. It is also true for the 15000s experiment. There are 21 models that Knitro
reported using more time than the limit. For a couple models Knitro reported using almost
twice the maximum allowed time.
The search routines that require a greater ratio of CC search time to solver search time
(MS+CCR and MS+C) used fewer solver launches on average. This is expected because
using CC to search the variable space takes away from the time available to run the local
solver. The exception is the MS+CC algorithm. In the 7200s test it actually uses more
solver launches on average than MS and almost the same number of launches in the 15000s
case. This is because CC reduces the amount of time the solver requires per run, as shown
in Chapter 5.
Table 7.7 does not report the average numbers of solver launches for Knitro as the data
is not available.

7.3.4

Experiment F: Finding Best Objective Function Values

Results
Experiment F tests the algorithms' abilities to find the best known solutions. Each of
the models used in this experiment has a previously discovered best known solution. The
algorithms stopped immediately if they found a solution with Gap < 1%, compared to the
best known solution. Otherwise, the algorithms proceeded until they met maximum time,
sample, or launch restraints.
Two sets of results are listed in Table 7.8. The first set reports the data using the
artificial bound 104, while the second set reports the data with the artificial bound 102,
i.e., a smaller search space. The results are expected to be better when the search space
is smaller as most of the models should be easier to solve with the tighter bounds. The
artificial bound is applied by the method described in Section 5.2.2.
Table 7.8 reports results for the 366 models in PS ID. For 250 of these models, MS
found the best known solution on the first local solver launch. This is likely because either
the bounds on these models are relatively tight or because the model contains only one
feasible region and optimum. There were an additional 3 models for which the solver timed
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out on its first and only launch. Therefore, there were 253 models for which only one solver
launch was performed. This thesis targets difficult models with multiple disconnected
feasible regions, thus the results of the other 113 models for which the local solver has
difficulty finding a solution are of greater interest. The results for the 113 difficult models
are found in Table 7.9. Note that the average number of variables and average number of
nonlinear constraints for the 253 easy models are 54.5 and 53.5, respectively. The averages
for the 113 difficult models are higher; specifically, the average number of variables and
average number of nonlinear constraints are 63.5 and 61.4, respectively.
MS+C is the best performing algorithm when the artificial bound is set to 104. MS+C
found the most solutions with Gap < 1% and with Gap < 0.01%, used the least amount of
time (by a small margin), timed out the least often, and used the fewest local solver calls.
Furthermore, the local solver returned infeasible solutions least often when MS+C selects
launch points.
The results when the bounds are decreased are mixed. Although MS+C found the
most solutions with Gap < 1%, MS+CCR found the most solutions with Gap < 0.01%.
MS+CC used the least amount of time, however, MS+C did not use much more. Both
MS+CCR and MS+C timed out the least often: 9 times each. MS+C uses the fewest local
solver calls. The other methods all use considerably fewer local solver calls than when the
artificial bound is larger. This is an indication that the models are easier to solve when the
artificial bounds are decreased. MS+CCR caused the fewest local solver launches to return
with infeasible solutions, far fewer than when the artificial bounds are larger. In general,
all the algorithms performed better with the tighter bounds.
Table 7.9 lists results from the subset of 113 models for which MS required more than
one solver launch to find the best known solution. These models are more likely to contain
multiple feasible regions and optima. They are also more difficult. As shown by Table 7.9,
these models are responsible for most of the runtime and local solver calls used by the
proposed algorithms. The results also show that MS+C outperforms the other algorithms
in most of the categories. It finds the most high-quality solutions while using the fewest
solver launches and least amount of time.
Fig. 7.4 contains two performance profiles: one for the complete set of 366 models,
and another for the subset of 113 models. Fig. 7.4a illustrates that MS+CC is the fastest
algorithm for many of the models. 253 of the 366 models required one local solver launch.
For these models the extra time MS+CCR and MS+C used to search the space before
launching the local solver negatively affected their time results. MS+CC outperformed MS
because the pair of CC and local solver runs faster on average than the local solver by itself.
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Table 7.8: Experiment F Results: Comparing Multistart Algorithms on 366 COCONUT
Benchmark Models with Known Solutions
Artificial Bound = 104
Algorithm
Solutions with Gap < 1%
Solutions with Gap < 0.01%
Ipopt Time (hrs)
Total Time (hrs)
Timeouts
Ipopt Calls
Infeasible Ipopt Calls

MS

MS+CC

MS+CCR

MS+C

327
307
3.68
3.68
19
22,929
3,310

343
325
2.50
2.55
13
13,025
1,502

342
326
1.31
2.56
12
14,959
1,912

346
329
2.24
2.49
11
11,787
1,095

MS

MS+CC

MS+CCR

MS+C

332
313
3.67
3.67
20
18,365
2,211

346
327
1.94
1.96
10
12,553
1,095

347
331
1.35
2.38
9
12,032
178

348
329
1.93
2.14
9
11,560
543

Artificial Bound = 102
Algorithm
Solutions with Gap < 1%
Solutions with Gap < 0.01%
Ipopt Time (hrs)
Total Time (hrs)
Timeouts
Ipopt Calls
Infeasible Ipopt Calls

Table 7.9: Comparing Multistart Algorithms on 113 Models for which MS took more than
one launch to find the best known solution (Artificial Bound = 104).
Algorithm
Solutions with Gap < 1%
Solutions with Gap < 0.01%
Ipopt Time (hrs)
Total Time (hrs)
Timeouts
Ipopt Calls
Infeasible Ipopt Calls

MS

MS+CC

77
71
3.15
3.15
16
22,676
3,307

92
85
2.15
2.19
11
12,692
1,500

MS+CCR

MS+C

91
95
87
89
0.96
1.89
2.17
2.10
10
9
14,444 11,452
1,910
1,093
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Table 7.10: Comparing Against MSNLP on 131 COCONUT Benchmark Models with Artificial Bound = 104
Algorithm

PR

OQ

SR

MS

MS+CC

MS+CCR

MS+C

Number Gap < 1%
Number Gap < 0.01%

128
120

129
124

130
122

126
118

127
120

125
118

129
123

The performance profile also shows that MS+C found the most solutions with Gap < 1%.
The performance profile in Fig. 7.4b illustrates how the performance gap decreases
when the easier models are removed from the test set. Although MS+CC is still the
fastest for many of the models, the performance gap between it and the MS+CCR and
MS+C algorithms closes. This is because the extensive searches that the latter algorithms
perform before launching the local solver are more valuable for the difficult models. The
performance profile shows that MS+C found the most solutions with Gap < 1% for this
subset of models.
Table 7.10 compares the proposed algorithms with the commercial solver MSNLP using
three different random drivers, namely, PR, OQ, and SR. The results indicate that MS+C
is the best of the proposed algorithms as it finds the most solutions in both Gap categories.
The best MSNLP variant is SR for Gap < 1% and OQ when Gap < 0.01%. In both cases,
MS+C obtains competitive results with the MSNLP variants.
Discussion
Of the 131 models in PS IID, the proposed algorithms MS+CC, MS+CCR, and MS+C
collectively failed to find solutions with Gap < 1% on a total of 6 different models. This is
because the combination of CC and Ipopt frequently failed on the same models. Although
the MSNLP variants failed fewer times collectively, they still failed on a total of 6 different
models. There are no models for which more than a single MSNLP variant failed. Furthermore, the set of models that the MSNLP variants failed on is almost entirely different
than the set of models that MS+CC, MS+CCR, and MS+C failed on. Only one model
is in both sets. MS+C is successful for every one of the 6 models that at least one of the
MSNLP variants failed on. This is likely due to the fact that different local solvers are used
by the two sets of algorithms.
The MSNLP variants and MS+C produce similar results for PS IID. The algorithms
are not compared on a time basis because they were run on different computers with
different hardware specifications. The comparison between the global search algorithms
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Ratio to Best Time
(a) All 366 models.
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Figure 7.4: Performance Profiles for PS ID: (a) All models are included, (b) Only the subset
of 113 models for which MS required more than one local solver launch to find the best
known solution are included.
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is also complicated by the different local solvers used, each with their own strengths and
weaknesses. To isolate the performance of the global search routines the same local solver
would have to be used by each algorithm. In terms of practical use, the results suggest
that using some combination of both of the local solvers would probably be advantageous.
All the algorithms solve a large fraction of the models because on average, the models
in PS IID are not particularly difficult.

7.4

Summary

This chapter uses empirical results to show the promise of the proposed algorithms, especially MS+C. In Experiment C, MS+C typically finds the highest-quality solution in
significantly less time than competing algorithms, including Knitro. This highlights the
ability of MS+C to reduce the number of solver launches while maintaining solution integrity. In Experiment E, MS+C did not find feasible solutions as often as MS+CC and
MS+CCR, however, it was still most robust at finding solutions with Gap < 1%. The
results from Experiment F show that MS+C typically finds the most high-quality solutions
as compared to the other proposed methods. This experiment also shows that MS+C is
competitive with three variants of the solver MSNLP.
Experiment D shows that ranking candidate launch points is not necessarily advantageous. Ranking the launch points effectively prioritizes points on their relative promise,
however, the variety of the launch points is sometimes reduced, especially if the algorithm
only has time to launch the local solver a few times. The result is that the search space is
not explored adequately and a lower quality solution is returned.
Using CC to search the variable space is shown to be an effective method in this chapter.
The algorithms using CC outperformed MS in most cases and in some cases the performance
gap was very wide. The relative performance of MS+C to the other CC-based algorithms
shows that the clustering routine adds additional value. MS+C successfully provides the
local solver with a set of high-quality and diverse launch points. The comparisons of
MS+C to Knitro and MSNLP show that the proposed method is competitive with currently
available commercial global optimization software. A list of all the best known solutions is
found in Appendix A.

Chapter 8
Conclusions
1. The primary goal declared in Chapter 4 has been achieved: an improved multistart
heuristic framework for global optimization was developed. It is both effective and
efficient at solving a wide range of large-scale constrained continuous nonlinear programs, as shown in Chapter 7. The secondary goal has also been achieved: improved
methods for quickly seeking feasibility in large-scale nonlinear programs were devised.
Results in Chapter 5 show that the new methods can both increase feasibility rates
and decrease total run times when they are paired with a local solver.
2. A critical distance for clustering can be automatically estimated from the distribution
of inter-point distances of concentrated points. This is illustrated in Section 6.3.
Furthermore, the resulting clusters can be used to determine high quality local solver
launch points. This is shown in Section 7.3.
3. Augmentation improves CC algorithms that use Basic consensus and linear feasibility
vectors but does not consistently improve the performance of CC variants that use
FDfar or SUM consensus and linear feasibility vectors. Of the CC variants tested,
L_Basic_A_3 is best at reducing median violation given time and iteration constraints,
and improved Ipopt's overall performance the most, both increasing Ipopt's feasibility
rate and decreasing the total time required. This is shown in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.
4. SUM-based consensus methods produce good results overall when combined with
linear feasibility vectors and relatively good results when paired with quadratic feasibility vectors. This is shown in Section 5.3.1. L_SUM and L_SUM_A_11 are two
of the best performing CC algorithms overall. They perform exceptionally well at
quickly reducing constraint violation. L_SUM proved to be successful at improving
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Ipopt's feasibility rate and decreasing the amount of overall run time, although not
by the same margins as L_Basic_A_3. This is shown in Section 5.3.2.
5. CC may not monotonically reduce the violation at each iteration, hence the CC end
point may not be the point with the lowest violation. CC performs better when all
of its intermediate points are tracked and the best point, in terms of violation, is
returned. This is shown in Section 5.3.1.
6. Successful launch points for barrier solvers satisfy many nonlinear inequality constraints and are close to satisfying many nonlinear equality constraints.
L_Basic_Aug_3 and L_SUM, applied only to the nonlinear subsets of the violated
constraints, were the best CC variants at quickly locating points with these characteristics (Section 5.4.1).
7. Applying the CC algorithms exclusively to nonlinear constraints improves the feasibility fraction results of the CC algorithms. This is shown in Sections 5.1.4 and 5.4.1.
8. Ranking candidate launch points prior to calling the local solver does not necessarily
improve performance. Section 7.3.2 shows that a multistart method may find a feasible incumbent solution quicker when using a set of ranked launch points, but overall,
the variety of unranked launch points proves to be more effective.
9. MS+C is competitive with the commercial software Knitro 6.0 running in multistart
mode (Section 7.3.3).
10. MS+C is competitive with the commercial software MSNLP (Section 7.3.4).
11. The objective function can be converted into an aspiration constraint for CC during
the concentration phase of the global search routine. Updating the aspiration value
throughout the process can help to further concentrate CC output points to points
near optimality rather than just points near feasibility, however, there can also be
negative consequences. This is illustrated in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.
12. Quadratic feasibility vector calculations take much more time than linear calculations. As a result, the quadratic-based CC variants complete fewer iterations and
generally achieve worse overall median violations than the linear-based variants.
The quadratic variants that only apply quadratic feasibility vector calculations to
quadratic constraints (and use the linear feasibility vector calculations for all other
nonlinear constraints) outperformed the variants that used the quadratic feasibility
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vector calculations for all nonlinear constraints. The best performing quadratic variant is Q_SUM_q, however it performs relatively poorly versus the linear variants. This
is shown in Section 5.3.1.

8.1

Summary of Contributions

1. Developed a method for identifying local solver launch points that are distributed
among different promising regions of the search space so that redundant local solver
launches are reduced, and which compares well to the state of the art.
2. Developed a novel method for estimating the critical clustering distance from the
inter-point distribution of concentrated points and demonstrated how the resulting
clusters can be used to select a set of high quality launch points for a local solver.
3. Developed a predictor-corrector approach for CC whereby the previous feasibility
vectors are quickly augmented to improve results.
4. Introduced the concept of using the best intermediate CC point in terms of constraint
violation as the local solver launch point rather than the CC end point.
5. Introduced the concept of applying CC to the subset of violated nonlinear constraints
only. This method concentrates computational effort towards the nonlinear constraints which are typically the most challenging aspect of many optimization models.
6. Performed an analysis of solver launch points over a wide variety of models to verify
the general characteristics of successful launch points for barrier solvers.
7. Developed a consensus variant for CC that effectively sums the feasibility vectors.
8. Developed an alternative feasibility vector calculation for CC that uses an additional
quadratic term.

8.2

Future Research

1. MS+C may be improved by using the start, intermediate, and end points of the
CC runs to determine the size, shape, and location of the basins of attraction for
identified clusters so that new random CC start points can be placed in unexplored
regions of the variable space. Alternatively, if a basin of attraction is found to be large
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it may be beneficial to identify multiple launch points from within the same basin.
With these improvements MS+C would conduct a more thorough investigation of the
search space.
2. The routine for extracting a critical distance from the inter-point distance distribution
may be improved by using shape analysis to identify specific conditions. Preconceived
responses could be initiated when certain conditions are identified. For example, if
the inter-point distance distribution is a unimodal bell-type curve the model may
only have one feasible region. In this case it might be efficient to launch the local
solver once from the center of the cluster of points.
3. The introduction of adaptive methods for setting parameter values could improve the
performance of MS+C as well as the CC algorithms. For example, the number of
initial sample points for MS+C could be based on the size of the model or it could
change dynamically based on the performance of the CC runs.
4. L_Basic_A_3 may be improved by augmenting a superposition (possibly weighted) of
the previous consensus vectors rather than just the previous consensus vector.
5. Current versions of CC operate on the subset of violated constraints in order to find
points that are close to feasibility. To incorporate optimality an aspiration constraint
can be introduced as shown in Section 6.1.5. Alternatively, CC with an aspiration
constraint could be applied to the barrier form of the problem, the same problem
Knitro and Ipopt solve. This method is more complicated as it requires the introduction of many new variables, however it is unknown what the benefits, if any, would
be.
6. There are certain circumstances that local solvers have trouble dealing with. For
instance, there are a variety of situations that cause barrier solvers like Knitro and
Ipopt to sometimes get stuck in regions of the variable space where they continuously
make short steps and very little progress. In these cases, it may be beneficial to switch
to CC in an attempt to find a new launch point for the solver. CC would be used
throughout the optimization process, quickly finding a new point for a barrier method
whenever the solver's progress is insufficient, rather than just at the beginning. Currently, conjugate gradient methods are used in this role by the Knitro and Ipopt
solvers. Using CC first before trying the other methods may enhance performance
because an iteration of CC is relatively fast compared to the other methods, espe-
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cially for large-scale models. The result would be a new local solver that is possibly
faster than the current versions of Knitro and Ipopt.
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Appendix A
Models, Problems Sets, and Best
Known Objective Function Values
Table A.l: Best Known Objective Function Values for Feasible Solution Vectors to Test
Models from the COCONUT Benchmark
Model
aircrfta
airport
aljazzaf
alkyl
allinitc
alsotame
artif
batch
bdvalue
brainpcO
brainpcl
brainpc2
brainpc3
brainpc4
brainpc5
brainpc6
brainpc7

Best Known / ( x )

Problem Sets

0 ID
47952.6996 IA,IB,ICb,ID
75.0049 ID
-1.765 ID,IID
30.4748 ID
0.082085001 ID
- IIIA,IB,IICa
259177.9452 ID
0 IIIA,IB,IICa
0.384737744 IIIA,IIB,IICb
0.000164107 IIIA,IIB,IICb
- IIIA,IIB,IICb
0.000335755 IIIA,IIB,IICb
0.000382985 IIIA,IIB,IICb
0.000356108 IIIA,IIB,IICb
0.000337008 IIIA,IIB,IICb
0.000355281 IIIA,IIB,IICb

Continued on Next Page...
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Table A.l - Continued
Model

Best Known / ( x )

brainpc8
brainpc9
bratu2d
bratu2dt
bratu3d
britgas
broydn3d

0.000356325
0.000364115

broydnbd
btl
btlO
btll

-

btl2
btl3
bt2
bt4
bt5
bt6
bt7
bt8
bt9
byrdsphr
camshapelOO
camshape200
camshape400
camshape800
cantilvr
catena
catmixlOO
catmix200
catmix400
catmix800
cb2

-

0
-

-1.0001
-1
0.824891778
6.1881
0
0.0325682
-45.5106
-1047.858
0.277
306.4975
0.999999993
-1
-4.683300133
-4.284146872
-4.2785
-4.275687479
-4.274273415
1.339956363
-23077.7753
-0.0481
-0.0481
-

-0.048055605
1.9522

Continued on Next Page...

Problem Sets
IIIA,IIB,IICb
IIIA,IIB,IICb
HCb
HCb
HCb
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIIA,IB,IICb
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IIA,IB,ICb
IIA,IB,ICb
ID
IA,IB,ICa,ID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IIA,IB,ICa
IIIA,IB,IICb
ID

Table A.l - Continued
Model
cb3
cbratu3d
chaconnl
chaconn2
chain 100
chain200
chain400
chain50
chakra
chance
chandheq
chemrcta
chemrctb
chenery
circle
clnlbeam
cluster
concon
congigmz
coolhans
corel
core2
corkscrw
coshfun
cresclOO
crescl32
cresc50
csfi2
deconvc
demo7
demymalo
dipigri

Best Known / ( x )
2
0
1.9522
2
5.069784611
5.0689
5.0686
5.072261494
-179.1336
29.89437817
0
0
0
-1058.9199
4.5742
344.8762185
0
-6373.11
28
0
91.0562
72.9
-0.048055605
-0.798572812
-58.80385274
-31.38206131
-58.80385274
55.0176
0
-1589042.386
-3
680.6300749

Continued on Next Page...

P r o b l e m Sets
ID
IIIA,IIIB,IICb
ID
ID
ID.IID
ID,IID
ID,IID
ID,IID
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
ID,IID
IA,IB,ICa,ID
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIA,IB,ICb
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
ICa,ID,IID
IIA,IB,ICb
ID
ID
ID
ID
IA,IB,ICa,ID
IA,IIIB,ICb,ID
IIA,IB,ICb,IICb
IA,IIIB,ICb
IIA,IB,ICb
IIIA,IIB,IICb
IA,IB,ICb
ID
ID
ID,IID
ID
ID

Table A.l - Continued
Model
disc2
discs
dispatch
dittert
dixchlng
dixchlnv
dnieper
drcavllq
drcav21q
drcav31q
dtoclna
dtoclnb
dtoclnc
dtoclnd
dtoc2
dtoc4
dtoc5
dtoc6
eg3
eigena2
eigenaco
eigenb2
eigenbco
eigenc2
eigencco
eigmaxa
eigmaxb
eigmaxc
eigmina
eigminb
eigminc
eleclOO

Best Known / ( x )
0.766968957
12.00007501
3155.2879
-1.9976
0
0
0
0
90.68782488
-31.38206131
12.70202991
12.70202991
15.93777765
11.95171977
19.61999634
-

1.535111532
19.61999634
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-100
-98
-10.7462
-10.74619418
0.000967435
-1
-1

Continued on Next Page...

Problem Sets
IA,IB,ICa,ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IDJID
IIA,IB,ICa,ID
ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IIIA,IIB,IICb
IIIA,IB,IICa
IIIA,IIB,IICb
IIA,IB,ICb
IIA,IB,ICb
IIA,IB,ICb
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIIA,IIIB,IICa
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICa,ID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICa,ID

Table A.l - Continued
Model
elec200
elec25
elec50
etamac
exl4_l_l
exl4_l_2
exl4_l_3
exl4_l_4
exl4_l_5
exl4_l_6
exl4_l_7
exl4_l_8
exl4_l_9
exl4_2_l
exl4_2_2
exl4_2.3
exl4_2.4
exl4_2_5
exl4_2_6
exl4_2_7
exl4_2_8
exl4_2_9
ex3_l_l
ex3_l_2
ex3_l_3
ex3_l_4
ex4_l_8
ex4_l_9
ex5_2_2_casel
ex5_2_2_case2
ex5_2_2_case3
ex5_2_4

Best Known / ( x )
0
243.8127
243.8127603
-15.2947
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7049.2083
-30665.54
-310
-4
-16.7389
-5.508013267
-400
-600
-750
-450
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P r o b l e m Sets
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IA IB,ICb,ID,IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
IA IB,ICb,ID,IID
IA IB,ICb,ID,IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID

Table A.l - Continued
Model
ex5_2_5
ex5_3_2
ex5_3_3
ex5_4_2
ex5_4_3
ex5_4_4
ex6_l_l
ex6_l_2
ex6_l_3
ex6_l_4
ex7_2_l
ex7_2_10
ex7_2_2
ex7_2_3
ex7_2_4
ex7_2_5
ex7_2_6
ex7_2_7
ex7_2_8
ex7_2_9
ex7_3_l
ex7_3_2
ex7_3_3
ex7_3_4
ex7_3_5
ex7_3_6
ex8_l_7
ex8_l_8
ex8_2_l
ex8_2_2
ex8_2_5
ex8_3_l

Best Known / ( x )

Problem Sets

-3500.0001 IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
1.864159474 ID,IID
-3499.999999 IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
7512.2259 ID,IID
4845.462 ID,IID
10077.7754 ID,IID
-0.0202 ID,IID
-0.0325 ID,IID
-0.3525 ID,IID
-0.294541288 ID,IID
3.234018235 IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
0.1 ID
-0.388811432 ID,IID
7049.2181 ID,IID
3.918 ID,IID
10122.4828 ID
-83.2499 ID
-5.7399 ID
-6.082 ID
1.1436 ID
0.3417 ID,IID
1.089863926 ID,IID
0.8175 ID,IID
6.2746 ID,IID
1.2036 IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
0 ICb,ID,IID
0.0293 ID,IID
-0.388811432 ID,IID
-979.1783
-552.6662398
-830.3380631
-0.819590288

Continued on Next Page...

IA,IIIB,ICa,ID,IID
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIIA,IB,IICa
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID

Table A.l - Continued
Model
ex8_3_10
ex8_3_ll
ex8_3_12
ex8_3_2
ex8_3_3
ex8_3_4
ex8_3_5
ex8_3_6
ex8_3_7
ex8_3_8
ex8_3_9
ex8_4_l
ex8_4_2
ex8_4_3
ex8_4_4
ex8_4_5
ex8_4_6
ex8_4_7
ex8_4_8
ex8_5_l
ex8_5_2
ex8_5_3
ex8_5_4
ex8_5_5
ex8_5_6
ex9_l_l
ex9_l_10
ex9_l_2
ex9_l_4

Best Known / ( x )
-1.551113654
-0.799571901
-1.551113654
-0.412330163
-0.819590288
-3.58
-0.416603062
-3.579982361
-1.232619169
-3.25611907
-1.232619169
0.618572759
0.485152487
-3.25611907
0.212459839
0.0003
0
28.898
3.3218
-4.07E-07
-0.0002
-0.0042
-0.000425147
-0.0108
-0.0012

ex9_l_5
ex9_l_8
ex9_2_l
Continued on Next Page...

-13
-3.25
-16
-37
-1
-3.25
17

Problem Sets
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IA,IB,ICa,ID,IID
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IA,IB,ICa,ID,IID
ICb,ID,IID
ICa,ID,IID
IA,IB,ICa,ID,IID
IA IB,ICb,ID,IID
IA IB,ICb,ID,IID
ID IID
IA IB,ICb,ID,IID
IA IIIB,ICb,ID,IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID
ID IID

Table A.l - Continued
Model
ex9_2_2
ex9_2_3
ex9_2_4
ex9_2_5
ex9_2_6
ex9_2_7
fletcher
flowchanlOO
flowchanlOO_ed
flowchan200
flowchan400
flowchan50
gasoillOO
gasoil200
gasoil400
gasoil50
gausselm
gigomezl
gliderlOO
glider200
glider400
glider50
gottfr
gPP
hadamard
haifam
haifas
haldmads
hanging
hatfldf
hatfldg
haverly

Best Known / ( x )

Problem Sets

99.9995
0
0.5
5
-1
17
11.6568
0.000307486
0
29.04730672
0

ID.IID
ID,IID
ID,IID
ID,IID
ID,IID
ID,IID
ID
IIA,IB,ICb
IIA,IB,ICb
IIA,IB,ICb
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIA,IB,ICb
IIA,IB,ICb
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIIA,IIB,IICb
IIA,IB,ICb
IIIA,IB,IICb
ID
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
ID
IIA,IIIB,ICb,ID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IIA,IB,ICa,ID
ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
ID,IID

-

0
-552.6662398
-830.3380631
0.00523664
-17.89542494
-3
-1255.058601
-1247.075526
-1247.725493
-1286.977373
0
14400.9271
0.005236594
-45.0004
-0.45
-1256.460375
-620.1761
0
0
-400

Continued on Next Page...

Table A.l - Continued
Model
heart6
heart8
hhfair
himmelll
himmell6
himmelbc
himmelbd
himmelbk
himmelp2
himmelp3
himmelp4
himmelp5
himmelp6
house
hs006
hs007
hs008
hsOlO
hsOll
hs012
hs013
hs014
hs015
hs016
hs017
hs018
hs019
hs020
hs022
hs023
hs026
hs027

Best Known /(x)
0
0
-87.15903761
-30665.54
-45.00036038
0
0
0.000122386
-62.0539
-59.0131235
-59.0131235
-59.0131235
-59.0131235
-4500
0
-1.7321
-1
-1
-8.4985
-30
0.9801
1.393464983
306.5
0.25
1
5
-6961.8176
38.1987
1
2

Continued on Next Page...

0
0.04

Problem Sets
ID
ID
ID,IID
ID,IID
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
ID
ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID,IID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID

Table A.l - Continued

Model

Best K n o w n /(x) P r o b l e m Sets

hs029

-22.627417

hs030
hs032

1
6
1

hs033

-4.5858

hs034

-0.834032438

hs039

-1

hs040

-0.25

hs042

13.85786438

hs043
hs046

-44
0

hs047

-0.026714183

hs056

-3.456

hs057

0.030647619

hs059

-7.8028

hs060

0.0325682

hs061

-143.6461422

hs063

-1038.285

hs064

6299.8375

hs065

0.9535

hs066

0.518163278

hs070

0.0089

hs071

17.014

hs072

727.5418

hs073

29.89437817

hs074

5126.498

hs075

5174.41

hs077

0.2415

hs078

-2.919700409

hs079

0.078776821

hs080

0.0539

hs081

0.0539

hs031

Continued on Next Page...

ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID

Table A.l - Continued

Model

Best K n o w n /(x) P r o b l e m Sets

hs084

ID
-5280335.133 ID

hs085

-1.905155235

hs088

1.3618

hs089

1.3617

hs090

1.3625

hs091

1.3626

hs092

1.3625

hs093

135.0759638

hs095

0.0156

hs096

0.0156

hs097

3.1358

hs098

3.1358

hs099

-831079900

hslOO

680.6300749

hslOOlnp

680.6300572

hs083

-30665.54

hslOOmod

678.7547

hslOl

1809.7583

hsl02

911.8772

hsl03

543.6669

hsl04

3.9511

hsl06

7049.2083

hsl07

5055.0082

hsl08

-0.866025403

hsl09

5326.8513

hslll

-47.7611

hsllllnp

-47.7611

IA,IB,ICb,ID

ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID

ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID

ID
ID
ID
ID
ID

hsll3

24.3062

hsll4

-1768.8074

hsll6

97.5875

ICb,ID

hsll7

32.3487

ID

hs99exp

-1008062500

Continued on Next Page...

IA,IB,ICb,ID

Table A.l - Continued
Model
hvycrash
hydro
hypcir
integreq
kissing
kiwcresc
korcge
lakes
launch
lch
lewispol
IntslOO
lnts200
lnts400
lnts50
lootsma
madsen
madsschj
makelal
makela2
makela3
manne
maratos
matrix2
mconcon
methanol 100
methanol200
methanol400
methanol50
mhw4d
mifflinl
mifflin2

Best Known / ( x )
-1.905155235
4366944
0
-831079891.5
-0.866025403
0
-339.2130282
-1008062500
-0.2185
-4.3183
0
0.554595401
0.554577016
-1255.058601
-339.213028
1.4142
0.6164
-797.2837027
-1.414213557
7.2
0
-0.974168304
-1
0
-6373.11
0.009022309
-1247.075526
-1247.725493
0.009022298
0.0293
-1
-1

Continued on Next Page...

Problem Sets
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
ID,IID
ID
IA,IB,ICa,ID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
ID
IA,IIIB,ICb,ID,IID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICa,ID,IID
ID
ID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IIA,IB,ICb
IIIA,IIB,IICa
IIA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
ID
ID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
ID
ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IIA,IB,ICb
ID
ID
ID
IIA,IB,ICb
IIIA,IIB,IICb
IIIA,IIB,IICb
IIA,IB,ICb
ID,IID
ID
ID

Table A.l - Continued
Model
minc44
minlphi
minmaxbd
minmaxrb
minperm
mistake
msqrta
msqrtb
mwright
ngone
nuffield
nuffield2
nuffield2_trap
oet2
optcdeg2
optcdeg3
optcntrl
optctrl3
optctrl6
optmass
optprloc
orthrdm2
orthrds2
orthrega
orthregb
orthregc
orthregd
orthrege
orthrgdm
orthrgds
otpop
pinenelOO

Best Known / ( x )

Problem Sets

-797.2837027
582.2361
4.87E-08
0
0.00036288
-1
0
0
1.288382901
-0.642085182
-0.642085182
0
0
0.087159641
0.009022309
0.009022298
0.002573029
2048.0165
-0.999999997
-0.189542471
-16.4198
5.195043992
37.41153983
1414.055887
0

IIA,IB,ICb,ID
ID,IID
IA,IB,ICa,ID
ID
IIIA,IB,IICb
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IIIA,IB,IICa
IIIA,IB,IICb
ID
IIIA,IB,IICb,ID
IIIA,IIB,IICb
IIIA,IIB,IICb
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIIA,IB,IICb,ID
IIA,IB,ICb
IIA,IB,ICb
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IB,ICa,ID
IIIA,IIB,IICb
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
ID

IIIA,IIB,IICa
0.087159641 IIIA,IIB,IICb
0.4509 IA,IB,ICb,ID
19057.98593 IIIA,IIB,IICb
- IIIA,IIB,IICa
-0.189542471 IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
19.87217015 IIIA,IB,IICb

Continued on Next Page...

-

Table A.l - Continued
Model
pinene200
pinene25
pinene50
polak4
polak5
polak6
polygonlOO
polygon25
polygon50
polygon75
popdynmlOO
popdynm200
popdynm25
popdynm50
porous1
porous2
powellsq
process
prodplO
prodpll
prolog
ramsey
readingl
reading3
rk23
robot
robotlOO
robot200
robot400
robot50
rocketlOO
rocket200

Best Known / ( x )
27045.7008
-

19.87216552
0
50
-44
-0.726868387
-0.7722
-0.7757
-0.72686841
-0.726868387
-0.726868345
2.750189447
2.97E-19
-0.72686841
19746528602
0
-1161.336602
60.9192
53.037
0
-2.4875
-

-1.72E-15
0.0833
5.4628
-0.752581181
9.141396586
9.141030382
9.146878638
-1.012831898
-1.012835436

Continued on Next Page...

Problem Sets
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIA,IB,ICa
IIA,IB,ICb
ID
ID
ID
IIIA,IB,IICa,ID,IID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IIIA,IB,IICb,ID,IID
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIIA,IB,IICa
IIIA,IB,IICa
IIA,IB,ICb
IIA,IB,ICb
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIIA,IB,IICa
ID
ID,IID
ID
ID
ID,IID
IA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IIIA,IB,IICa
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
ID
ID
IIA,IB,ICb
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIIA,IB,IICa
IIA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID,IID
IIIA,IB,IICb

Table A.l - Continued
Model
rocket400
rosenmmx
s332
s365mod
sample
sawpath
semiconl
semicon2
sinrosnb
smmpsf
snake
spiral
sreadin3
ssebnln
ssnlbeam
svanberg
swopf
trainf
trainh
try-b
twirisml
twobars
ubh5
vanderml
vanderm2
vanderm3
vanderm4
wall
water

Best Known / ( x )
-1.012836105
-44
-2.487468633
52.1399
726.6367
-181.573
0
-1.012835436
-99901
29.92435035
-0.0085
0
-1.012836105
181.5729437
337.7724
0
0
0
-

0
-99901
1.50865242
8361.422768
0
-1.009357402
0
0
-1.000004662

womflet
zecevic3
zecevic4
Continued on Next Page...

0
0
97.3094
7.5575

Problem Sets
IIIA,IIB,IICb
ID
IA,IB,ICb
ID
ID,IID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
IIA,IB,ICb,IICb
IIA,IB,ICb,IICb
IIA,IB,ICb
IA,IB,ICb,ID
ID
ID
IIIA,IB,IICb
IA,IB,ICa,ID
ICb,ID
IIIA,IB,IICa
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IIIA,IB,IICb
IIIA,IB,IICb
ID
IIA,IB,ICb,ID
ID
IIIA,IB,IICb
IA,IB,ICb,ID
IA,IIIB,ICb,ID
IA,IIIB,ICb,ID
ID
ID,IID
IA,IB,ICa,ID,IID
ID
ID
ID

165
Table A.l - Continued
Model
zigzag
zy2

Best Known / ( x )
1.8
2

Problem Sets
ICb,ID
ID

